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1'HE INFLUBNCE OF CARLYLE ON T!:IE SO:JIAL IDEAS Q.h' RUSKIll IN 
THE PERIOD FROM 1860 to 1884. 
Introduction 
1'0 connect the name of Huskin with that of Carlyle 
is not a new idea. Bvery biographer and critic of Ruskin re-
fers to the relation which existed between the two men; all 
mention especially Ruskin's admiration and respect for Carlyle. 
Eut no detailed study of the relationship of these two writers 
has yet been made; no considerable attempt has be·en made to 
determine definitely what Carlyle contributed to the · ideas of 
Ruskin; no investigation has been made of the character and 
extent of the influence of the one upon the other. 1'his study 
is not comprehensive; it is restricted and limited. It pro-
poses to determine where, hoW, and to what extent IJarlyle in-
fluenced the social ideas of Huskin between 1860 and 1884. 
~o this end, are presented, first, establishment of 
influence by circumstances, secondly, the nature and extent of 
the influence. For the first, standard biographies furnish 
material; for the second, Chartism (1839), ~ and Present 
(1843), and Latter-Day ~amphlets (1850) contain the most def-
inite expression of the social ideas of Carlyle; ~ ~ ~ 
(1860), Munera Pulveris 11862-3), and ~ Clavigera (187l-1884) 
show the greatest influence of tne social ideas of Carlyle on 
the work of ~uskin. 
Influence, in this thesis, means contribution to . 
the finisiled work of one man by another. Contribution covers 
both definite ideas and encouragement or stimulation. Even 
where influence is freely admitted, it cannot be measured; it 
can only be estimated. What .kuskin would have developed in 
his social thought vii thout Carlyle is almost an idle question, 
because Carlyle is acknowledged to have influenced Ruskin to 
2. 
an unusual degree. When influence is admitted, as in this case, 
'there is danger, whatever the evidence, of finding merely what 
one is seeking, not what is true. With this danger constantly 
in mind, the plan is, first, to gather information from stand-
ard biographies; secondly, to present the social ideas found 
in the six books just named in order to determine the nature 
and extent of the influence. 
CHAPTER I 
ESTABLISHMENT O:d1 INl!'LUENCE BY CARLYLE ON HUSKIN 
Uircumstances in social relations establish the 
personal influence of Carlyle on Ruskin between 1850 and 
1881. CA) Biographical facts show (1) that at first Ruskin 
did what all serious minded men of the middle of the nine-
teenth century were dOing in seeking to know Carlyle; (2) 
that similarity of race, training, and moral standards proved 
to be connecting links; (3) that they valued their friendship 
highly. (B) Ruskin's st&tements of indebtedness establish, 
finally, the fact of influence. The purpose of this chapter 
is to present details which establish the fact. 
(A) . Biographies, letters, and practically all recorda 
of the nineteenth century include references to Carlyle. These 
accounts show (1) thht Carlyle dominated his contemporaries. "We 
1 
all discussed him", reports one, "followers and rebels alike." 
Masson says: 
"It was a testimony to the extraordinary depth of 
the impression which Carlyle had by that time made on all who 
were within his circle, that there had been formed in Robert-
son, even then (1841), that habit of alvlays speaking of Carlyle, 
always recurring to Carlyle after any range of the conversation 
among other things, Wilich I was to observe for the ne:xt forty 
years in every person, without exception, that had come within 
Carlyle's influence, whether personally or through his books. 
ln 1841, RobeEtson could not, for any half hour together, keep 
off Carlyle." . 
1. McCarthy Justin Portraits of the 'Sixties, p. 35. 
2. Masson, David, H~mories of LOndOii"""in the ib'orties, pp. 9-10. 
'. 
2. 
A later ~Titer states: 
"It has been asserted tlmt there is not in this coun-
try a reading, thinking man under the age of forty who has not 
been directly or indirectly influenced by Thomas Carlyle and has 
not learned from him. Indeed it may be safely said thet one half 
tile thought of the present day i:= solely due to this man."~ 
Although Mill worked out a philosophy of life which 
was largely ante.gonistic to the ideas of Carlyle, he di d not fail 
to testify to the strength of his friend's position on many sub-
jects. Mill expressed gratitude for the earlier .,,,-ri tings of 
Carlyle which had opened the mind of !.:Iill to new ideas. He 
considered Carlyle his superior in imagination and insight, 
ahd was content, he said, "to hobble after and prove" what 
Carlyle saw more clearly.4 
Other writers of the period show the effect of Carlyle's 
personality. Hearn considers him in some respects the most im-
5 portant figure in nineteenth century literature. Kingsley, in 
!lton Lo cke, reflects the legendary mannerisms and conversational 
ha.bits of Carlyle in the character of Sandy 1,1ackaye. 6 The in-
fluence of Carlyle may be traced in Dickens, in Browning, in 
. 
Ruskin, even in Hacaulay. This last debt, Garnett says. Macaulay 
"had no mind to pay.,,7 Later writers also have been more or 
less influenced. Meredith "":rote of his younger days especially 
that Carlyle "had the field.,,8 stevenson felt the influence 
at one time. 9 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Japp, A. H., Ruskin L pp. 220-23. 
Mill, J. S., AutobiograPht, pp. 174-76. Hearn, Lafeadio, Interpre €.tions of Literature, p. 208. 
Garnett, Richard, Life of Thomas Carlyle. p. 145. 
Ibid,. p. 86. ---- -- . 
~eredith, George, Letters, Vol. II, p. 525. 
Balfour Grahaql 'l'he Life of Robert L. stevenson, Vol. II, 
'I" " '-- --- --pp. GI-IJ' 
3. 
For many people, Carlyle crystallized new ideas 
in his time. The amount of serious prose in the period shows 
the"t he Vias not alone in trying to find a reasonable basis for 
conduct. His interpretation of t]wwor1d on a moral basis ap-
pealed to men as different as "Tyndall and Ruskin, as LIill 
and Ten..--:lyson, as Browning and Arnold and Meredith," who ac-
cording to Thayer and others, "have felt the infusion of his 
10 
mor a.l force." The ability to produce thought-provoking con-
clusions does not necessarily produce followers. For some 
people, the opinions of Carlyle furnishe d the best material 
for antagonistic judgments. Early in the century he had few 
sympathizers. Lecky gives the reason for later support: 
"All men like to find their own opinions expressed 
wi th a po\ver and eloquence they cannot themselves attain, and 
most men dislike a writer who, in the first flush of a great 
enthusiasm, pOints out all that can be said on the other side. 
But when tile first enthusia.sm is over - when the prevailing 
tendency bas fully triumphed and the evils and defects con-
nected witl1 it a.re disclosed . - the words of this unpopular or 
neglected teache r will begin to gather \\eight. It will be 
found that although he may not have been wiser than those who 
advocated the other side, 'yet his words contb.ined exactly that 
kind of truth which was m~ needed or most genorally fOl~otten, 
and his reputation will steadily rise. This appears to me to 
have been much the position which Ce.rlyle occupied towards the 
chief questions of his day, and it explains, I think, in a ereat 
degree the growth of hiE influence."ll 
Uiss l.Iartineau st[1tes the general effect of the im-
pression which CarlYle made on his r.ge in this way: 
"If I am warranted in believing that the society 
I am bidding f8.rev;el1 to is a vast improvement upon that which 
I Vias born into, I am confident that the blessed change is 
attributable to Carlyle more than to any influence besides. 
10. Thayer, Vi. R., Throne Makers, p. 192. 
11 • .Lecky, W. E. H., Historical and !.lolitical 3ssays, p. 106. 
4. 
He may be himself tile most curious opposition to himself: 
he may be the greatest mannerist of his age while denouncing 
conventionalism - the greatest talker while eulogising silence _ 
the most woeful complainer While glorifying fortitude - the 
most uncert uin and stormy in mood while holding forth serenity 
as the greatest good within the reach of man; but he has none 
the less infused into the mind of the English nation sincerity, 
earnestness, healthfulness, and courage."12 
Since Carlyle influenced his age to such a marked 
extent, Ruskin may seem merely to be falling in line with the 
rest. The nature of influence, hovyever, differs in degre e and 
kind. 13iogr'aphical facts show (2) that similarity of race, 
training, and moral standards proved to be connecting links 
Which bound these men closely. In the firl:Jt place, Scotch 
racial characteristics helped t he~ to understand each other 
wi th less explan~;.tion than would have been required without 
that bE-sis. Secondly, colleze training made intellectual 
pOints of view clear with bare mention. Thirdly, both were 
reared under _>:'Uri tanical religious tenets which furnishe d a 
" 
Similar background of thought. Too much emphaSis should not 
be placed upon race; for Scott and Mill were Scotch, yet 
neither was congenial to Carlyle; nor do all university grad-
uates find that similar conditions of environment and training 
make them intimate friends. People who have had like religious 
experience may be very far apart in their final thouf,ht. The 
only point is, that similarities of race, of training, and ot 
religious experience in the case of Carlyle and Ruskin made 
their intercourse eas ier and, since they did agree, made the 
12. Martineau, Harriet, Autobl0graph~. p. 137, quoted in 
Robert son' 8 Modern Humanist s p. • 
development of intimacy rapid. For instance, one topic of 
conversation which the Scotch connection made possible arose 
about Mrs. Church, the great-aunt of Ruskin. Carlyle's 
5. 
father had built the house in which she lived, north of Annan. 
on the Solway Coast near Cummertries~13 Carlyle enjoyed 
Ruskin's Scotch mother and Miss Joan Ruskin Agnew. 14 The 
Annandale burrs of Carlyle woul~ attract rather than repel 
Ruskin, whose parents and Nurse Anne had the same accent. 
Biographies, fUT~ber, record many proofs (3) that 
both Carlyle and Ruskin v~ued their friendship. Ruskin showed 
tact in maintaining friand1y relations. "No one managed Carlyle 
So well as Rusldn". said Mrs. Carlyle; "It was quit e beautiful 
to see him. Carlyle ~ould say outrageous things, running coun-
ter to all Rnskin valued and cared for. Ruskin would treat 
Carlyle like a naughty child, lay his arms around him and say, 
r .Now, this is too bad:'" 15 
Mrs. Ear1and wrote of their relations: 
"He (Ruskin) sought Carlyle out. calling frequently 
at Cheyne Row when in London. Ruskin never came empty handed: 
tnere was always an offering of flowers for Mrs. Carlyle, with 
Whom he was a special favorite •••• 
Carlyle's house was a rendezvous for all the notable 
people of his time, but he never tolerated bores of uncongenial 
SOCiety. To such he was as prickly as the thistles of his 
native land. Ruskin. deferential, sympathetic, a good listener 
and Sincere adnirer, proved a welcome guest. It made for peace 
between them that Ruskin, who could lash himself to fury on paper, 
was mildness itself in speech. Had it been ot a~rwise these 
evening meetings must soon have come to an end.~ 6 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Sloan, J. M., The carl~le Country, pp. 200-202. See 
Praeterita, pp. 439- • 
Cook E. T. The Life of Ruskin, Vol. II, pp. 112-3. 
Ibid:, p. 561, quOteQ ?rom Irine Gilchrist: ~ ~ ~d 
wrltings, 1'. 82. 
Earland, Mrs. ~da,Ruskin ~ ~ Circle, pp. 90-107. 
6. 
The history of the friendship on Carlyle's side 
shows steady growth. In 1855, in a letter to his brother, 
Dr. John Carlyle, he described Ruskin as a "bottle of beau-
tifu~oda water •• very pleasant oompany now and then." By 1865, 
. 17 
Carlyle was sometimes going to l)enmark Hill. He wrote to 
Ruskin, February 22, 1865: "I have a notion to come out aot-
ually some day soon; and take a serious lecture from you on 
what you really know, and oan give some intelligible outline 
of, about Rocks; - bones of our poor old Hother; which have 
always been venerable and strange to me." Mr. Cook quotes 
the letter, and suggests that it may have led Ruskin to write 
1'8 
The Ethics of the Dust'. An incident which Thackeray's 
---
daughter records shows Carlylels personal attachment for Rus-
kin: 
"! heard a pretty account once from Mr. Alfred 
~yttelton of a visit paid by Ruskin to Carlyle in the familiar 
room in Cheyne walk, with the old picture of cromViel~ on the 
wall, and Mrs. Carlyle IS little tables and pretty k1ucknacks 
still in their quiet order. Mr. Ruskin had been ill not long 
before, and as he talked on of something he oared about, Mr. 
LJttelton said his eyes lighted up, and he seemed agitated 
and moved. Carlyle stopped him short, saying the subjeot was 
too interesting. "You must take care," he said, with the in-
finite kindness which Carlyle could show: "you will be making 
YOurself ill once more." And Ruskin, quite simply, like a 
child, stoppe d short. "You are right," he said, oalling 
Carlyle "Iilaster", and then went on to talk of something else, 
as dull, no doubt as anything that ~u~kin and Carlyle" could 
talk about together." 19 
In the first letter to Huskin after the death of Mrs. Carlyle, 
in 1866, Carlyle wrote: 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Praeterita, p. 438 ff. Of one call Ruskin writes; "Carlyle 
rode up the front garden, ~oJfully and reverently received 
as alviays." 
Cook, E. T., The ~ of John Ruskin, Vol. II, p. 99. 
.ni tchie, Anne 'l'hackerA.Y, .Kecoro s 2.!. 'l.'ennyson, l1uskin,~ 
Browning, pp. 103-4. 
"You are yourself very unhappy, as I too well dis- 7. 
cern; heavy-laden, obstructed and. dispirited; but you have a 
great work still ahead; and will gradually have to gird your-
self up against tre heat of the ~, which is coming on for 
you, - as the night ~iS:coming. Think valiantly of these 
things •••• Come and see me when you get time; come oftener and 
see me, and speak more frankly to me (for I am very true ts 
your hie-hest interests and you) while I remain here ••••• ,,2 
In October, 1869, he wrote: "Don't neglect to calIon me the 
first time you are in tovm - the sight of your face will be a 
comfort, and I long for a little fUrther talk on the problems 
you are occupied with." 21 
Garlyle ~d Ruskin had one particularly engrossing 
topic of discussion: the S'Jcial ideas of Carlyle which led 
Carlyle to give huskin his best and deepest thoughts on social 
questions. Passages in letters of Carlyle show the faith and 
confidence which he had in Ruskin as an exponent of these ideas. 
~'o Huskin , whose essays on political economy were proving un-
;. 
Popular, Carlyle wrote, on .rum 30, 1862: 
"I have rea.d, a month ae-o, your 1i'irst in Fraser. and 
have ever since' had a wish to say to it and you, fuge. macte 
EOV~ Virtute. 1 ap9roved in every particular; ca m, definite, 
Clear; rising into the sphere of ~lato (our,almost best), 
which in exchange for the sphere of I.facculloch, Mill and Co. 
is a mighty improvement! Since that, I have seen the-rIttIe 
£ree¥ book too; reprint of your Cornhill operations, ~ about 
two hrds of which was read to me (known only from what the 
Contradictions of sinners had told me of it); in every part 
of which I find a high and noble sort of truth, not one doc-
t trine that I can intrinsically dissent from, count other than 
'a1utary in the extreme, and pressingly needed in England above 
all." 22 
20. Collingwood, ";1 . G., ~ Life 21 John Ruskin, p. 226-7. 
21. Cook, E. T., The Life of""'"'j"Q'hri RUSJdii, Vol. II, p. 165. 
22. Collingwood, W:-G., QE:-clt., p. 202. 
Carlyle even tried to point out the significance of the 
essays to Huskin's father, who disapproved of these social 
ideas, as the following letter of Froude to Ruskin in 1863 
shows: 
8. 
"The world talks of the article in its usual way. 
I was at Carlyle's last night ••• Re said that in writing to 
your father as to subject, he had told him that when Solomon's 
temple was building it was credibly reported that at least 
10,000 sparrows sitting on the trees round declared that it 
was entirely wrong, quite contrary to received opinion, hOpe-
lessly condemned by public opinion etc. ~evertheless it eot 
finished, and the sparrows flew away and began to chirp in 
. the same note about somethinG else." 23 
in 1871, he wrote to Buskin: 
"Ihis ~'ors 0lavigera., Letter 5th, which I have just 
finished reading:-IS incomparable; a quasi-sacred consolation 
to me, which almost brings tears into my eyes! Every word of 
it is as if spoken, not out of my poor heart only, but out of 
the eternal skies; words winged with Empyrean wisdom, piercing 
as lightning, - and which I really do not remember to have heard 
the like of. Continue, while you have such utterances in you, 
to give them voice. ~hey will find and force entrance into 
human hearts, whatever the "angle of incidence" may be; that is 
~o say, whether, for the degraded and ir~uman ~lockheadism we, (90- called "men", have mostly now come, you come in upon them 
at the broadsi4~, at the top, or even at the bottom. Euge, 
Ellge!" 24 
More important facts in tracing the influence of 
Carlyle on Huskin are (B) Ruskin's own expressions of admiration 
and indebtedness. In their friendly social relations, evidence 
of the development of Ruskin's attitude of respect to an atti-
tude of docility appears. ~hile huskin was on the Continent in 
1861, a volume of selections 1!:2.!!! ~ writings .2i ~ Ruskin 
Was published by Messrs. smith, Elder and (;0. In a letter to 
his father from Lucerne, December 5, 1861, Ruskin deferred to 
CarlYle's judgment in this fashion: 
~oOk, ~. ~. QE.-2l!., vo~. II, p. 57. 
001lingwood, I . G., QE. ill., p. 288. 
9. 
"I have your nice and kind letter of 1st December 
enclosing Carlyle's, most interesting and kind also (herewith 
returned). As he says the extracts are right, I have not a 
word to say against them. It is the bocks which must be 
wrong." 
He J:ad written to his father from .Lucerne, November ~, that 
he did not want the book of extracts, calling it "a form of 
25 mince-pie which I have no fancy for." 
Huskin's fathAr died on March third, 1864. and 
huskin spent the rest of the year at Denmark Hill. He fre-
quently spent the evening with Carlyle. In December at 
Manchester he gave the lectures now entitled "Sesame and 
Lilies II. In them, says (Jollingwood, "71e can hear the echo 
of Carlyle1s talk in the heroic, aristocratic, stOic ideals, 
and in the insistence on the value of books and free publio 
libraries, Carlyle being the founder of the London Library." 
Benson writes of this particular winter: 
"Carlyle opened his heart to the friend who was 
set on speaking wholesome truth to the world, and who had 
been so sternly rebuffed. '...v e can hear the echoes of Carlyl e' s 
talks and Carlyle's ideas - the 'heroic, aristoc*~tic, stoic . 
ideals,' as they have been finely called - in Ruskin's work. 
Carlyle was much interested then in the question of public 
libraries. and gave Huskin's mind an impulse in this direc-
tion. ~he result was a book - three lectures - which is 
Perhaps the most popular- of all Ruskin's writing - Sesame 
and Lilies, Mystery of Life and its Arts." 26 
Another proof of the personal influence of Carlyle 
oVer Huskin is in the active part which the latter took in 
the Governor .b:yre controversy. (Jarlyle immediately opposed 
the J"amaica Coromi ttee made up of Spencer, Huxley, Goldwin 
Smith, and others, who wished to make public example of what 
25. Cook E. T. The I"ife of John Buskin, Vol. II, p. 42. 
26. 1:3ens~n. A . ~.-:-HuSffii::i S't'lidy.!!1 Pers0nality, pp. 140-41. 
10. 
they considered the tyranny of Governor ~yre in dealing with 
the negro insurrection at Morant Bay, Jamaica. l{uskin was, 
up to this time at least, an adherent of the jjroad Uhurch,. and 
nominally a member of the Liberal ~arty, organizations whose 
adherents would nnturally criticise such actions as those re-
ported of ~overnor ~yre. However, Ruskin placed himself with 
Carlyle as an opponent of the critics of the governor, by sub-
scribing u hundred pounds to the ~yre Defence uommittee and by 
taking part in public meetings, especially after the death of 
Mrs. Carlyle. That friendship for carlyle, and the desire to 
relieve him of publicity at this time were motives v:1th Hnskin, 
27 28 
both uolling1vood ancl Cook agree. uook says, "Ever since 
Ruskin had entered the field s.gainst rthe dismal science', hiS 
relations 'ili th uarlyle had grovm more and more intimate and 
affectionate. As each new shaft was hurled by Huskin, uarlyle 
appluuded and exhorted the younger man to fresh onslaughts." 29 
The fact that only one misunderstanding occurred dur-
ing the thirty yetirs of friendship between Carlyle and Huskin, 
is a Sign of unusual harmony. In a letter to Mr. Di:xon on 
April 27, H:l67 , which came out in the nev:spal)er, l{uskin used 
sOme remark that Carlyle had ~de about the difference between 
the respect shown by ltalian peasantry and the rudeness of 
London people. Upon the strength of this renark, Huskin severely 
criticised the uhelsean neighborhood for irreverence. Shepherd 
sayS, "l,,:r. huskin appears to have misunderstood, or involuntarily 
27. 
28. 
29. 
~Ollinev,ood, QE. Cit., pp. 232-3. 
Cook, Q2. Cit. Vol. II, pp. 111-12. 
Ibid. - , 
11. 
exaggerated, or at any rate to have received too much au 
serieux, some emphatic utterance of Carlyle meant to be taken 
30 
cum g~ salis~ ,;hen someone wrote to Carlyle about the tru:th 
of Ruskin's statements, in his answer on i,lay 22,1867, Carlyle 
denied that they had any truth. un May 28, he sent a OOD-
tradi ':Jtion to the newspaper. Cook says that Ruskin made no 
public statements but started a correspondence with Carlyle 
Which became angry.31 ; :r. Conway, who was on intimate terms 
With Carlyle, gives one instance of a reference by Ruskin to 
tne affair, in a lecture in June, 1867, before the separation 
was ended. "Before beginning his lecture," says Conway, "he 
said words nearly like these: 'It may be expected that I would 
say something concerning the matter which has been publicly 
discussed relating to a sta tement of mine: but I will ohly say 
here that there are reasons quite apart from the question of 
accuracy, which prevent me from saying anything on the subject.' 
This 'Was said so simply, so quietly, and Ruskin was so uncon-
32 scious of their pathos, that there v:as a burst of applause." 
The passage which st Elrted the difficulty states 
RuSkin's indignation at what he believed was disre spect 
Shown to Carlyle, and shows, above all, Ruskin's devotion to 
Carlyle. (Jook quotes what Rus1<in wrote: ••• "In the streets of 
Chelsea, and of tne whole district of London round it, from 
the Park to the outer country (some twelve or fifteen ~iles 
of disorganized, foul, sinful, and most wretched life), he 
Shepherd, R. H., and Williams, C. I~., Memoirs of Carlyle, 
Vol. II, pp. 247-62. 
Cook, 2£. Cit., Vol. II, p. 117. 
ConwQY, H. D., Autobiography, Vol. II, pp. 117-8. 
12. 
cannot walk without being insulted, chiefly because he is a 
grey, old man; and ,also because he is cleanly dressed - these 
two conditions of him being wholly hostile, as far as they ap-
pear to claim some kind of re~erence and recognition of better-
ness, to be instantly crushed and jeered out o~ their way.if 33 
Hawthorne curiously gives a different reason for rudeness, in 
a note of 1855; "Carlyle dres ses so badly, and wears such a 
rough outSide, that the flunkies are rude to him at gentlemen's 
doo ,,34 
. rs. Besides the letters to the newspapers, which ' are 
35 quoted in Shepherd's account, Carlyle wrote some to Huskin 
Which vlere not kept. One of l~ uskin' s to Carlyle on June first, 
1867, indicates the nature of these letters, as well as Ruskin's 
attitude toward Carlyle: 
"I am under the sorrowful necessity of ignoring your 
present letter. You have given the lie direct in the most 
inSUlting terms possible to the man who probably of all men 
liVing mest honored you. It is just because he so honours 
you that he is compelled to require of you to do right in this 
matter (but for many reasons besides, and, as I said, none 
of the trivial), arid the right manifestly is that you justify 
the terms of that letter, or retract them; and that with all 
Convenient speed." 36 
Carlyle then wr·Jte a letter to the Times in which he stated 
that he did not blame Mr. Ruskin 'heavily'. Cook says, "A 
fortniBht later Ruskin spent an evening with Carlyle; the 
WOund was healed by personal explanation, and affectionate 
intercourse was resumed on the old terms." 37 
~ook, ~. Q!!., Vol. II, pp. 116-7. 
Hawthorne, R., Our Old Eoce, English Note Books, 101. II, p. 69. 
Shepherd, QE. Cit.,-VOl:-rI, ~p. 247-52. 
COok, Q2. C1t.:-Vol. 11, p. 117. 
COOk, ~. Cit., Vol. II, p. 118. 
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The friendly social relations which existed for 
thirty years between Carlyle and Buskin provided an ideal 
environment for influence of one upon the other. "Yet", as 
Huskin says, "men are made what they finally become only by 
the external accidents which are in harmony with their inner 
na ture." ,.58 :nlB. t Carlyle contributed to Huskin from the 
standpoint of ideas, "which were in harmony with his inner 
nature". is discussed in succeeding chapters on social ideas. 
l.Ie an"; hi Ie , it would be incorrect to leave the impression that 
Carlyle domineered over Buskin or obtained servile attention 
from Ruskin. ~iographers of Huskin have not omitted striking 
instances of self-assertion. However, the fact that Ruskin 
felt it necessary to make such statements as occur in the 
following letter, shows that he was aware of the danger of 
leaving s.n impression of dependance. b1rom lJenmark Hill, on 
January 23, 1855, he wrote to earlyle: 
••• II ?eople are continu["lly accusing me of borrowing 
other menls thouf,hts, and not confessing the obligation. I 
don't think there is anything of which I am more utterly in-
capable than of this meanness; but it is very difficult always 
to know how much one is indebted to other people, and it is 
al\vays most difficult to explain to others the degree in which 
a stronger mind may guide you, without your hlwing at 1 east 
intentionally borrowed this or tl~t definite thought. The 
fact is, it is very possible for two people to hit sometimes 
on the same thought, and 1 have over and over been somewhat 
vexed as well as surprised at finding that what I really had, 
and knew I Had. worked out for myself, corresponded very---
closeryto things tllat you had said much better. I entreat 
you not to think when (if you have ever patience to do so) 
you glance at anything I -, i'irite - and when you oome, as you 
must sometimes, on bits that look like bits of yourself 
38. Ruskin. John, Notes on Prout !M.ID:Y!1, written 1879-80. 
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spoiled - to think that 1 have been mean enough to borrow 
from you knowingly, and without acknowledgment. HOw much 
your general influence has told upon me, I know not, but 
1 always confess it, or rather boast of it, in conversations 
about you, and you will see what - considering the way malicious 
people catch at such confessions - is certainly a very frank 
one, at the close of the l 'ecture of which 1 . send you a Builder 
cant aining a report. II 39 
Ruskin went further; he disapproved of Carlyle in 
Some particulars. In a letter to Charles Norton, a valued 
American friend of both, Huskin expressed dislike of the 
complaining attitude which Carlyle took toward life. The 
~etter was sent from uxford, .March 10, 1883: 
" •••• Carlyle·s, like all the words of him published ' 
since his death, have vexed me, and partly angered, with 
their perpetual 'me miserum ' - never deeming to feel the 
extreme ill manners of this perpetual whine; and, to what 
one dares not call an affected, but a quite unconsciously 
affected false extent, hiding the more or less of pleasure 
which a strong man must have in using his strength, be it 
in leaVing dustheaps. 
What in my own personal way I chiefly regret 
and wonder at in him is the perception in all nature of 
nothing between the sta;s and his stomach, - his going 
for instc..nce into North Wales, for two months, and noting 
absOlutely no Cambrian thing or event, but only increase 
Of Carlylian bile •••• ", 40 
uther letters to Att. Norton have some derogatory remarks 
about Carlyle, with many more of praise. Une such letter 
Of mixed regard and blame came out in the Atlantic IvIonthlZ. 
From Brantwood, January 2, 1885, Ruskin wrote to Mr. Norton 
that people all about him were depending on him more or less 
but that he had neither Charles (Mr. Norton) nor Carlyle for 
his Support. "But it seems to me as if old age were threaten-
ing to be a weary time for me, I'll never mew about it like 
COok, ~. Cit., Vol. I, pp. 476-7. 
Letters of~n ~uskin to U. E. Norton, Vol. II, pp. 189-90. -~-=.::..-- ---
I 
' ) 
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Carlyle nor make Joanie miserable if I know it." 41 
Ruskin, however, did not change his fundamentally 
respectful attitude of learner and disciple of Carlyle. After 
Carlyle died, Ruskin wrote on May 20, 1881 to George Richmond: 
"Oh me! so you recollect when you first made me read "Past 
and Present"? It was the only book I could get help from 
during my illness, which was partly brought on by the sense 
of loneliness - and greater responsibility brought upon me by 
Uarlyle's death." 42 Another letter, one to Mr. Norton, from 
Brantwood. September 13, 1886, shows hoy; vital a place Carlyle 
had in his life. Ruskin was at the time working on Praeterita. 
"I like the notion of lebving you out of my Autobiography. 
What would be the use of it, if it did not show under what 
friendly di scouragemen ts I wrote my best works't You might as 
well propose leaving out Carlyle, or Joan herself!"43. 
1,lhe external circumstances of the lives of Carlyle 
and Huskin show clearly .that Carlyle definitely influenced 
Ruskin. contemporaries honored, but Ruskin obeyed, Carlyle. 
Congeniality through race and training undoubtedly helped to 
promote their friendship. In their personal relations, 
Carlyle was conSistently and throughout the leader and guide. 
< 
.lie encouraged .f<uskin and took pleasure in his achievements. 
Moreovez:, ooth Ruskin and uarlyle acknowledge the influence. ' 
To find how Carlyle influenced the social ideas of Huskin is 
the purpose of the following chapters. 
41. Atlantio Monthly. Vol. 94, 1904, Letters, p. 387. 
42. Cook, -Y2. Cit., Vol. II, p.454. 
43. ~. Cit., lOI. II. p. 504. 
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CHAPTER II 
SOC IAL IDEAS OF CARLYLE 
Although some aspects of the social beliefs of Carlyle 
are found in all his writings, his social ide~s are most clearly 
expressed in Chartism, ~ ~ Present, ~ Latter-Day ~_ 
phlets. These books deal more exclusively and specifically 
wi th the socif~l relations and functions of men than do other 
literary and historical works which Carlyle has written. 
Each of these three books was produced when Carlyle felt com-
1 " 
~elled to turn away from other literary work to express his 
generally adverse criticism of social conditions. Sometimes 
his expression took the form of foreboding prophecy aroused by 
unwise management of some national situation. 
A brief account of the circumstances which occasioned 
theee books shows the importance Carlyle atteched to the ideas 
in them and his fitness for criticism. The social ideas, which 
they contain, fall into three divisions: fA) baSic principles 
of (1) mysticism, (2) individualism, (3) soaiallstic conception 
ot society; (B) criticism of (1 ") popular ideas of political 
economy, (2) democratic tendencies in government; (C) prophecies 
(1) fulfilled, and (2) unfulfilled. 
Chartism came out in 1839, when the hopes of better 
SOCial adjustment by the Heforrn Bill of 1832 kad not been real-
ized; working classes were in an ugly, rebellious mood. Carlyle 
2 
had the work finished by November 8. During the time he was 
1. 
2. 
Froude, J. A., ThornaR f)arlyle: ~ l!!. London, Vol. I. p. 149: 
p. 240. 
Froude, lb., p. 147. 
-
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Working on it, the Birmingham uprising (July 15, 1839) occurred. 
As he finished the book, the trouble at newport, in Monmouth 
(November 4), verifie d his posi tion, that the mass of people suf-
fered unjustly and validated his prophecy that violence was im-
minent. in uhartism, uariyle was a ~adical in that he oppoBed the 
~ories, but as a partisan he went little farther with the Hadical 
party. tie did not believe that the Radicals had the right prin-
ciples in their attempt to better the condition of ~ngland. ne 
had no confidence in the plans which the Uhartists thought 
would bring beneficial changes. l!'or he did not believe in uni-
versal suffrage, vote by ballot, annual parliaments, payment 
of members, equal electoral divisions, or the abolition of 
property qualifications)as means of lasting improvement. In 
£Eartism, the sympathies of Carlyle were clearly with the rebelling 
workers. He const~ntly refers to the Glasgow riots of 1819, which 
he had seen. 3 nis family belonged to the laboring clas8es in whose 
interest he was writing. However, he imd no confidence in the prin-
CiPles of the Uhartists or of any other class in England to lead the 
'linole nation out of its b&d condition. He was convinced that tile 
thinkers on economic problems had not found tr~ correct solution. ln 
~rtism he called their tneory, .raralytic hadicalism, "which 
~aUges with statistic ireasuring-reed~sounds with ~hilosophio 
1:'oli tico-l!iconomic plummet the deep dark sea or trouble s; and 
haYing taught us rightly what an infinite sea of troubles it 
1a, sums-up wi~h tne practical infererme, and use of consolation, 
that nothing whatever can be done in it by man, who has simply 
to Sit still, and look wistfully to 'time anti. general laws i : 
:b1roude, lb., p. 138. 
-
and thereupon, without so much as recommending suicide, 18. 
coldly takes its leave of us." 4 
The conditions which brought out Chartism were not 
SOon relieved. Although Carlyle was planning his cromwell,5 
he spent seven weeks in 1843 in writing ~ and Present. 
This book, which Huskin praised, had a more picturesque treat-
ment of his ideas. The calm past wnich contrasted most favor-
ably with the turbulent present was a reproduction of the 
liv,es of Samson the Abbot and his monks at st. Edmund's. 
11he twelfth century Chronicle of Jocelyn of l:5rakelond, v.-hieh 
had been brought out by the camden Society, furnished the 
material for the "past" of the book. A part of a letter to 
his mother shows where he obtained material for the present: 
"I hope it will be a rather useful kind of book • 
J.t goes rather in a fiery strain about the present condition 
of men in general, and the strange pass they are coming to; 
and 1 calcula.te it may av.aken here and there a slumbering 
blockhead to rub his eyes and consider what he is about in 
GOd's creation - a thing highly desirable at present. I 
fOund 1 could not go on with anything else, till I disburdened 
my heart somewhat in regard·' t 0 all that. Tile look of the 
World is really quite oppressive to me. ~leven thousand souls 
in paisley alone living on three-half pence a day, and the 
governors of the land all busy shooting partridges and 
paSSing corn-laws the while: It is a thing no man with a 6 
Speaking tongue in his head is entitled to be silent about." 
Another book which is included in getting Carlyle's 
ideas on social subjects is Latter-Day Pamphlets. An article 
7 
by Carlyle on the Negro ~ues~ion, vihich came out in ]'raser's 
Magazine in 1849 prepared the ·way for the following art icles, 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Chartism Critical and l".ascellaneous Bssays, Vol. IY. p. 191. rrorrespo~dence, Tho'ffiaS carlyle ~nd Ralph '\/. J<]rnerson, Vol. II,p.22. 
quoted in froude, ~ Cit., Vol. I, p. 243. 
ln Miscellaneous E"S"SayS:-Vol. lV, p. 348 ff. 
though it is not included in the volume called Latter-Day 
Pamphlets. However, the essay might well be considered 
preliminary because of its general similarity to the articles 
19. 
which compose the volume. This essay express~d views so extreme 
as to give '·universal offence."8 Heither -,roude, nor any re-
viewer since has revoked the adverse judgment. The eight pam-
phlets, in~luded in Latter-Day Pamphlets, appeared each month 
and continued in bitter tone the criticism of social conditions. 
Tile first paophlet on ~ Present ~ gave the .irnme diate cause 
for the series. A warning that democratic tendencies in govern-
ment led to destruction was held up to the English people. 
"Close following which (the French changes in government) as 
if by sympathetic subter!anean electric'i tie s, all Europe ex-
ploded, boundless, uncontrollable; and we had the year 1848, 
one of the most sineular, disastrous, amazing, and, on the whole 
humiliating years the European ".-orld ever saw. ,,9 The rest ot 
the pamphlets considered prison reform, the English government, 
a statue to Hudson, stump or~tory" and Jesuitism. These articles 
dealt vlith incidents of an occasional nature; accordingly, as 
!~. ~rail suggests, they have suff~red most from the hand of 
10 time. ~ ~ ~ sterling, a decided contrast in the mildness 
of its style, came out in 1851. This biography shows that the 
harshness of the Latter-Day Pamphlets was due chiefly to the 
Subject, not altogether to the perversity of the author. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Tile particular social ideas, expressed in ther-:e books, 
Froude, 2£. Cit., Vol. II, p. 22. ' 
Latter-Day ~hlets, No. I, ~ Present Time, p. 5. 
Trail H. D. Introduction to Latter-Day P&mphlets, p. VII. 
" - -
reflect (A) certain theories of life. These views of 
20. 
society reveal a reaction to the Victorian age, gro\ying out 
of a philosophy of life which includes (1) mysticism. Masson 
states the SUbstance of this theory in relation to external 
nature: 
"By this idealistic theory all the apparent 
universe of kno~n external realities, - sun, moon, stars, 
rOcks, clouds, earth, and human history and tradition, _ 
is resolved or reduced into mere present thinklngs of 
your mind or my mind, a mere complex phantasmagory of 
the present human spirit; and therefore it is through 
this present human spirit that one has to seek the all-
explaining bond of connection between the real world of 
finite nature and the real world of infinit e supernatural 
World. He (Carlyle) remained to the end what may be called 
a Realistic Transcendentalist or Transcendehtal Realist. 
By this is meant that he was satisfied to think of the 
World of space and time and of all physical and historical 
reaf_i ties, as having substantially existed, in it s essential 
fabric at least, very much as we imagine it, by an independent 
tenure from the Infinite, distinct from tlw.t of all past or -present 
Con(}eiving minds inserted into it and in traffic wi th it." 1,1 
This conception of mysticism implies that the spir-
itual part of the universe is more import&nt than the material: 
thFJ.t to grasp the meaning of the spiritual significance re-
quires fEith. Tne mysticism o~ Carlyle developed from an early 
training in Calvinistic doctrines, and from a study of the 
German transcendentalism of Novalis, Pichter, Fichte, and 
Goethe. Tbe dogmatism of Scotch Calvinism, and the subtle 
metaphysics of philoEophers he modified in a new application 
of the t ruth of spirit. i'l11en religious formulas represented 
• Vi tal feeling to those who engaged in them, ~arlyle held such 
statements essential as a habit of thought, but when formulas 
11. Ha.sson, David, Carlyle. Personally ~ .!!!. His f,Tri t inp;s, 
p. 73 ff. 
outlasted their usefulness and developed cant and pretense. 
they became dangerous. He says: 
-"Formulas too. as we call the", have a reality in 
Human Life. Tney are real as the verv skin and muscular 
tissue of a Han's Life; and a most bl~ssed indispensable 
thing. so long as they have Vit~.litf withal, and are a livinp; 
skin and tissue to him! ..... And ye , again, when a man's 
Formulas become dead ••••• it is time that he take to be~. 
and prepare for departure. which cannot now be distant." 12 
21. 
The danger lay in finding that 'Cant well-ordered is marketable 
13 
Cant. ' A continuation of the torms of old creeds which 
were no longer believed could result in nothing but Atheism. 
In popular thought the real soul and the real God were, Carlyle 
field. no longer revered. 
"Oh, it is frightful when a whole Uation. as our 
Fathers used to say. has 'forgotten God' ••• A soul is not 
like wind (spiritus, or breath) cont8.ine d within a capsule; 
the Almighty I.!aker is not like a Clock maker that once, 
in old i~~emorial ages, having made his Horologe of a Uni-
verse, sits eve~ since and sees-rr-go! •••• Hence comes 
At,helsm. "14 
A faith, not expressed in religious creeds, Carlyle found 
.. 
in this spi:L"itual conception of the univerEe. This faith 
eXplains the whole point of view in his social ideas. No 
contradiction of this conulusion of his faith ever occurs 
in his st~~tements: "Tile great soul of the world is just." 15 
The general trend of this ioealistic thought was 
not different from that of the Romanticists; but the ideals 
were different from theirs in their practicality. The mys-
ticism of Carlyle did not end with reflection. The objective 
facts in the lives of men hold his attention. Contemplation 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
and Present, Bk. II, Cil. 
Ek. III, Ch. II, p. ' 148. 
p. 147-8. 
Bk. I, eh. II, p. 8. 
XVII, p. 126. 
• 
, 
22. 
of idealistic themes which nad no connection with man's life 
was 'paralytic'. 16 ~'he r8.cial tr8.it which Taine ascribed 
to the English was exe'mplifie d: "At need, the heart takes 
the place of the bre.in." 17 The welfare of the indi vi dual 
was, to Carlyle, of greatest importf.,nce ~ such emphasis re-
sults in (2) individualism. 
One aspect of individualism in the teaching of 
Carlyle concerns the value of the incH vidual. People are 
worth consideration because of their innate worthiness of 
character, or because of their innate possibilities for de-
veloping character. I.Iead states that t:'lis faith, which made 
Rousseau t:i1e inspirer of Kant, "keeps Carlyle from f[ltalistic 
'l 
e ... · 
of pessimistic philosophy." 18 Tne spiritual or moral nature 
s is the real man which the physical body merely clothed. The 
reverence which the monks paid to Saint EdmUnd's dead body 
illustr~;,tes, ,for Carlyle, this truth: 
"It (the body) is the most reverend phenomenon 
under this Sun. ~'or the Higne st God dwells visible in that 
mystic unfathomable Visibility, which calls it self I on the 
Earth." 19 
• 
If, tne body, or clothes, of the spirit deserves such regard, 
a liVing man must be an object of everyone's respect. 
In the development of the social ideas of Carlyle, 
definite convictions concerning the individual appear. One 
belief and teacning is thr' t no man should cherish hope of 
personal happiness. Sucn passages as the following state the 
idea. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
Chartisll Critical and l,iiscellaneous J~ssays, Vol. IV, p. 191. 
l'aine A: H. History-of ~n~lish Liter~ture, Vol. II, p. 548. 1.1ea&~. :ZdY;i~, D. 'l'he 'Pliilosophy of Carlyle, p. 102. 
Vide, :Aorley,John, uritical andl'.'liscellaneous Essays,Vo1.1, 
p .l4'l if ,tor othe r comparlsons of t :ousseau and Carlyle. 
~ast aj'.d present, Bk. II, Uh. XVI, p. 124. 
"Was it thy aim and life-purpose to be filled with 
good things for thy heroism: to have a life of pomp and ease, 
and be what men call 'happyf in this world, or in any other 
world"? .L answer for thee delibera.tely, No. 1'he Whole epoch 
lie s in this, that thou canst answer for thyself, vvi th they 
whole clearness of head and heart, deliberately, ' No!" 20 
23. 
"Happy , my brother? Fir_st of all what difference is 
it whether thou art happy or not! TO-day becomes Yesterday 
so fe!st, all Tomorrows become Yesterdays; and then there is 
no question ~hatever of the 'happiness', but quite another 
question. Nay, thou hast such a sacred pity left for thyself, 
thy very pains, once gone over into Yesterday, become joys to 
th~ , Besides thou knowest not what heavenly blessedness and 
indispensable sanative virtue was in them; thou shalt know 
it only after many days, when thou art wiser!" 21 
Not happiness but blessedness is man's proper aim. 
rhis second conviction is a part of the glorification of work. 
rhe connection between the tv;o lies in having happiness enough 
to get work done, "the only hap!,iness a brave man ever troubled 
hiffiBelf wi th.,,22 Some of the blessedne ss falls to the lot of 
the wor~er. Despair is to be conquered by work. If a man actually 
and earnestly labors, he is not in despair. He has some faith 
in what he is producing. Self-cultiva.tion, too, is accomplished 
by work. A better maxim thEtn 'Know thyself' is 'Know thy work'. ' 
l 1rYing to know self has proved through the ages to be too diffi-
Cult. By means of labor, "doubt, desire, sorroVl, remorse, in-
dignation, despair itself" are quelled. jjy it "patience, coura.ge, 
Perseverance, openlless to light" are gained. b'inally, "York is 
in it s nature religious. A faith th8t could not exist wi th idle-
ness rewarded labor. ' '1'he old monks were right in Labor!',re est 
~ ~ , ~f1_are. '11wo ~hapters entitled ' Labor and ,Heward contairl 
tication of these ideas. 23 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
Past and 
~-,,-
.Lu., un. 
TO., eh. 
.past and 
.pr e sent, jjk. .L 11 , 
IV, p. 154-5 • 
IV, p. 156. 
~resent, ~k. 111, 
\.;h. XI!, p. 204 • 
Gh. XI and XI I. 
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ampli-
b'rom tile point of vi ew of the individual, the 
question of reward or wages folloVJs work. Upon this subject, 
too, Carlyle has a definite conviction. ~he spiritual well-
being which attends v.'ork is a part of the reward. 
"Work, and therein have well being. Man, son of 
~arth and tieaven, lies there not, in the innermost heart of 
thee, a ::spirit of act i ve lVlethod, a l!'orce for work; - and 
burns like' a painfully smoldering fire , giving thee no 
rest till thou unfold it, till thou write it down in bene-
ficient Jiiacts around thee 1 "24 
l'he worker must not expect to be paid entirely in money. !J.'his 
fact, however, does not excuse explOitation of laboring men 
by others. "M.oney-wages to the extent of keeping your worker 
alive that he may work more; these, unless you mean to dismiss 
hi~ straightway out of this world, are indispensable alike to 
24. 
the noblest worker and to the least noble! 25 The most valuable 
Work has never received adequate payment. Probably it CHn never 
be so rewaraed. "Fair day's-wages for fair day· s work! exclaims 
a sarcastic man: Alas, in \vhat corner of this .Planet, since Adam 
first awoke on it, was that ever realized-r the day's wages of 
John of John l1ilton's day·s v,'ork, named "Paradise Lost" and 
"Milton's ~70rks", were ten puunds paid by installments, and a 
? 
~,, - 26 
rather close escape from death the gallows." Thus reward is 
connected ',';i th the idea of blessedness rather than Vii th happiness. 
l'lan Should be ready to give his life for a worthy cause. "Give 
it, like a royal heart; let the price be nothing: thou hast then 
in a certain sense, got All for it! The heroic man, - and is 
not every man, ~od be thanked, a potential here~ has to do so, 
24. lb., Ch. XII, p. 2Clt' . 
25. JJi., p.203. 
26. lb., Ek. I, Ch. III. p. 19. 
25. 
in all times and circumstances~n 27 
One more decided opinion about the well-being of man 
appears in the social ideas of Carlyle. ~'he elorious opportunity 
of most men, according to him, is obedience. rheir freedom of 
cnoice in selecting their guides gives the key-note to their 
characters. ro seek a noble leader and to obey him are duties. 
Parents, teachers, superiors in any praiseworthy particular, 
are recognized as leaders. Ip faot, a regular hierarchy above 
man has its supremacy in God the Maker. A tragic situation 
occurs when a just man finds nothing divine in the powers set 
qver him. The saddest duty for such a man is to resist in-
stead of to obey. "Rebel without due and most due cause, is 
the ugliest of words: the first rebel was satan." 28 The duty 
of obedience by inferiors, who constitute the mass, implies the 
existence of a few who are able to lead. The wise consider lead-
ing or governing a harsh duty whioh ought not to be left undone. 
~Ihey will never seek it for what may be got out of it. 29 
The last basic principle considered in this treatment 
of the social ideas of uarlyle is (3) his conception of society 
as a whole. The mass of ·potential heroes" has, necessarily, a 
part in society. ~vidently the emphasis is put upon "potential"; 
for he has no faith in the majority for social improvement, only 
in a few leaders. rhese leaders have power to shape the destiny 
of many. Society is conceived, by Carlyle, as an organism, not 
as the sum of individual members. "Men cannot live isolated: 
27. 
28. 
29. 
lb., Bk. II, C,h. XII, p. 204; p. 209. "It is now 'Tools 
and the ~.1an': that, : .. enceforth to all time, is no1\' our 
l.~ i " ' . 
...... p c. 
Chartism. up.,Cit •• p. 189. 
~atter-Day Pamphlets. p. 23. 
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we ~ all bound together, for mutual good or else for mutual 
misery, as living nerves in the same body. no highest man can 
disunite himself from any lowest." 30 Use of the ter~s brother-
hood and sisterhood shows the patriarchal idea. Some parts of 
the group have to prove the interdependence of other parts in a 
striking way. A poor wi doy" in an illustrat ion which Carlyle 
uses, went with her three children to get help from a Charitable 
~stablishment. She was referred by that institution to others 
in turn, but she received no :help from any. She died and. in-
fected the Lane wi t:h typhus-fever which result ed in the death 
Qf seventeen. Her relation to society was not recognized ~hen 
she was as:King for help. 
"But she "Droves her sisterhood; her typhus-fever kills them; 
they were 6 actuallY her brothers, though denying it! Haa-EUman 
creature ever to ~o lower for a proof?" 31 
'-' 
I 1 k o , i 32 re and too is proving her 1nsn p. In this conception of 
Society as a unit, there is agreer:1e::1t with a funda.mentul tenet 
of socit~lisrn. Socialism implies, according to Hobson, "an orgonic 
'\TievJ of oocial life, whi~h accords to society a unity not con-
stituted of the mere addition of its individual members, but con-
tained in a common and or purpose, whi0h determines and imposes 
the activities of these individual members." 33 Chesterton 
30. Past and Present, p. 286. C~. 
M'flnsterberg, Hugo, !!!!. Eternal f.lli, p. 33. Mtlnsterberg',, - also 
holds that in history man is a creator in ~reedom, and that the 
'whole world's histor7 is a story of mutual will-influenoe', i. 
e., 'will-reference to other subjeots of will'. He expresses 
delight in the thought of Carlyle and of Emerson upon this 
idea. 
Past and Present, Ek. III, eh. II, p. 1:49. 
~trsm, Op. cit., p. 1.38. 
Hobson, cJ. T .• .!!..£h.!! .tmsKin, l::iocia1 .t(eforrner. p • . 192. 
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calls Carlyle the first prophet of the Socialists. 34 
In this conception of society is a prophecy of social-
ism, perhaps, but not of recent socialism. The emphasis upon 
individual differences does not agree with scientifi~ modes at 
interpreting history as an evolution of people as a whole. 35 In 
the conception of Garlyle the improvement of the masses de-
pends upon their following a leader; "great men are creators 
as well as creatures of their age." 36 Only loyalty to men 
who represent true ideals insures Bocial advancement. When 
these leaders are wise, sincere men, they will be followed. 
tionest men of limited intellect have "an instinct for disorim-
inating sincerity." 37 On the other hand, an unjust and de-
ceitful ruling class brings revolt and revenge by the lower 
olass. The man who can di8cern the truth of natural or spirit-
ual forces is superior to. all others; success and achievement 
follow his laading. The conquest of England by the Norman No-
bles illustrates one aspect of such discernment. 38 It also il-
lUstrates another difference between this conception and modern 
SOCialistic theory to which the idea that might is a proof of 
right is repugns.nt. Might and right are intimately connected, 
to Carlyle, in spite of the fact that the relation may not be 
alWays evident. "Might and Right do differ frightfully tram 
hOur to hour; but give tnem centuries to try it in, they are 
fOUnd to be identical." 39 Moreover, the might Which is meant is 
34. Chesterton, G. A., ~ Victorian ~, p. 55. 
35. ~tephen, Sir Leslie, The ~liSh 'UtTlitarians, Vol.III,p.472. 
36 • .rachal, John, Thomas carlr e, p. 11. ~~ •• Chartism, Q2.. cit., p. 15 . 
Cnartism, QE. ~., p. 146;7. 
39. Chartism, Qe. • ..£!l., p. 17~~. 
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not neaessarily pnysical strength. 
"Of conquest we may say that it never yet went by 
brute force: conquest of tnat kind does not endure. The 
strong man, what is he? The wise man. His muscles and bones 
are not stronger tilan ours: but his soul is clearer, nobler." 40 
The hope of 60ci&1 improvement rests, then, in individual 
greatness. Tne principles of mysticism and of soci~lism, with 
Carlyle, are subservient to individualism and are useful in 
inter11reting it. 
Besides consideration of basic principles, a study 
Of Carlyle's social ideas includes a survey of people in their 
bUsiness of making a living and in their success at livine to-
gether. This investigation reveals (B) criticism of (1) popular 
ideas of political economy, (2) democratic tendencies in govern-
ment. 41 
Tile belief in renunciation of individual happiness as 
a goal is clearly opposed to (a) the greatest happiness principle 
of Bentnam. :.1111. and other economists who represent the popular 
idea of political economy~ They have in view. according to Car-
lYle's criticism, material prosperity and success as the source 
Of , happiness. Denial of that position doe s not preclude a recog-
40. Chartism. Q£. Cit., p. 147. 
41. t;llwood, U. A.~ Introduction to Social Psycholor:y, p. 21. 
"That economic value cannot be unaerstood apart from •• social 
life ••• recent literature clearly demonstrates ••• 1n that sub-ject (p~litical science or governmeat) the problem of sov-
ereit:!'nty of the origin and nature of governmental authority, 
is m~nif~stly a phase of the general, problem of social control, 
which. as we sllall see, is one of the central problems of 
sociology. II 
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nition of the necessity of livint:" conditions. The point is ,,' 
what the economists took for ends of life/ carlyle considers 
means of life. Eelief in the Greatest Happiness ?rinciple 
chane- ed the direction of intense effort from 'soul to stomach'. 42 
People in the nation as a whole were pleading for 'interests' 
instead of justice. "Tile found.ation of the state", says an 
interpreter of Carlyle, "as well as of the Church, is trtl.ce-
able to this principle of self-denial, who~e first practical 
utterance will be a revolt against the half-heathen dicta, 
that in these later times have been imported into political , 
economy." 43 
connected with this social aim of greatest happiness 
to the greateEt number is the theory of laissez-fe_ire. The best 
commentary on the \"\orking of the prine iple is to be found in 
Enelish Hh, tory. (The authority for historical fb.cts in this 
paragraph <ind in those follo\':ing r:ll:'y be found in ::3pencer 
Walpole's .l!;nglish nistory.44, The Chartist ~\!ovement carne be-
tween 18Z8 and 1848 as result of trle bad. conditions of life 
for the ~ommon people. At tne same time there had never been 
eo mUch money made or such pro~perity enjoyed by a few. Although 
the Chartists might not have the right solution in their six 
demands, their protests prove that the economic and governmental 
system tnen in opert-'.tion were inefficient. 1.:ore faith is held 
in dissatisfaction as an instrument of progress than in the 
4@. Past and Ereseht, B. III, Ch., IV, p. 154. 
43. JanD, A. H. Three ~reat Teacilers, p. 37. 
44. ~al~ole, S~encer, H1story or ~neland Ifrom 1815) 6 vols. 
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deSire for happiness, as Lir. Horne points out. 45. 
1n general the principle of (b) la.issez-ft:;.ire has 
to do with govern:-11ent. In6.smuch as government legislation 
or lack of le g i sl~tion may affect economic conditions, the 
comfortable theory of the day is held responsible for bad 
Social conditions. "To believe practica.lly that the poor 
and luckless are here only a nuisance to be abraded and 
abated, and in some permissible manner made away ~~th. and 
Swept out of sight, is not an amiable faith. "That the ar-
jangements of good and ill / success in this perplexed scra.mble 
/" 
of U viorld, which a blind goddess was always thoueht to preside 
O~er, are in fact the work of a seeing goddess or gOd. and re-
qUire only not to be meddled ~ith: what stretch of heroic 
faCulty or inspiration of genius v;as needed to teach one that? 
~o button your pockets and stand still, is no complex recipe. 
,&aissez,:"faire, laissez nasser! "iV.hatever eoes on, ought it 
not to go _on; 'the v.idow picking nettles for her cllildren's 
-. 
dinner; and the perfumed seigneur delicately lounging in the 
Oeil-de-Boeuf, who has an alchemy whereby he will extract from 
\' her~ the third nettle. and name it rent and law?' 46 
The material and moral condition of the English 
lower classes erew steadily worse after the passing of the 
Reform Bill (1832) to 1842. The Poor L8oV': of 1834 put the 
indigent into work houses instead of giving individual pen-
Sions of lout-door aid' as it was calle d. 1lile Reform Bill 
45. Horne, R. H. t A l;ew Spirit 2! ~ Arre , p. 343. 
46. Chartism, Q£.~ •• pp. 130-131. 
put responsibility of goverr.ment more into the hands of 
representatives of the people. They supported a govern-
ment which put into effect a Poor Law that forced many 
people to choose between slavery in factory or mine and 
slov." starvation in the i'7ork House. Parent s were driven 
~. 
by starvation to poison three children for their burial 
funds. A particular case mentioned in the first chapter 
of Past and Present was not a solitary instance. Besides 
31. 
the protests of the Chartists, crime and riots were increas-
ing. Public sentiment was being compelled to admit the ad-
Visability of interference. "By infallible contagion, evident 
~nough to reflection, evident even to Political Economy that 
'.-ill reflect, the misery of the lowest spreads upYfards till 
it reaches the very highest; till all has grown miserable, 
palp~blY. false and wrong." 47 
Just why laissez-faire fails, according to the analy-
sis of Carlyle, is next considered. He finds the reason in the 
fact that man are depending upon one connection in their re-
lations; viz., cash payment. ~'he quantity of money exchaneed 
. for work should not represent tile whole relation between em-
ployer and employee. "Cash Payment the sole nexus; and there 
are so many things which cash will not pay."48 The wealthier 
class cannot make injustice less glaring by their charity balls, 
and soup kitchens. Their court decisions and prison-discipline 
Will not settle remonstrance. The v;orking man doe s not want 
47. Chartism, Op. Cit., p. 168. 
48. Chartism, Op. Cit., p. 169. 
something for nothing, does not want easy work houses. "It 
is 'for justice' that he struggles; for 'just wages', - not 
in money alone! an ever-toiling inferior, he would fain 
(though as yet he knows it not) find for himself a superior 
that should lovingly and wisely govern: is not that too the 
'just wages' of his service done?" 49 Circumstances other 
than the amount of money paid concern the laborer. He wants 
to know whether tnere is 'chance for proI¥to1"1on and whether 
permanence is immred. He is interested in knowing 'whether 
50 his employer is a friendly, agreeable, just man. Another 
consideration which he mUst take into account is whether, at 
that rate of wage, he can save something out of it for the 
future. 
Another criticism of preve.lent economic practice 
in sociE,l life is (3) in this emphasis on money. Because of 
this emphasis upon the value of money, the English have created 
a new heaven a.nd a new hell for themselves. In the "Gospel 
of 1,Iammonism tt hell signifies the fear of "not succeeding; of 
not making money, fame, or some other figure in the world, -
chiefly of not making money! "51 
The use of supply and demand to express the relation 
among people in the distribution of their products is con-
demned for the same reason that cash payment is condemned as 
an expression of relation between employer and employee. The 
criticism is thHt it is used to express the entire relation. 
49. ~. p. 134. 
50. lb., p. 127. 
51. Past and Present, Ek. III, Ch. II, p. 146. 
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Carlyle nowhere denies the value of money as a medium of 
exchange, nor the usefulness of the name, supply and demand, 
in denoting tile movement of goods to and from market. By 
Political economists, the common usage of supply and demand 
takes 'a given price' as a term con~on to both words. That 
is, supply means the quantity of anything that may be ob-
tained at a 'certain price'. Demand means the amount of 
anything that would be taken at a ' certain price'. 52 To 
Carlyle, the relation thus stated in 'at a certain price' 
is too far removed from facts of exchange in life. "Yet 
how many demands are there, entirely indispensable, which 
have to go elsewhere than to the shops, and produce quite 
other tiiD"n cash; before they can get their supply!" Another 
error involved in the use of 'at a certain price' is the low 
pa~nent made for some of the most valuable supplies. Samuel 
JOhnson's 'four pence-half penny a day, and solid lodging at 
nights on paved streets' illustrLtes. 53 Moreover, the di stri-
bution does not always follow the law. Adam Smith had saId, 
"But the avert:,ge produce of every sort of industry 18 alv:ays 
SUited, more or lees exactly to the average consumption, the 
a~erage supply to the average demand~54As disproof of the validity 
of this theory, attention is called to the spun shirts which 
hang by the million unsalable and to the million of diligent 
b 55 
are bac:~s v.hich go unclothed. In the third place, noble 
~ork has never been d~manded in terms of money price. The 
lll~n of !,:s.cedonia WIlO calle d to Paul in a vi sion, "Come over 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
',7alker, F. A., American Diet ionary ~ Enclclopelia. 
Chartis~, UP. Cit., p. 169 • 
...... -
Smith, Adam, 'Jealth of Nations, Vol.~,p. 197. 
~ast and ?resent, Bk. I, Ch. III, p. 22. 
------
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and help us", did not offer a money -equivalent for the 
S . Q6 ervlces. 
Carlyle condemns (4) the principle of competition 
which materialistic social theory approved. He op~osed com-
petition in industrial life because living conditions are 
thereb~ made harder for the lower classes. His argument is 
that society as a whole cannot prosper upon that basis. Hr. 
Caird's interpretation of this conception follows: 
"Nature, instead of being to us a symbol and a 
manifestation of the divine, has become for us a piece 
of dead mechanism-, and, what is worse than this, the 
mechanical view of things has extended it self to... the life 
at man, which is now regarded by most simply as /a machine, 
mOved by the sensuous springs of pleasure and p&in. With 
this, too, all idea of a social unity has been lost. men 
have come to reg&rd themselves as individual units, com-
peting with each other, and trampling down each other in the 
struggle for material good." 57 
Instead of competition, cooperation is urged. 58 Under ex-
~ 
ieting conditions individuals who live in a group called 
SOCiety are in interests far apart. "Our life is not a 
IllU.tu.al helpfulness: but r~ther, cloake d, under due laws of 
w~. named 'fair competition' and so forth, it Is a mutual 
hostility.n 59 The best quality the English people have is 
fou.nd in their activity. Even when they work under wrong 
methods ar~ for wrong ends such prosperity as they have comes 
t 60 rom cooperating with nature's laws. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
lb., Bk. III, Ch. IX, p. 186. 
TIaird Edward Essays on ~iterature and PhilOS01hy , p. 254. Ellwo~d, Qp. W., p. r;vr; - SidaI progress impI es "greater 
capacity for, and greater development of, cooperation." 
Past and Present, Bk. III, Ch. II,_p. 146. 
lb. , . Ch. V, p. 158. 
One bad result of competition, from the point of 
View of good for the whole social group, is that it makes. 
35. 
people work to produce che~per articles rather than better 
articles. They work, then, to sell their products. This, 
Carlyle considers, a most shortsighted performunce~ Producers 
have lost sight of the real product of toil, and waste much 
time and means in advertising. The futility of advertising 
trom the economist's point of view is satirically presented 
in a description of a hatter's advertisement. . "The Hatter in 
the Strand of London, instead of making better felt-hats than 
another mounts a huge lath and plaster Hat, seven-feet high, 
I 
upon wheels; sends a man to drive it through the streets ••• 
Re has not attempted to make better hats, as he was appointed 
by the Universe to do, and as wit h this ingenuity of his he 
COuld very probably have done; but his whole industry is 
tUrned to persuade us that he has Tll8.de such. He too knOVlS 
61 thtit the Quaok has become God." Competition had torced 
the price of cotton cloth, to go down so low in Eng~and that 
the people on the Continent were importing machinery in order 
to manufacture their OV/fl cloth and were entering the market 
as producers instead of e,oneumers. This s1 tuati on is not oon-
si dered so ominous as the consta.nt attempt, by nations as well 
as people, to undersell one another. "Brothers we will cease 
to Undersell them; we will be constant to equal-sell them; to 
be happy selling equally with them! .' ••• Cotton cloth is already 
two-pence a 18rd .iov.er; and yet bare backs were . never more 
61. l£., Ch. I, p. 141. 
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numerous among us. Let inventive men cease to spend their 
existence incessantly striving how cotton can be rnade chea.per; 
and try to invent. a little how cotton at it s present cheap-
ness Gould be somewhat justlier divided B.'llong us'." 62 
The principle of competition has a disastrous effect 
v;n.en it is applied to menls wages. The belief that man shall 
not live by bread alone is nowhere better exemplified in these 
books than on this subject of v:ages. At the same ' time there 
i ~e s insistence that the laborer -i-e worthy of his hire. The 
Criticism of wages under the economic sV\~1" of competition is 
that injustice prevails. Work is never rewarded entirely in 
a material way; the finer the work the less likely is it to be 
properly paid. Heferences to Hilton and Johnson illustra.te 
as well in this connection as they do ,in a previous one. In 
1834. five years before ehartism appeared. the ~ew Poor Law 
had been passed. The old method of supporting paupers by pen-
sion is condemned severely. J!tor wo rthle ss people this method 
had put a premium on idl·aness. 63 The .New .Poor Law had stopped 
entirely th&t possibility and is accordingly praised for con-
taining a I £ill truth I • Besides the suffering which harsh en-
f orcement caused this law worked with the employers of labor , . 
to drive workers to factories at very low wages or t .o work 
houses. l'his result which is given in history may be implied 
but is never clearly stt::ted. This effect of cheapening labllr 
by competition is recognized; for the fact that the hordes of 
l..rish peasants underbid the English wOI'kere is mentioned. In 
62. Ik., Ch. IX, p. 183. 
63. Chartism. Op. Cit., p. 132. 
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practice the payment of low wages has not only failed to 
satisfy the \vorker; it has failed to feed him. In the past" 
Gurth, the born servant of eedric, was at least as \"\ell fed as 
the pigs 'wnich he tended. The hor ses in England are sleek and 
sati sfie d. A figure shows what is happening to' some English 
laborers: 
"The master of horses, when the summer labour is 
done, has to feed his horses through the winter. If he said 
to his horses: • Quadrupeds, I have no longer \york for you: 
but work exists abundantly over the world: are you ignorant 
(or must I read you Political-Economy Lectures) that the 
Steam engine always in the longrun creates additional v.:ork? 
RSilways are forming on one quarter of this earth, canals 
in another, much cartage is wanted; somewhere in Europe, 
48ia, Africa, or America, doubt it not, ye will find cartage: 
go and seek oartage, and good go with you!' They, with 
protrusive upper lip, snort dubious; signifying that ••• They 
can find no cart age. $i1ey gallop distracted along highways t 
all fenced in to the r1ght and to the left: finally they take 
to Ie al)ing fen (~es; eat ing for e ign property, and - we know the 
rest." 64 
To ~arlyle, government has an important part in 
people's lives; therefore, social ideas include a discussion 
of gover~nent. His social ideas led him to criticise (2) 
democratic tenden3ies in government. Morley finds some excuse 
for tlle constant complaint of the bad government of the period: 
"A man born into a community wh.ere political forms, from the 
mOnarchy dov'.'U to the popula.r chamber, are mainly hollow shams 
disgUising the coarse supremacy of we.alth, where religion is 
mainly official and political, and is ever ready to dissever 
itself alike from the spirit of justice, the spirit of charity 
and tIle spirit of truth, and. where literature doe s not E.S a 
" , t . 
"nar 1sm, Bp. Cit., p. 142. 
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rule permit itself to discuss serious subjects frankly and 
worthily - a comrnuni ty, in short, where the great aim of all 
classes and orders with power is by dint of rigorous Silence, 
fa.st shutt ing of the eyes, and stern stopping of the ears, 
somehow to keep the social pyrartlid on it s apex, with the 
fatal result o~ preserving for Eneland its glorious fa!TIe as 
a paradise for tile well-to-do, a purgatory for the able, and 
a hell for the poor - why. a man born with intellectual vision 
something more a.cute than that of a Tro~lodyte, may well be 
allowed to turn aside and cry moons for a season~" 65 This 
~ad governnent came largely as a result of the indifferenoe 
( i 
of those who should have been thinking. The calm satisfaction 
of those ~ho made up good society in the age is realistically 
reproduced in the characters of Jane l.usten' s novels. Of that 
olass Robertson, also, says: "All tll0Ught good society was 
a fortuitous collection of people with easy incomes: that 
society is an organic though monstrous v:hole, in which the 
rich live on the la bol,' o:f the poor, was a doctrine never even 
discussed since mere nolitical democracy was itself a horror , . 
. of great darkne ss. ,,~f6 Two novels of Charles Kingsley , Alton 
Locke and Yeast, depict the effect of this attitude of the in-
telligent cIa 1:: s, who were economically free, upon the ignorant. 
tOiling masses. Tiley suffered miserably before they asserted 
their rights. In the assertion of their rights in lJanchester 
riots and Ghartism propaganda they revealed their might. 
65. Morley, John, 0J2.. Cit., Vol. I, p. 152-3. 
66. Robertson, J. I:r., 'I:!OOern Eumanists, p. 3. 
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According to the conception of individusl differ-
ences Wilich Carlyle holds as one of the basic principles of 
his s06ial ideas. the aristocratic class is responsible for 
this goverJ~e ntal fias co. Conformable to his conception of 
SOciety. government is based on the obedience of a few by the 
many. The cause of the remissness on the proper leaders is 
found in their adherence to dilettantism and mammonism. By 
the former is meant settled indifference to truth or playing 
with life. By the latter is meant the desire of money above 
everything else. 67 
., 
Those who were followine l!ammonism are 
Condemne d for not understanding that 'money alone is !!21 the 
representative either of man's success in the world or of man's 
dut ie s to man." 68 Those \";ho are loi terlne and da\tdllne through 
life are even more culpable. They are not performing their 
duty. 
"A high class without duties to do is like a tree planted 
on precipi ,~es; from the roots of which all the earth has been 
C!umbling. :Nature owns no man who is not a Martyr wi thaI. Is 
ti1ere a man who pretends to live luxuriously housed up; screened 
from all work from want. danger. hardships. the Victory over 
Which is what' we name work; - he himself to sit serene, amid 
down bolsters and anollances, and have all his work and bat-
tling done by other·;nen? And such man calls himself a noble-
man? His fathers worked for him, he says; or successfully 
gambled for him: here he sits; professes, not in sorrow but 
in pride, that fie and ,his hr-.ve done no vlork, time out of mind ••• 
Wha t is the meaning of noblene ss, if this be -noble·? In 
'\raliant sufferine for others, not in a slothful making others 
SUffer for us did nobleness ever lie. The chief of men is he 
Who stands in'the van of men; fronting the peril which fright-
ens back all others' which if it be not vanquished, will devour 
the others. Every 69 nobl~ crov.n is t and on Earth wi 11 forever 
be. a crOVin of thorns." 
67. Past and Present, Bk. III. eh. III, p.150. 
68. Ib., ~ III, Ch.VIII, p. 177. 
69. 1£., pp. 179-80. 
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The so-called governing class do nothing. They "go eracefully 
idle in :.rayfair". They obey the 'gospel of dilettantism'. The 
Corn-Law had been demonstrating its bad effects for ten years, 
and still (1843) nothing was being done. A body of people 
Working, even to ma~e money, and a group of people, presumably 
governing but really doing nothing, cannot live together in 
harmony. This anooalous situation accounts for 'nameless 
Unmeasured confusion'. 70 
Although the nobility are not doing their duty in 
governing, there is no ~ope in thinking that it could be done 
by all the people in a democratic wE}Y. The result of a demo-
cratic vote is a self-cancelling process, which, in so far 
as it is successful in America, is so, because America with 
its boundless resources needs no real government but only a 
71 Sort of parish constcble. America's battle is yet to fight. 
!!ere democracy will never settle wrongs because tile plan of 
the Universe is a monarchical hierarchy. 72 The absurdity of 
thinking that a majority v..ote really decides an issue in hand 
is illustrated by en imaginary vote on ship board. The crew 
an~ all on board may vote in a perfectly harmonious manner to 
go around Cape ~orn. That will not prevent storms and destruc-
tion if tiley come in accordance with natur6.l law. "Tile :2le-
mental Powers are entirely careless how you. vote." 73 
Since no confidence is to be placed in the collective 
70. Chartism, Op. Cit., p. 186. 
71. Chartism, Ope Cit., p. 158. 
72. Latter-bay Pamphlets, pp. 8-21. 
73. lb., p. 16. 
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wisdom of the nation from the point of view of Carlyle, noth-
ing is to be gained by efforts to get greater liberty by 
franchise. Individual freedom to be comp~ete includes the 
liberty to die of starvation; whereas obedience to superiors 
has been rewarded. These same men who talk of liberty may 
be free to bind themselves by 'heavy-wet and gin: alas •• 
not the only kinds of thraldom,?4 "This liberty turns out, 
before it have long continued in action, with all men fling-
ing up their caps around it, to be, for the Working Millions 
a liberty to die by want of food: for the Idle Thousands and 
~nits, alas, a still more fatal liberty to live in want of 
work."75 With this conviction about the bad effect of liberty 
for most people, some comparisons in Latter-Day Pamphlets are made 
between negro slavery and white freedom. The conclusion 
clearly is that the thirty thousand white needle women are 
the victims of a free industrial system "hieh grinds the life 
76 in a more tragic way than negro slavery. lndependence and 
emancipation are not · what is needed but the placing of re-
Sponsibility for these distresses and the making of human ties 
Closer. 
The particular criticism of the English government 
between 1839 and 1850 grew out of a belief in the futility of 
franchise and a belief in guidance by the lJest. The English 
Parliament had degenerated from its real ruling power in the 
time of the Rorman kings. Now it had become an assembly of 
74. Past and Present, Bk. lII, eh. XIII, p. 218. 
750 IO:7 p:-219. 
76. Latter-Day Pamphlets, p·o 27, ff. 
those who had pleased the people by their talk. They did 
not come together to decide without feal' what was t he best 
course for the nation. TIley spoke always with regard to 
43. 
the report in the newspapers. They must please the majority. 
The guidance of the best Vias such a government ' as that by 
Cromwell and a minority such as he had. The guidance of 
the best was pos sible only when they were freed from the 
necessity of pleasing the mob which did not know even what 
was best for its own interests. 77 
Because the details of government management 
neglected the bad social condition of the mass, Carlyle 
finds much fault with the governmental system. The Colonial 
Office, the l!'oreign Offi ce, and the Home Office are consid-
ered especially inefficient. 78 Some hope is placed in Sir 
RObert :'::'eel who has a more liberal colonial policy. The 
reason for the inefficiency of the se department s is traced 
to stupidity. "Mit der Durmnheit k~;npfen GBtter selbst 
Vergebens." Ind1 v1duals "do their work poorly an,d are gen-
erally engaged in the wrong sort of work. Really discerning 
p'eople would be unvdlling to undertake the work as it is now 
conducted. A person who has business in these offices has 
to waste time in going through useless red tape to the extent 
that he can r..ardly accomplish his task. Heither intellect 
nor human v;orth is e ssent ial in gett i118 these government 
Positions, but ability to please. Therefore improvement may 
77. Latter-Day Pamphlets, Number VI, Parliaments, pp. 214 ff. 
78. Th. , Uu.rnber IV, Tne new Dovming ~treet, p. 127 ff. 
/ 
be expected when the selection of officials does not depend 
on their getting into Pa.rliament. As things appear at that 
date (1850', the blindness of those in authority to every 
thing but a money basis in governnlent is leading-to national 
destruction. 79 
Some of tile social ideas of Carlyle appear in his 
(C) prophecies. Tile principles of political economy and of 
government easily fall together in this sUffi.llary: for govern-
ment regulation: should concern itself with the economic con-
di tions of the individual Whose welfare is the subject of 
Social thought. 80 !.Ir. Trail says of Pa.st and Present what 
------
would be a. fortiori argument for the other two books if it 
43. 
be accepted at all. "lie ilave to do with a political pessimist 
~ho mistook a passing phase of trouble in the history of a 
n~tion for a cri~is, probably a fatal criSis, in its fortunes; 
and his boding prophecies, stormily eloquent, grimly humorous 
as is t"!1e form of their expression, are marred for us of to-day 
by an ever-pressing consciousness of their subsequent falsifi-
~ \) . 
cation. ,,81 If the 'boding propheci~iest had the effect of warn-
ing which was received, they should not be scorned. Glen a, 
P~Ophecy is introduced by a minatory if, the condition may be 
met. Such a prophecy 1~ a remedy and is so considered in this 
l'eview. 
79. IE. p. 163. , 
ao. Ellwood, C.A., SocioloRY and Modern Soc1al Problems. p. 18: 
"Economics is t:lat speci!:ir-soci~.1 science which <leals with the 
wealth-getting and wealth-using activities of man." p. 20: 
"It is manifest that politics on both its practical and its 
theoretical side, has many ciose relations to sociology. Wnile 
the state or nation, must not ,be ?onfused,with society in gen-
eral, ye t because tlle state 1S ttle mos t 1mposing, if not the 
most important. form of human associe,tion, the relations of 
politics and sociology must be vel'y intimate." 
al.Trail, R.D., Introduction to ~ ~ Present, p. IX. 
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Certain prophecies ~hich grew out of the social ideas 
of Carlyle are (ll unfulfilled. The trend of his prophecy on 
t i1e subject of forms of eovernment is the final defeat of the 
democrF.tic idea. In spite of the repellent nature of this pre-
diction to A:nerican idealists, it is a notable fact that Emerson 
and Conway never lost faith in their own principle s, nor did 
they lose re spect for their opponent·s ideas. In fact the 
ideals of democracy, as exemplified by A..rnericans, and the ideas 
held by Carlyle are not so far apart as the statements some-
times seem to indicate. The emphasis on fraternity is the 
same. The desire for equal opportunity is the same. The dif-
ference lies in the absolute distrust of the collective wisdom 
of the v.hole people by one, and the faith in the rule of the 
majority b~i the other. The title, Representative ~, as Mr. 
Caird suggests, is a quiet rebuke of Heroes ~~ Worship.82 
The former belief is that votes should be weie-hed rather than 
added, that a slave's vote is a nuisance. 83 Mr. Maccunn has 
stated the difference: "For the democratic spirit is one thing 
and democratic methods of government another. And though Carlyle 
did not love the seoond, fe~ rnen have done more splendid ser-
'Vice to the first." 84 He elsewhere s.ays that Carlyle had no 
faith in ignorant people on exPerts' questions. What is called 
. the essence of democracy, that the able man be promoted in what 
85 
e'Ver rank he may be found, is accepted. The prophecy of the 
failure of democracy as a method of governmant still remains 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
Caird Edwards Essays on Literature and Philosophy, p. 265. 
Latte;-Da~ Pamphlets, N07 VI, pp. 245~7. 
Uaccunn, ohn, Six Radical Thinkers, p • . 164. 
.QR. • ...£.!l., no. Ill, pp. 119-1:::0; :to. 4, p. 130. 
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unfulfille d. 
Another prophecy which has not been fulfilled t .o the 
letter is that cooperation as a business basis would have to take 
the place of competition on a money basis. liThe Working Aristocracy 
must strike into a new path; must understand that money is B2i the 
representative either of man's success in the world, or of man's 
duties to man; and reform their own selves from top to bottom, 
if they wish England reformed. England will not be habitable 
long unreformed. HaG Exploitation of labor still exiBts, but the 
conviction that there is a better way to get the work of the 
world done is not so foreign as it was when this arraignment ap-
peared. The attack on 'Bucaniers and Ghactaw Indians' punc-
tured holes in the theory that freedom of contract for wages 
settles the whole relation between employers and workers. "Love 
of men cannot be bought by cash-payment; and without love, men 
cannot endure together •••• The thing becomes not 'in a day i_-
POSsible; but in some two generations it does!" 87 
Neither has permanency of contract been adopted. 
"Let u.s hel'e hint at simply one widest universal principle, as 
the basis from which all organization hitherto has grown up 
among men, and all henceforth will have to grow: The principle 
Of Permanent contract ins tead of Temporary." 88 A que stion 
arises here: "Whether, in ulterior, perhaps some not far 
a6. Past and Present, Ek. III, Ch. VIII, p. 177. 
a7. lb. B~IV, eh. IV, p. 273. 
aa. Past and ~resent, Bk. IV, Ch. V, p. 277. Bk. IV, Ch. III. 
- - .-;..-..;...;.;. ....... ..-
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distant stage of this 'Uhivalry of Labor r , your Master-~orker 
may not fino it possible and needful, to grant his Workers 
permanent interest in his enterprise ane theirs~ ••• all men, 
from the Chief 11aster down to the lowest Overseer and Operative, 
economically as well as loyally concerned for it?" 89 
On the other hand many of the conditional prophecies 
grOWing out of these social ideas have suggested remedies, Or 
are (~) fulfilled. Only a belief in the innate ability of 
common people can prompt a scheme for universal education. 
The same confidence is shown in the industrious efforts to 
gil9t public libraries which were unknown (1849) except in Ice-
land. In the evidence of Carlyle before the ~omnittee appointed 
to Inquire into t:he Constitution snd Hanagement of the British 
}'!Useum, this sta~ernent occurs: "Bnt I hope the time is coming 
When there will be a public library in every county, - when 
no Englishman will be born who will not have a chance of get-
ting books out of the public library." Shepherd, who gives a 
fUll account of this evic1eIfce, adds: "Now, however, a good lJub-
11c lending or reference library exists in most of the great 
'!:> 
.c.;nglish towns. In this case, as in many others, a suggestion 
Of Carlyle has been carried into practical effect." 90 Among 
the causes for the improvement of the condition of the people 
in England, the more general education brogght about by ~tate 
aSsistance is considered of greatest importance. In 1837, about 
half of the boys and more than half of the girls could neither 
89. Uhartism, Ope ~it., p.192 ff; Past and Present, 
90. Shepherd, op.~., Vol. II, Ch. II, pp. 44-83. 
~ 1 p. 266. I 
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read nor write. Attendance in state inspected schools in-
creased from 271,000 in 1851 to 1,028,000 in 1861. The 
91 
office of J.~inister of Education, which is proposed, has been 
added (1856) and made resuonsible to parliament • . This pro-
posal of universal education as a means of .soclal "Drog-ress 
.'- ..... 
has been adopted. Time has proved the value of the sugges-
tion. 
A second specific recommendation that Carlyle made 
was the advisability of ~migration as a means of combatine 
the "strange phenomenon called over-production'l and the hard 
Malthusian predictions which Bible quotations and the "pre-
ventive check" had not been able to conquer. 92 Later the 
government did assist those who wished to go to less populous 
parts of the world. ',J.:he suggestion of government aid grows 
out of the idea that it is the duty of government to assist 
in improving social conditions. By this governmental aid, in 
government regulati~ns, the laissez-fnire attitude disappears. 
aovernment is more than a.. grand policeman and has a social work 
to perform. 
A plan which has been largely developed in the two 
generations since it was suggested in these books of Carlyle is 
that of organization of labor. With the trade union idea on 
the continent, this plan has little in common. The prophecy 
Of Carlyle is that "Some Ghivt;;.lry of Labor, some noble Pumanity 
and practical divineness of Labor will yet be realized On this 
~arth." 93 The plea for the ri!;:e of CU.-lLtains of Industry 'brought 
91. 
92. 
93. 
Latter-Day Pamnhlets, !!o. IV, ~ ~ Downing :3treet,p.148;p.168. 
See also Past and Present • .H. IV, Gh. III, p. 2f)f). 
Chartlsm, uR. Uit. p. 199 ff. 
~ast and EreBe~ .Hk. IV, Uh. VIII. p. 2~6. 
--
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94 
out appreciative res~onse. ~he suggestiveness of "Captains of 
Labor'! arouses enthusiasm. 
"Anel thou hast shown the way must m&n aspire, 
Is through the old sweat s nc!. anguish Adamite, 
As at the first. Unsweet might seem his fate, 
Sole ~ith a spade between the stars of earth~ 
Giving much labour for his little mirth, 
And soldier-service till he fail to strike: 
But such thine ~as, and thine to contemplate 
Shall ouicken young ambition for the like."95 
"1hile the responsi bili ty of leadership which is 
put UlJon the lando-;:ners has not been universally accepted 
by individuuls among the nobility, at least they have met 
rather gracefully the reduction of their pov!ers by Land Acts 
and other legislation which decreased their priv~le~es. The 
COurse has not been e}:actly that of the much praised D1;ke of 
'.Veimar nor of /, shley, "who would fain, by wJrk and by word. 
admonish their Order not to rush upon destruction." 96 If no 
Duke has gathered a ~!eiland, Herder, Schiller, and Goethe about 
tim, the nation has made its men of e~inence free by the re-
mOval of sectarian restrictions from Universities. The gifted 
men of letters have no fetters to prevent their becoming "a 
Chivalry, an actual instead of a virtual Priesthood, with re-
97 
SUI ts irnrr-;easurable." 
I.nJther questionable proced l; re which these prophecies 
helped to mo(lert ~te is that of unregulated phil ~mthropy. ?he 
Becond pamphlet, Hodel Prisons, is severe in its denunciation 
Of "the more huma.ne and noble minded of Our gener:l. tion" who 
98 
are "resolute to cure a i'!o:=lClIE' woes by rose ivater." ':he laws 
brownell, N.U., Victorian J:'rose Masters, p.210. ~ee 
J., ~he Ma~ers of ~nglish ~rose, p. 2u2. 
Meredith lZeorge,J:etters, Sonnet Vol. 1, p. ~6u. ~ast and'~resent, ~. IV, ~h. VI, p. ~ti5. 
lb., p:-293. 
lit~er~D~I-~~mphlets, p. 49. 
alSO Dawson,W. 
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of right and Vlrong cannot be broken :for chif\rty, emancipation, ~T 
and pity for suffering. Neither selfish indifference nor self-
lauding charity is the way to mend evils; justice is the ohly 
eover~ign remedy. uanting sentimentality over criminals is 
in reality a. way to lower proper respect for -hl,lIIlan worth. 
"There is a worst man in England, too - curious to think of,-
whom it would be inexpressibly advantageous to lay hold of, 
99 and hang, the first of all." 
According to the social ideas of Carlyle, govern-
~ent has a function of helpfulness to perform in the lives 
of the mennest citizens. Prophecies of cal&mity are pronounced 
- i 
for the ~nglish people unless changes are made in the needless 
.r:." 
complexities of government administration. The act of legisla-
tion has no importance in comparison with its execution. Hence, 
the insistence upon the futility of Acts and Bills to cure evils. 
Colonial Administration was bad, according to the investigation 
of Carlyle. In fact,the worth of the uolonies to England was 
considered a debatable proposition. A recognition of their value 
which was emphasized by uarlyle conquered the "Little .l:!:ngland" 
policy and prevented separation. The following paragraph con-
tains the sort of reproach which appears in the pamphlets in 
Several places. 
"And yet an inst inct deeper than the Gospel of 11: I Croudy 
teaches all men that Oolonies ure worth something to a country~ 
That if, under the present uolonial Office, they are a vexation 
to us and themselves, some other Colonial Office can and must 
be contrived which shall render them a blesEing; and that the 
remedy will be to contrive such a Colonial Office o~ method of 
99. 1!. t p. 63-4 
administration, and by no means cttt-tce Colonies loose. 
Colonies are not to be picked off the street every day; not 
a Colony of them but has been bought dear, well purchased 
by the toil and blood of those we have the honour to be 
Sons of; and we car~ot just afford to cut them away because 
M'Croudy finds the present management will indeed require 
to be cut away; - but as for the Colonies, we purpose through 
Heaven ',s blessing to retain them a while yet! Shame on us 
for unworthy sons of brave f athers if we do not. Brave 
fathers, by valiant blood and sweat, purchased Tor us, 
from the bounty of Heaven, rich possessions in all zones; 
and, we, wretched imbeciles, cannot do the function of 
administering them?" 100 
A sumnary of the social ideas of Carlyle , may be 
briefly stated. ~'1rst, the importance of the spiritual over 
the material is a b~sic nrinciple. It explains how the indi-
~idual through rer.unc 11..:, t ion, work, and obedience mc:y attain 
50. 
a more nearly perfect development.' ~econdly, these ineas oppose 
any theories of poli ticQl economYj or of government ':,'hich dis-
regard the welfare of any class of people. ~hirdly, although 
some of the prophecies based on these SOCial ideas have not 
been fulfilled, universal opportunity for education, some or-
ganization of labor, better government administration, as shown 
in the emigr~tion and colonial policies, have been re~lized. 
A newspaner on the morning after the death of ~arlyle made this 
comment: "A preacher of .uoric thought, always in the pulpit, 
he denounced wealth without sympathy, equality without respect, 
mobs without leaders, and life ' without aim." 101 
100. ~atter-Dal ~amphlets, ~o. IV, p. lbO. 
101. ~1chol, John, ~. ~ •• p. 251. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE SOCIAL IDEAS OR RUSKIN 
The purpose of this chapter is to set forth the 
Social ideas of Huskin. They naturally follow, to a large 
extent, the same division used in the preceding chapter on 
the social ideas of Carlyle. Such similarity as exists in 
the outlines is neither forced nor accidental. The social 
ideas of Huskin properly group themselves, in part, in the 
order of those of Carlyle, because the ideas of Huskin grew 
under the influence of Carlyle. Differences in emphasis and 
in detail occur. In general, the style of writing differs; 
however, some critics find Carlyle's influence appearing in 
1 Ruskin's manner of expression. So important is an account 
61. 
of the production of the various works of B!lskin on social 
themes for explaining the direction which his thinking took, 
I 
that Section I of this chapter presents the development of 
Ruskin's social ideas with special reference to Carlyle. In 
Section II, the social ideas of Ruskin are explained by pre-
senting (A) his basic principles of (1) mystiCism, (2) individ-
ualism, (3) socialistio oonception of society; (B) his criti-
cism of (1) popular ideas of political economy in (a) laissez-
!aire, (b) emphasis on money, and supply aDd demand, (c) oom-
petition, (2) democratic tendencies in government, in (a) 
minimum government, (b) failure to use aristooratic olass; 
(C) his remedies, revealed in the scheme of st. George's 
1. Carlyle's influence on the style of Ruskin is only inoi-
dentally connected with this theSiS, as a further proof of 
the fact of influence. Tbequestion has been rather inter-
esting to critics, among whom the~ollowing affirm this in-
fluence: Birrell, ~sttne, Obiter Dicta, p. 26; 
Gosse, ~dmund, Modern English Literature, pp. 357-8j 
Spielman, M.R., ~ ~uskin. p. 71. 
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Guild and the tenement work of Miss Hill, (1) improvement . 
of conditions of work, (2) improved homes, (3) better leader-
shiP. (4) better education. 
Section I. 
Ruskin hal been led to think about political 
economy in connection with his art work. 2 His own investiga-
tions had not led him to agree with the theories of business 
which his father, a successful wine-merchant, had discussed 
with other business men in Buskin's presence. 3 For instance, 
he could not accept without inquiry the belief they all held 
that the economic health of the nation depended on a national 
debt. Other questions arose, which Ruskin's deference to his 
father's opinions and respect for his father's success could 
not conquer until Ruskin was. about forty years olet. The awak-
ening to social problems which he could not think o~t made 
him restless and dissatisfied. ~he ideas of Carlyle gave 
hUskin a reasonable analysis of the causes of bad conditions 
and definite suggestions for thought on social problems. 
l\Uskin's interest in the conceptions of Carlyle began perhaps 
as early as 1841. Collin~lood says that the reading of Heroes, 
whioh had recent~y ap~eared, helped Ruskin to recover from 
a period of gloom during that year.4 Of the next year also, 
COllingwood says: 
" •••• the desire came over him with a renewed 
force; noV! not only to be definitely employed in the service 
of a definite mission, which, be it observed, was. in art 
eXactly what Carlyle had preached in every other QAtI'. of. l..lfe in 
that .book of "Heroes'!: the gospel of sincerity; the reference 
Of greatness in any form to honesty of purpose as the underlying 
2. Huskin, J. Political Economy of Art (1857-8), Everyman ed. with 
Unto this 1~st, in 1 vol. 
3. Brown,~:-retters, p. 292.munera ~uiver1s, ~reface,p.~III 
4. ColUmg.'Vood. N .G., ~ and Work of ~ Huskin, pp. 76-7. 
motive of a perspicuous intellect and a resolute will _ 
these last being necessary conditions o~ success, but 
sincerity being the ehief thing needful.~ 5 
Between 1851 and 1855, before Ruskin expressed 
himself publicly on questions of social science, he was 
stUdying the subjeot closely and Willingly under the in-
fluence of Carlyle. Letters, quoted by Mr. Cook and by 
Mr. Collingwood, show that Ruskin was following Carlyle's 
lines of thought and that Carlyle encouraged Ruskin. 6 
By 1857, the appearance of The Political Eoonomy 
of Art shows the effeot of Ruskin's reflection for more 
--
than ten years upon the material of his gUide, in the de-
nUnCiation of laissez-faire, mamonism, and dilettantism. 7 
.. 
A development of Carlyle's particular kind of social thought 
appears in the work of ~uskin from 1857. In ~ 1!£ Paths, 
in 1859, the aim of art as a means to better life and not as 
an end in itself is clearly put: 
"Wherever art is practised for its own sake, and 
53. 
~he delight of the workman ,is in what he ~ and produces, 
lnstead of in what he interprets or exhibits, - there art has 
an influence of tl'.l6 most fatal kind on brain and heart, and it 
issues, if long pursued, in the destructioD, both of intellectual 
~ower and moral principle; whereas art devote~mbly and self-
Orgetfully to tne clear statement and record of the facts of 
the universe, is always helpful and beneficial to mankind, full 
Of comfort, strength, and salvatioll." 8 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
lb., p. 84. 
See the discussion of personal relations in Ch. I. 
Chubb, Perciv6.1, Ruskin's Message to Our Time, p. 89; "It .... 'as 
in 1857 that Ruskin published his Pol'itTjarF;oonomy...Qi Art"-
a title sufficiently suggestive of the trend of his thought. 
By this time he bad been deeply influenced by Carlyle, and had 
oome (with his Master) to see in Mammonism, i. the shame and 
infidelities, and in the false sooial ideas of a oommercial 
age, the corrupting forces of national life." 
The l'wo Paths, p. 16. 
--~--
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At this point, Ruskin takes the explanation of Carlyle for 
the sordid life of so many people and turns his attention 
from art to some solution of trie problems of the living con-
ditions of the poor. ~he hope of accomplishi~ amelioration 
of the misery of many people seems due in part to such chal-
lenges as Carlyle throws out in Cbartism and ~ and Present. 
"A feeling very generally exists that the condition 
and disposition of the iVorking Classes is a rather ominous 
matter at present; that something oU§ht to be said, something 
ought to be done, in regard to it." 
"The condition of England, on Which many pamphlets . 
are now in the course of publication, and many thoughts un-
Published are going on in every reflective head, is justly 
regarded as one of the most ominous, and withal one of the 
strangest, ever seen in this world. England full of wealth, 
of multifarious produce, supply for human want in every kind; 
yet Engla.nd is dying of ina.ni tion." 10 
The personal answer of Ruskin to the call is well 
eXpressed in his first letter in Fors Clavigera, as Cook sug-
gests. ll 
"For my own part, I will put up with this state 
of tnings, passively, not an hour longer. 1 am not an un-
Selfish person, nor an ~vangelical one; 1 have no particular 
Pleasure in doi~ good; neither do 1 dislike dOing it so 
mUch as to expect to be rewarded for it in another world. 
But I simply cannot paint, nor read, nor look at minerals, 
nor do anything else that i like, and the very light of the 
morning sky, when there is any - which is seldom, how-a-days, 
near London - has become hateful to me, because (jf the misery 
that I know of, and see signs of, where I know i11.' not, which 
no imagination can interpret too bitterly.1I 12 
b1rom 1860 to the end of his life, then, Ruskin con-
cerned himself with social questions. besides the four books 
Just mentioned, unto this Last, (1860), Munera l'Ulveris (1862). 
the Queen's Gardens (1864), Sesame ~ Lilies (1865), The Cestus 
9. Chart ism, p. ll~. 
10. Past and Present, p. 1. 
11. ~,~ T., Q£. Cit., Vol. II, p. ~2l. 
12. b'ors Clavigera., vol. I, p. 4. l;'ater c~tetions: ~, Vol. 
in Roman numerals, p. 1n ArablC. 
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.2! Aglaia (1866), The Ethics £! the ~ (1866),!!?!. Crown of 
~ Olive (1866), ~ ~ ~ (1867), amplify and illustrate 
again and again his ideas. Because of his habit of reiteration, 
a seleotion merely of the most signifioant books which treat 
social ideas in as technical a manner as ~uskin used is 
sufricient to represent his ideas adequately. The books which 
set forth his mature and. generally fi!~l convictions are ~ 
~ Last, Munera PUlveris, and ~ u1avigera. 
Unto ~ Last came out in 1860 in the form of four 
articles for the Cornhi11 Magazine, edited by Thackeray. The 
strikes in the building trades of London in 1859 led Ruskin 
to think of the relation between employer and employee, whioh 
is the theme of this work. Although these articles were stopped 
because of their unpopularity and disastrous effect on the 
magaZine, .J!'raser's Magazine gave him another opportunity to 
express himself. l'hrough Carlyle, l!'roude, the editor, had be-
come a friend of .t<.uskin. The four essays whi<lh Froude allowed 
to appear in 1862 were published in 1~72 as a book of six chap-
ters, £\lunera Ealveris. In the preface 'to tills }(uskin painted 
out that carlyle had guided him in hiS work on so cial themes. 
vi Unto 'this .Last he said: . -
---
"Eleven years ago, in the summer of 1860, per-
ceiving then fully, (as carlyle had done long before) what 
distress was about to come on the said populace of ~urope 
tnrough these errors of their teacners, I began to do the 
best 1 might, to oombat them, in a series of papers for 
the Cornhill Magazine, sinoe published un~er the title of 
unto this .Last. l'he editor of the Magazine was my friend" ~ventur~he insertion Of the three first essays." l~ 
13. In Fors olavigera, ~kin expresses ohanged views on interest. 
14. Muhii='a"""1"Ulveris, prefaoe, p. UXV. 
Of Munera Pulveris he said: 
"I inscribed the first vol.ume of this series to 
the friend who aided me in chief sorrow. Let me inscribe 
the second to the friend ana guide who has urged me to all 
chief labour, THOMAS CARLYLE. 
"I would that some better me ana were in D\Y, power 
56. 
of showing reverence to the man who alone, of all our mas-
ters of literature, has written, without thought of himself, 
What he knew it to be nee dful for t he people 0 f his time to 
hear, if the will to hear were in them: Whom, therefore, 
Republican and Free-thoughted England assault s wit h impatient 
reproach; and out of th e abyss of he r cowardioe in policy 
and dishonour in trade, sets the hacks of her literature to 
speak a1 evil, grateful to her ears, of the Solitary Teacher 
Who bas asked her to be brave for the help of Man, and just, 
for the love of God." 15 
Beginning on the fir st of January, 1871, Ruskin 
commenced to publish letters to the workmen and laborers 
of Great Britain. :chese discursive communications cam out 
at intervals until 1884. They are disconnected in form; they 
are written on any subject which tm day might suggest; yet 
they have unity of purpose, which is to assist the readers 
to a richer life. The criticisms of existing conditions and 
the remedies offered in these two thousand pages make them, 
therefore, a source for finding r<uskin1s social thought. liThe 
criticism of the nineteenth century which runs through the book 
from the first to the last is deeply coloured by the influence 
16 
of Carlyle'! • . says Cook. Ruskin I s stat ement of his purpose and 
of Carlyle's part in it, occurs in one of the letters: 
"I do not pr etend to t ell you straight forwardly 
all laws of nature respecting the conduct of men ••• What final 
relatiOns may take place between masters and servants, labour-
ers and employers, old people and useless, in such society, 
only experience can conclude •••• Some few things the most ob-
stinate will admit, and the l~ast credulous believe: that 
wasaed faces are healthier than a.1rty ones ,' mole clothes 
decenter than ragged ones, kind ~ebaviour more serviceable 
15. lb., p. Xl. 
16. COok, E. T., Q£. ctt., p. 320. 
than malicious, and pure air pleasanter than foul. Upon 
that much of Iphilosophie positive l I mean to act; and 
little by little, to define in these letters the process 
of action. That it should be left to me to begin such a. 
work, with only one man in England - Thomas Carlyle - to 
whom I can look for steady guidance, is alike wonderful 
and sorrowful to me." 17 
Section II. The social ideas of Huskin appear (A) in his 
basic principles of life. The philosophy of these ideas 
rests on (1) mysticism. Hobson finds two elements in this 
philosophy: "It may perhaps be claimed for Mr. Ruskin that 
his philosophy, alike of art and of social reform, combines 
i 
and even merges the supposed antagonism of Hellenism and 
57. 
18 
tiebraism mor e completely than tha. t of any other modern thinke r." 
The Bible, with Calvinistic doctrine, mediaeval art, and Plato, 
in the order named, furnish material for mental development 
in the for mati ve period of his thinking. He seeks always for 
the ess ence, or soul, the idea back of the fact or object. 
This trait shows it self in the search for the soul of words 
19 in the ir etymological his tory. 1'ile enigma tic character of 
the titles of books and of the chapters of these books on 
Social ideas is always suggestive of an inner meaning more sig-
nificant than commonplace words would give. Unto this Last 
---
Concerns the payment of labor on the principle of the parable 
in :Matthew; Munera PUlveris suggests the error in valuing money 
for its own sake in "the gifts or functions of the dust"; Fors 
Q1avigera is fortune, bearing hammer, key, and nail. In every 
way hus~in wants to rid life, as far as pOSSible, of mechanical 
17 • b' or s, I I, 136 -7 • 
18. H'O'b'Son, J. A., ~ Ruskin, Social Reformer, p. 328. 
19. Unto this Last, pp. 133; 146; 11unera PUlveris, pp. 59; 119;155. 
---
devioes. Maohinery is oondemned, when a man's soul might be 
expressed by hand oraft in the produot of his toil. The 
applications made shaw that the mystical reflections are never 
for their own sake; they revert directly to man. 
"You will find references to the practical con-
neotion between the physioal and the spiritual light - of 
Which now 1 would fain state, in the most unmistakable terms, 
this sum: that you oannot love the real sun, that is to say 
physical light and color, rightly, unless you love the spirit-
ual sun, that is to say justice and truth, rightly." 20 
Ruskin holds that happiness depends on spiritual discernment: 
"The presence of a wise population implies the 
search for felicity as well as for food; nor can any popu-
lation reach its maximum but through that wisdom which 're-
Joices' in the habitable parts of the earth •••• The desire of 
the heart is also the light of the eyes. No soene is oon-
tinua11y and untiringly loved, but one rich by joyful human 
labor; smooth in field; fair in garden; full in orchard; trim, 
sweet, and frequent in homestead; ringing with voices of vivid 
existence ••• as the art of life is learned, it will be found 
at last that all lovely things are also necessary:-the Wild 
flower by the roadside, as well as the tended corn; and the 
Wild birds and oreatures of the forest, as well as the tended 
cattle; because man doth not live by bread only, but also by 
desert manna; by every wondrous and unknowable work of God. 
Happy, in that he knew them not, nod did his fathers know; 
and that round about him reaches yet into the infinite, the 
amazement of his existence." 21 
58. 
Not only is mysticism for Ruskin a basis for inter-
pretating life, but (2) the individual soul is the most important 
ConSideration in life. "Note, finally, that all effectual advanoe-
ment towards true felicity of the human race must be by individ-
U.al, not public effort." 22 ,tor the best development of the in-
d.ividual, he has some definite suggestions. As a goal he holds 
u.p the ideal happiness (a) through renunciation. He maintains 
that the honor attached to any profession is in proportion to 
20 • j!lor s, I I I , 215. 
21. Unto this Last, pp. 190-1. 
22. lb., p. 19r:--See, for other appeals to individual re-
responsibility, Fors, IV, 248; 1£. IV, 415-6. 
the sacrifice or possible sacrifice involved. He anal~ds 
several occupations to account far the respect paid them. 
llA brave's trade is slaying; but the world has 
never respected braves more than merchants: the reason it 
nonors the soldier is, because he holds his life at the 
service of the state ••• our estimate of hi!D is based on 
this ultimate fact - of which we are well assured - that, 
put him in a fortress breach, wi th all the pleasur es of 
59. 
the world behind him, and only death and duty in front of 
him, he will keep his face to the front; and he knows that 
this choice may be put to him at any moment, and has before-
hand taken his part - virtually takes such part continually -
doe s, in reality, die daily." 23 
The laWytr and physician meet the same test of self-sacrifice. 
Justice must be the first conSideration wi th the lawyer; his 
private good must be of less importance. The physician who would 
look upon his patients as experiments is regarded with horror. 
The mercnant is not held in so high esteem as members of the 
liberal professions because his motives are presurred to be, 
not commercially unfair necessarily. but, selfish. Ruskin holds 
that in the case of the merchant's occupation, the bUSiness 
JUStifies such a change as to make it more respected. Heroic 
men might Join it, who are Willing not merely -to teach the 
form of a gospel- but to "lose a hundred pounds in showing the 
practice of one."24 
According to the ideas of Ruskin, the individual 
must renounce purely selfish pleasures to find satisfHction 
inCidentally (b) in productive work. In his second letter to 
the workmen, of the three promises he asked them to make, two 
concerne d work: 
23. lb., p. 126. 
24. Uzito this Last, p. _128. See also on renunciation For s II, 
4Oi;I'IT,4O; 210;312. 
1. "To do your own work well, wnether it be 
for life or for death. 
2. To help othe r people at the irs, when you 
can, and seek to avenge no injury." 25. 
His conclusion is that work settles the question of duty for 
men. 
"I set myself to work out that problem thoroughly 
in 1858, and arrived at the conclusion - which is an entirely 
Sound one, and which did indeed alter, from that time forward, 
the tone and method of my teaching, - that human work must be 
done honorably and thoroughly, because we are now Men; -
Whether we ever expect to be angels, or ever were slugs, being 
practically no matter. We are now Human creatures, and must, 
at our peril, do Human - tnar-is to say, affectionate, honest, 
and earnest work." 26 
Work furnishes an honest basis of existence: 
"Build, my man, - build, or dig, one of the two; 
and then eat your honestly earned meat, thankfully, and let 
other people alone, if you can't help them." 27 
The third vow of the Company of st. George, for whom he ex-
pres s ed the deepest convictions on social relations, follows: 
"I shall labor, with such strength and opportunity 
as God gives me, for my own daily bread; and all that my hand 
finds to do, I will do wi th my might." 28 
60. 
RUskin, furthermore, held -in resolving to do our work well, is 
the only sound foundation of any religion whatsoever." 29 
"And it is physically impossi ble ~hat true religious 
knowledge, or pure morality, should exist among any classes of 
a nation Who do not work wi th their hands for their bread." 30 
.Finally, true pIe asure, !{uskin thinks, may follow work; "for 
USeful action, because all enjoyment worth having (may, all 
enjoyment not harmful) mas t in some way aris e out of that, 
either in happy energy, or rightly oomplaoent and exulting 
31 
rest." 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
Another obligation or privilege which Ruskin holds 
For s, I, 29. 
lb., IV, 8. 
Th., 11, 001. 
ID., III, 40. 
TO., lV, 8. 
Fors, !mil 249. 
~, .~, 13. 
- . 
fundamental for the individual is (c) the duty of obedience. 
This duty arises from the inequality among men. 
61. 
"What necessarily inferior labor remains to be done, ••• 
should and always will, when the relations of society are 
reverent and harmonious, fall to the lot of those who, for 
the time, are fit for nothing better. For as, whatever the 
perfectness of the educational system there must remain in- r. 
fini te differences between the natures and capacities of men. ,,~2 
Another aspect of the teaching on obedience is that if it is 
required in youth, laws need not be enforced in age. 
"Make your educElt ional la\';s strict, and your 
criminal ones may be gentl!; but leave youth its liberty, 
and you wi 11 have to dig dungeons for age." 33 
Such obedience follows a natural instinct of reverence: 
"Reverence is as instinct ive as anger;- both of 
them instant on true vision: it is sight ~nd understanding that 
we have to teach, and these ~ reverence. Make a man perceive 
Worth, and in its reflection he sees his own relative unworth, 
and worships thereupon inevitably, not with stiff courtesy, but 
rejoicingly, passionately, and, best of all, restfully: for the 
infinite capacity of awe and love is infinite in mam; and only 
in finding these, can we find pe ace. And the oommon inso lence 
of the people, and their talk of equality are not irreverence 
in them in the least, but mere blindness, stupefaction, and 
fog in the brains, the first sign of any cleansing of which is, 
tuat tl:\f~y gain some power of discerning, and SOIm patience in 
submi tt ing to, their true counsellors and governor s. rr 34 
Obedience to superiors is a sign of wisdom: 
"The wi se man knows his master. Less or more wi se, 
he perceives lower or nigher masters; but always some creature 
larger than himself - some law holier than his own. A law to 
be sought - learned, loved - obeyed; but in order to its dis-
Covery, the obedience must be begun first, to the best one knows. 
ubey something; and you will have a chance some day of finding 
out what is best to obey. ~ut if you begin by ~beying nothing, 
You will end by obeyi~ Beelzebub and all his seven invite4 
friends." 35 
Thus by devotion to nobility, the individual may redeem himself 
from his limitations. 
32. Iilunera J:>Ulveris, pp. 134-6. 
33. D,., p. 139. 
34. lb., pp. 147-8. 
35. Fors, II, 420-1. See also pp. 263-4. ~ee also, ~ I, 
ruo, "Learn to obey good laws; and in a lit"tle wilile, you 
will reach bet"ter learning - ~ow to obey good men, Wil O are 
living, breatning, unblinded Law." 
The individual bears the responsibility for his 
actions; so ciety doe s not; nor inheri tanc e; nor ci vilization. 
:tet man does not live alone. lience. (3) the conception of 
society revealed in the social ideas of Ruskin is socialistic. 
He disclaimed. however. allegiance with socialism as he un-
derstood the term when he "'Tote (a) "but nature intends. and 
the utmost efforts of soaialism will not hinder the fulfilment 
62. 
of her intention. that a provident person shall always be richer 
than a spendthrift; and an ingenious one more comfortable than 
a fool." 36 Such statements as the following show. on the other 
hand. that huskin recognized the interdependence of members of 
Society and. the proper demands of assistan ce from one another . (b): 
"As long as anyone remains unfed, or barebacke d, 
the wages fund must be in common. When every man, woman, and 
child is fed and clothed, the saving men may begin to lay by 
money. if they like; but while there is hunger and cold a~ong 37 
you, ••• every man must bring all he earns to the common stock." 
Not only do abnormal situations reveal the organic nature of 
social relations. but the injustice of 4aily pr~otice is 
evident (c): 
"And it is gradually becoming manifest to the 
tenant s, borrowers, and labourers, that instead of paying 
these large sums into the hands of the landlords, lenders, 
and employers. that they may purchase mUSic, painting. etc.; 
the tenants, borrowers, and workers, had better buy a little 
music and painting for themselves!" 38 
RUSkin does not eXplain the apparent inconsistency of the 
first passage w~th such passages as the two Which follow. Hobson 
.. 
says that social forces. as such, or popular movements did not 
36. I.lunera Pulveris, preface, p • .xxxVIII. 
37. ]!'or s, III, ~67-8. 
38. 1£., III, 90. 
mean much to Ruskin. He Wished to find the people who held 
the ideas. "Hence," says Hobson, ITthough Ruskin saw clearly 
the errors of the individualism of the old Radicals, though 
65. 
he developed a powerful economic socialism, he remained a 
polit ical individualist _" ~9 The emphasis which Ruskin places 
on the feeling of brotherhood as a motive in social relations 
has given his doctrine the name of Christian Socialism. 40 
Harrison calls this system of belief Social Democracy;4l Hob-
son, Social Democracy.42 Chesterton calls Ruskin the second 
founder of Socialism. 43 Another interpreter of Ruskin says: 
"Mr. Ruskin was indeed a Socialist to this extent, that he de-
manded a greatly increased control of industry by the State, 
and that he maintained that every man has the opportunity of 
44 
earning his living by his labor." Whatever the name may be, 
the idea is evident; it is that the feelings of men and not 
the works of their hands receive emphasis in tbe social thought 
of Ruskin. 
The so ci al idea:s of l'luskin, besides being revealed 
through a study of his basic principles, are expressed (B) 
through criticisms of (1) the popular political economy of 
his day_ Questions of political economy and of institutional 
39. Hobson, J.A., Ruskin and De,ocracy, ContemporarY,Vol. 81 p.l10. 
40. Ward, M.A., Prophets of the Nineteen th Century, p. 133. ' 
41. Harrison, Frederick, John Ruskin, p. 84-5. 
42. Hobson, J.A., ~ Cit::-P. 192. 
43. Chesterton, G.K.,.2£,. Cit., p. 67. 
44. Gladden, Washington, WItnesses of the Light, p. 274. 
64. 
45 life properly belong to social ideas. A criticism which 
furnishes an explanatory starting point is his criticism ta) 
of laissez-f&ire. ~he prefaces to both ~ ~ ~ and 
,!unera 1'ulvera state grounds of opposition to Mill and the 
latter book to l:'r01'essor .I!"awcett, the teacher of 1'olit ical 
~conomy at ~ambridge. According to ~uskin, popular economists 
neglect or &re indifferent to the main cause for Which economic 
laws are studied. ~hese men formulate laws controiling the 
froduction and distribution of riches and neglect the people 
Who produce valuable artiCles and who should have a part in using 
them. He opposes indifference to the whole nature of man which 
the following statement of their position indicates to him: 
"~he social ai'fections are accidental and disturbing 
elements in human nature: but avarice and the desire of progress 
are constant elements. Let us eliminate the inconstants, and, 
Considering the human being ffiereiY as a covetous machine, examine 
by what laws 01' labor, purchase, and sale, the grea.test accumUla-
tive reSUlt in we <c<.lth 1S uttainaDle. 'J:hose laws once determined 
it will be for eacn individual afterwards to introduce as much 
ot" the disturbing uf:t"ectionate eJ.ement as ne chooses." 46 
45. ~llwood, ~. A., Introduction 12 ~ocial ~sychology, ~reface,l'.AI. 
"~he millions of indi-yiduals cooperate ln producing the 
institutional civilization; the administrative and legal 
institutions, the educational and the religious institutions 
the economic and the technical 1nstitutions, reSUlt from the' 
action of the social neurons. but every Change produced in 
these institutions has its influence on the soaial group itself 
Cook, Vol. 2, p. 136: ~he harmony of ~usKin's doctrines with 
recent 1'olitical ~conomy is shown by the quotation from 
l'rofessor Ingram: ilA History of 1'Oli tical ,l!;conomy," lSb8, 
pp. 241-243: ",l!;conomics must be constantly regarded as form-
ing onlY one de~artment of the larger science of oociology, 
in vital conneX10n with its other departments, and With the 
moral syntheSiS which is the crown of the whOle intellect-
ual system ••• ~specially must we Keep in view the high moral 
issues to which the economic moyement is subserVient, and 
in the absence of which it COUld never in any great degree 
attract the interest or fix the attention either of eminent 
thinKers or of rlght-minded men." 
Unto t~ Last, p. Ilb. 
66. 
To Ruskin, the statement of laws governing economic relations 
wi thout including the entire affect on the individual was 
worse than incorrect; such statements were leading into a 
hard, scientific atti i-u de, which justifie d men in their prac-
tices. 
. "And therefcre, the idea that directions can be 
given for the gaining of wealth, irrespectively of the con-
Sideration of its moral sources, or that any general and technic-
al law of purchase and gain can be set down for national prac-
tice, is perhaps the most insolently futile of all that ever 
beguiled men through their vices •••• "Blq in the cileapest 
mtir.rcet 0:' - yes; but what made your market cheap"!' Charcoal may 
be cneap among your root" timbers after a fire, and bricks 
may be cileap in your stl'eets after an earthquake; but fire 
and earthquake may not t.i:lerefore be national benefit s. Sell 
in the dearesty - yes, truly; out wmt made your ::narke t dear? 
You sold your bread well today; was it to a dying man who 
gave his last coin for it, and will never need bread more, 
or to a rich man who tomorrow will put your farm aver your 
head; or to a ~.l.di .u on his way to pillage the bank in which 
you have put your fortune"?" 47 
~he teaching of clergymen did not counteract any of the in-
jurious effect of economic superiority to human suffering. 
While preachers acknowledged the impossibility of living by 
hohest trade, their conclusion upon the situation was not that 
the ways of trade should be amended, but that heaven will be 
gratefully received. 48 Ruskin IS concl usion cone erning orthodox 
economists is stated thus: 
"Among the delusi ons ?hich at Ilifferent peri ods 
have possessed themselves of the minds of large masses of 
the human race, pernaps the most curious - certainly the 
least creditable - is the modern soi-disant science of polit-
ical economy, based on the idea than an advantageous code of 
social action may be ~~termined irrespectively of the influence 
of social affection." 
47. lb., pp. 141-2. 
48. FO:rs, I, 123. 
49. Unto this Last, p. 115. 
----
66. 
To summarize from these books Ruskin's general criticism 
of the laissez-faire attitude in political eoonomy is to give 
the ground of his opposition to the science; namely, that it 
aims to state in terms of undeviating laws, facts of human 
life which could be properly estimated only in terms of value. 50 
The social ideas of Ruskin are revealed through 
criticism (b) of popular ideas of wealth and money. \'iealth 
is not riches. That wealth consists of valuable things is 
not sufficient unless "value" is understood to mean the "avail-
ing of anything towards the sustaining of life." 51 TbB nature 
of value is t · ... ·ofold: the intrinsic value, the absolute power 
which anything nas for supporting life; effectual value, pro-
duction which includes production of useful things and the ca-
pacity to use them. 52- For the accepted object of political 
economy, which is ",to accumulate money or exchangeable property," 
is sub st i tuted "the cont inuance not only of life, but of healthy 
and happy life." 53 
50. Munera Pulveris, p. 1, Ruskin's definition of political 
economy shows db'eat opposition to laissez-faire. "As 
domestic economy regulates the acts and habIts of a house-
hold, Politival Economy regulates those of a society of 
state , with reference to tIle means of its maintenance. 
Poli tica.l Economy is neither an art nor a scienc e; but a 
system of conduct ana. legi slat Ll.re, founded on the sciences, 
directing the arts, and impossible, except under certain 
conditions of moral culture." 
51. Ib., p. 11. 
52. lb., p. 12. 
53. lli, p. 4. 
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nperhaps it may even appear after some considera-
tion, that the persons themselves ~ the wealth ••••• In fact, 
it may be discovered that the true veins of wealth are purple -
and not in Rock, but in Flesh - perhaps even that the final 
outcome and consummation of all wealth is in the producing 
as many as possible full-breathed, bright-eyed, end happy-
hearted human creatures ••• A Christian mother, may at last 
attain to the virtues and the treasures of a Heathen one, and ~ 
be able to lead forth her sons, saying, - 'These are MyJewels. ,v4 
IIThere is no wealth but life. Life including all 
its powers of love, of joy, of admiration. That oountry ia the 
ricnest which nourishes the greatest number of noble and happy 
human beings: that man is the richest who, having perfeoted 
the functions of his own life to the utmost, .nas also the 
widest helpful influence, both personal, and by means of his 
possessions, over the lives of others." 55 
According to the thought of ~uskin, money should 
not be considered a standard of value. Essential material 
things, pure air, water, earth, and essential immaterial things, 
56 
admiration, hope, love, are not affected by money. Foolishly, 
to him, people have willingly spent their lives in unremitting 
toil to make money. The pleasure of accummu1ation consists in 
"the imagination of power to part wi th that with which we have 
no intention of parting" which is "one of the most curious 
though commonest forms of the Eidolon, or Phantasm of Wealth." 57 
So far has the practice of thinking of valuable things in terms 
of money grown wi th most people that in "estimating ~heir pos-
sessions, they rather calculate the value of their horses and 
fields by the number of guineas they could get for them, than 
the value of their guineas by the number of horses and fields 
they could buy with them. n 58 This service of mam.'Donism is 
rUining the possibility of finer feelings in the working class. 
54. Unto this Last, p.143-4. 
55. lb., p. 180.-
56. FOrs, It 68-71. 
57. uun9ra FUlveris, p. 36. 
58. Unto this Last, p. 133. 
---
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"And it is quite possible for tile simplest workman 
or labourer for whom I write to understand ~hat the feelings 
of a gentleman are, and share tnem, if he will; but the crisis 
and. horror of this present time are that it s desire of money 
and the fulness of luxury dishonestly attainable by common 
persons, are gradually making churls of all men; and the 
nobler passions are not merely disbelieved, but even the con-
~eption of them seems ludicrous to the impotent churl mind." 59 
The danger of mammonism is slighted by clergymen. Of the 
fifteen hundred sermons which Ruskin heard in thirty years, 
he says: 
"I now solemn~y state I never heard one preacher 
deal faithfully with the quarrel between God and Mammon, or 
explain the need of choice between the service of those two 
masters. And all vices are indeed summed, and all their 
'forces consummated, in tha. t simple accept ence of the authority 
of God; and preference of gain, or the increase of gold, to 
godliness of the peace of God." 60 
To counteract the bad result of mammonism, Ruskin denies the 
social benefit of unlimited saving and makes utility and human 
cost the standard for measuring both the intrinsic and effectual 
~alue of things. 
The law of supply and demand is restated to include 
human labor in production., "The exchangeable value of a com-
modi ty is that of the labor required to produce it, multiplied 
by the force of the demand for it." 61 For the I certain price I 62 
Which economists held as the mean term in exchange, Ruskin sup-
Plies 'amount of human labor l • In some instances the greed of 
men will not allow the natural supply of material necessaries 
to reach the demand. J!'ish dealers in London, for instance, will 
59. Fors, 11, 195. 
60. ID77 II, 123-4. 
61. See preceding chapter, quotation from Adam Smith. 
62. Unto this Last, note, p. 151. 
---
not allow quantities of fish to be sent for that would 
reduce the prioe of fish. 63 Illustration of another kind 
of failure of the law follows: 
"I have some pease and strawberries in summer; 
some camellias and azaleas in winter; and good cream, and 
69. 
a quiet place to walk in, all the year round. Of the straw-
berries, cream, and pease, 1 eat more than is good for me ••• 
Meantime, outside of my fenced seven acres - owing to the 
operation of the great universal law of supply and demand -
numbers of people are starving; many more, dying of too 
much gin; and many of their children dying of too little milk. n61 
Accordingly, the conclusion of this process of reasoning is 
that the so-called law of supply and demand is inconstant and 
often injurious in its working. Consumption as a means of 
life is the economic goal, from the social or human point of 
view. 
Another fundamental principle of polit ieal economy 
which the social ideas of Huskin condemn is (c) competition. 
It is wrong because commercial rivalry occasions needless dis-
tress. Competition works ruthlessly to reduce wages which 
largely make the living conditions of laborers. 
"There is not yet, nor will yet for ages be, any 
real over-population in the world; but a local over-population, 
or, more accurately, a degree of population locally unmanageable 
under existing circumstances for want of forethought and su~­
ficient machinery, necessarily shows itself by pressure of com-
petition; and the taking advantage of this competition by the 
purchaser to obtain their labor unjustly cheap, consummates 
at once their suffering and his own." 65 
A second evil of competition is that it prevents helpful co-
operation. Dante illustrates the effeet of the competitive 
struggle among men in his conception of Plutus. The selfish 
63. Fors, 11, pp. 147-9.5ee also p.152; ~, 1, pp.33;151-152. 
64. lb., I, pp. 153-4. 
65. Unto this Last, p. 159. 
---
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spirit of gain "makes all men strangers; his speech is there-
fore unintelligible, and no single soul of all those ruined 
by him ~ recognizable features." 66 A sentence summarizes 
the opposition to competition: "Government and co-operation ~re 
in all things the Laws of Life; Anarchy and competition the 
Laws of Death." 67 
In addition to the criticism of popular economy, 
the social ideas of Ruskin are revealed through his criticism 
of (2) the democratic tendency in government. The application 
of the democratic theory to government is injurious because 
(a) what people need is not minimum government, but right 
government. According to Ruskin, liberty is not the desirable 
goal for individuals in society. 
"There is a highly curious feeling in the English 
mind against educational law: we think no man's liberty should 
be interfered with till he has done irrevocable wrong; whereas 
it is then just too late for the only gracious and kingly inter-
ference, which is to hinder him from doing it." 68 
"The ~amphlet (M. Emile de Lavelaye's Protestantism 
and Catholicism) is especially displeasing to me, because It 
speaks of 'Liberty' under .the common assumption of it s de- . 
sirableness; whereas my own teaching has been, and is, that 
liberty, whether in the body, soul, or political estate of men 
is only another word for Death, and the final issue of Death, t 
putrefaction; the body, spirit, and political estate being 
alike healthy only by their bonds and laws; and by Liberty 
being instantly disengaged into mephitic vapour." 69 
Liberalism will not lead to finding the "quality and intrinsic 
70 Value of things" or men. The theory of minimum government 
66. Muners Pulveris, p. 101. 
67. Unto this Last, p. 160. 
68 • 'Miiii'e r aPu'l VerTs, p • 1.3 9 • 
19. Fors, III, 21. 
70. ~., It 189. 
71. 
is contrary to Ruskin's ideas because it is based on liberty; 
the theory of maximum government is sound because it is based 
on control. The form of government is immaterial; the nature 
of the people concerned makes the practice good or bad. 
"Any form of government will work, provided the 
govennors are real, and the people obey them; and none will work, 
if the governors are unreal, or the people disobedient. If 
you mean to have logs for kings, no quantity of liberty in 
choiae of the wood will be of any profit to you:- nor will 
the wisest or best governor be able to serve you, if you mean 
to discuss his orders instead of obeying them." 71 
When liberty is yielded and the maximum government is admitted, 
then responsibility for improving condi tions is fixed. "The 
first duty of the government is to see that the people have 
iood, fuel, and clothes. The second, that they have means of 
72 
moral and intellectual education." Other definit e duties of 
the government are: the establishment of training schools where 
every child in the nation should be permitted, in some cases 
required, to attend; the establishment of manufacturies and 
workshops where every necessary of life would be produced and 
every useful art practiced~ the employment at fixed rate of 
wages of those who cannot find work to do; the provision for 
the comfort of the old and destitute. Such provision should 
be considered honorable to those who without disgrace are un-
fortunate. 73. 
itA labourer serves his country with his spade, 
just as a man in the middle ranks of life serves it with sword, 
pen, or lancet. If the service be less, and, therefore, the 
Wages during health less, then the reward when health is broken 
may be less, but not less honourable, and it ought to be quite 
71. Fors, ill, 246. 
72. ~ 
73. Unto this Last, preface, pp. 111-2. 
---
as natural and straiehtforward a matter for a labourer to 
take his pension from his parish, because he has deserved 
well of his parish, as for a man in higher rank to take his 
pension from his country, because he ras deserved well of 
his country." 74 
72. 
'Critics of Ruskin's ~ocial ideas value his interpretation of 
the rightful duties of the government. l.[r. Tavener says: 
"Public libraries, government schools, state work-
shops, and polytechnics are common institutions today, of which 
no one would deny the use; but John Ruskin was considerably 
laughed at when, in 1861, he advocated them." 75 
A summary of the ideas of Ruskin on constituted authority 
follows: 
"Der staat ist fur Ruskin mehr als die summe von 
individuen, die unter einem gestez zusammenggefaszt Sind; er 
1st ihm ein wesen, auf das er die lebensfunktionen des menschen 
ffbertr~gt. Die pflechten, die fUr den einzelnen gelten, bestehen 
auch fttr den staat. Auch er hat siene tugenden; sie stellen sich 
in seinen organisationen dar. Rus::in vermeidet es auch Jlicht, ( 
vom staate geradezu als einer person zu reden •• ~.Der staat denkst 
regirt, ordnet und verteilt fttr siene bUrger, wie der vater es ' 
gegenuber seinen kindern tut." 76 . 
Instead of a democratic idea of liberalism, Ruskin 
would put (b) tt-e responsibility of strong government upon 
the authority of superior people. The fact of inequality among 
indi viduals, he holds, me.kes this solution logical. I~he form 
of the government is a negligible matter, as has been shown. 
The necessity is wise rulers: 
"No £orm of gcrvernment, provided it be a govern-
ment at all, is, as SUCh. to be either condemned or pra ised 
or contested for in anywise, but by fools. But all forms ot 
g0vernment are good just so far as they attain this one vital 
necessi ty of policy - that the wise and kina. few or many 
shall govern the lIDwise ~ unk"'I'ii'd; arur-t~are-evil so far 
74. Ib. P. 112. 
75. Tavener, LUCKing, John huskin, Poet, Paint8r, Prophet. 
Review of ~eviewS:-Vol. XXI, 1900, p~ 289-302. 
76. Claus, Paul, Die Ethik John Ruskins, Die !-:eurenen Sprachen. 
Vol. XVII, P:-292. ----
as they miss of this or reverse it. Nor does the form, in 
any case, signify one whit, but its firmness. end adaptation 
to the need." 77 
People oannot control their destiny by voting but "simply 
in being worth more or less, and not in voting that you are 
worth more or less." 78 
"Your main problem is that anoient and trite one, 
'Who is the best man?· •••• But if you refuse suoh inquiry, and 
maintain every man for. his neighbor's match,- if you give 
vote to the simple and liberty to the vile, the powers of 
those spiritual and material wo rIds in due time present you 
inevi tably with the same problem, soluble now only wrong 
side upwards; and your robbing and slaying must be done then 
to find out 'Vllio is worst man?'" 79 
The duty of governing belongs to the upper classes, finally, 
to a king who, in Homer and Scott, Ruskin Observes, 'not only 
did more, but in proportion to their dOings, got less, than 
other people - nay, that the best of them were even ready to 
govern for nothing, and let their followers divide any quan-
tity of spoil or profit." 80 In modern times, landlords are 
responsible for improvement of bad conditions. 8l Loyalty 
and obedienoe are due only to lords who wi 11 not w:lrk always 
for their OVin interest. The poor should not be made, because 
of poverty, to live in mean hut s and build and rebuild magnificent 
82 
hous es for the rich. An essential gain for the poor from 
obedience to wise landlords is security of livelihood and of home. 83 
!deal relations between landlord and peasant, Ruskin found illustrated 
77. Manera Pulveris, pp. 154-5. 
78. Fors, I, p. 176. 
79. lb., pp. 189-90. 
80. ID., p. l~l. 
81. FOr s , I I, p. 248. 
88. MiiIiera Pulveris, p. l82.See ~s, I, pO. 136-7; 3~4-384;4l4-6, 
for the impor tance of hous es in home life. 
83. 1mnera Pulveris, p. 180-1. 
74:. 
in Italian and French peasant life. In some of his letters 
to the workingmen, he translated stories from Marmontel to 
show the happiness of French peasant life. 84 The basis of 
improvement of social conditions is not through legisla-
tion but through action according to the fact of inequality, 
as he states: 
"If there be anyone point insisted on through-
out my works more frequently than anothe r, that one point 
is the impossibility of Equality. My continual aim has 
been to show the eternal superiority of some men to others, 
sometimes even of one man to all others; and to show also 
the advisability of appolnting suoh pe rsons or person to 
guide, lead, or on oooasiO n . even to oompe1 and subdue, 
their inferiors, a~gording to their own better knowledge 
and wiser Vii 11." 
When this idea is in operation, he believe8, men will enlist 
to be "Soldiers of the Plowsha.re as well as Soldiers of the 
Swor d." 86 
The sooia1 ideas of Ruskin are revealed (C) 
through the remedies whioh he proposed for improving bad 
sooia1 oonditions. The speoific sohemes, whioh appear in 
these books, are the Company of st. George, or the Guild of 
St. George, and the improvement of tenement houses in London. 
To the Company of st. George, Ruskin gave 7000 pounds when 
it was organized in 1871, and about a tenth of his inoome 
ft - 87 a erwarC1S. The monthly letters to working men, ~ 
Clavi gera, furnish statement s of his so oial ideas inoorporated 
in that soheme. To Miss uotavia Hill, he gave the oharge of 
84. ~, I, p. 192 ff. 
85. Unto this Last, p. 160. 
86. ~--
87. COok, E. T., ~ £!t., Vol. II, p. ~33 ff. 
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nine or ten houses owned by him in London. She improved the 
houses, surroundings, instructed the tenants, and gave 
Ruskin five per cent. 88 In these schemes, Ruskin empha-
si zed (1) the significance of work; (2) too importance of 
home life; (3) the necessity of leadership; (4) the necessity 
of education, in attaining social improvement. 
Ruskin hoped to have the work of the Guild done 
in accordance with his conception of the proper attitude 
taward labor. First, work should not be considered a bur-
den to be shunned and despised. The common notion that la-
90r is necessarily a distasteful means to a useful and Was 
an idea which he wished to combat. 89 Mechanical deVices, he 
thought, had corrupted the taste of the age. Machinery make s 
possi ble "the flimsy dresses, toys, 1m tal work, and other 
rubbish. tt 90 Men no longer felt pride in manual accomplish-
ment, but rather considered it undignified and contemptible. 
This attitude on the part of laborers was deplorable because 
it led to idlene ss; whe reas in it s final analysis any pro-
duction is valuable in proportion to the self-cacritlde repre-
91 
sented. Secondly, overspecialization led to some of the 
Bame bad results. Originality and thought were checked or 
destroyed if division of labor were carried far. When the 
worker could not see the effect of his labor in the various 
deg.ees of attainment of some end, he lost interest and pride 
88. Ik., p. 119. 
89. Fors, III, p. 168 ~f.; p. 242-4. 
90. ID:7 II, 244. 
91. lb., I, 33-4. 
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and became himself a kind of machine. 92 'l'hroughout the 
letters of working men, .rcuskin urges the ftabsolut e duty of 
work, and of work which, so far as possible, absorbs the 
full interest, and excites the inventive faculty of the work-
er. 1f 93 Thirdly, ownership was an incentive to work. The 
natural delignt in possession should be gratified within 
prope r limit s. 
~ne following conditions should encourage occupa-
tions, helpful alike to the worker and to his associates: 
"We will try to make some small piece of English 
ground, beautiful, peaceful, and fruitful. We will have no 
steam-engines upon it, and no railroads; we will have no 
untended or unthought-of creatures on it; none wretche d. 
but the sick; none idle t but the dead. i','e will have no 
liberty upon it, but instant obedience to known law, and 
appointed persons: no equality upon it; but recognition of 
every betterness that we can find, and reprobation of every 
worseness ••••• i~e will have some magis end poetry; the children 
shall learn to dance to it and sing it;- perhaps some of 
the old people, in time, may also. ~'i e will have some art, 
moreover; we will at least try if, like the ~reeks, we can't 
make some pots •••• Little by little, some higher art and imagi-
nation may manifest themselves among us; and feeble rays of 
science may dawn for us." 94 
In this enviro~ent, numbers of the ~uild would 
find (1) the true significance of work in its ennobling 
rather than in its degrading quality. To this end, a tract 
of land was purchased and agriculture was the main pursuit. 
This labor was healthful and encouraged by Ruskin because it 
made possible for all the members the fulfillment of one of 
trJ.e vows: 
"I will labour, with such strength and opportunity 
as ~od gives me, for my own daily bread; and all that my hand 
finds to do, 1 wi 11 do wi th my might . ft 95 
92. lb., I, 33-4. 
93. lJawson, W. J., The Makers .2L.~nglish Prose, p. 258. 
94. Fors, I, 72-3. 
95. Fors, III, 40; See also I, 110; III, 240. 
Besides the honest independenoe, a broadening effeot was 
expeoted from the variety of labor, from the library:6 and 
from innooent amusementa. 97 
Sinoe Ruskin believed that the possession of the 
fruits of toil should belong to the tailer, the rate of 
wages was to be fixed and permanenoy of oontraot, insured. 
"Tenant s, 1. say, and at long lease, if they 
benave well: with power eventually to purohase the piec. 
of it; the rent they ply, meanwnile, ~ being the tithe of the 
annual produoe to ~t. George's fund. rt 98 
More important than the ownership of property, 
to ~uskin, was quiet, unostentatious home life. The objeot 
wh!ch he had in giving Miss Hill oontrol of his London houses 
was to improve conditions of home life. 
"You are beginning to hear something of what 
Miss Hill has done in MarYJ.ebon~, 'lnd of the ohange brought 
about by her energy and good sense in one of the worst dis-
triots of London ••• Any London landlord who will content him-
self With moderate and fixed rent •••• assuring his tenants 
of seoure possession if it is paid, so that they need not 
fear having their rent raised if they improve their houses; 
and who will seour e also a quiet bit of ground for their 
children to play in, instead of the street,- has established 
all the neoessary conditions of suocess. rt 99 
The desire for display and exoitement prevents the establish-
ment of suoh homes; or grasping landlords make t hem impossi ble. 
"But the best that oan be done in this will be 
useless ultimately, unle ss the deep souroe of the misery be 
out off. vVhile Miss Hill, wi th intense effort and noble 
power, has partially moralized a couple of aores in Marylebon<t, 
at least fifty square miles of lovely oountry have been 
Demoralized outside London, by the inoreasing itoh of the 
upper olasses to live where they can get some gossip in their 
idleness, and show eaoh othe r their dresses." 100 
So firmly did Buskin believe that people should find pleasure 
in their own homes that he oould not oontribute to the purohase 
96. lli, III, 53. 99. ll· , I, 137. 
97. 1.£. , III, 247. 100. lb. 
98. lb., 11, 134. 
o~ Alexandra Park because he thought homes should be made 
comfortable and refined to counteract "the vile modern 
notion that you are to be crowded in kennels till you are 
nearly dead, that other people may make money by your work, 
and then taken out in squad8 by tramway and railway, to be 
revived and refined by science and art. Your first business 
is to make your homes healthy and delightful: then, keep 
your wi ves and children tnere, and let your return to ~ 
101 
be your daily 'holy day'." OWnership of the house, 
Ruskin conSidered, was an incentive to making a home. In 
that connection, the lawyer exercises his function, 
"of asserting. in perfectly intelligible and indelible 
letters, the absolute claim of a man to his own house, or 
castle, and all that it properly includes" •••••• and "telling 
him, in black letter, that his house is his own. It will 
be necessary, however, evidently, that his house should be 
his own, before any lawyer can divinely assert the same to 
him.!! 102 
The necessity for leadersnip was to be met in the 
Guild by the control of landlords. Ruskin hoped the gentlemen 
of England would become interested in the scheme for social 
improvement, would live on their estates the Whole year, and 
be "shepherd lords." 103 The mediaeval laws of Florenae in 
the fourteenth century, changed somewhat to suit English 
people, and Christian principles, with suggestions from 
Bacon, Sir Thomas More, and Plato served as authority for 
the system of government. l04 In Letter XLV, Ruskin challenged 
the squires of England to justify the second statement in the 
101. lb., I,303-4.See also pp.136-7;334;384;414-5; II, 298. 
162. ID., II, 290. 
103. ID., I, 126. See also p. 129; II, 248-9. 
104. lb., II, 137; III, 245. 
text often engraved on their family vaults: "that they rest 
from their Labours, and their Works do follow them" by gi v-
ing personal supervision to their lands. He had definite 
suggestions concerning the duties of landloris: 
"First,-the act which will be the foundation 
of all bettering and strength in your own lives, as in that 
of your tenants, - fix their rent; under legal assuranoe 
that it shall not be raised; and under moral assuranoe that, 
if you eee they treat your land well, and are likely to 
laave it to you, if they die, raised in value, the said 
rent shall be diminished in proportion to the improvement; 
that is to say, provid.ing they pay you the fixed rent 
during the time of lease, you are to leave to them the 
entire benefit of whatever increase they can give to the 
value of the land ••••• Then the second thing you have to 
do is to determine the income necessary for your own noble 
and peaceful oountry life; and setting that aside out of 
the rents, for a constant sum, to be habitually lived well 
wi thin limits of, put your heart and strength into the right 
employment of the rest for the bettering of your estates, 
in ways whioh the farmers for their own advantage could not 
or would not; for the growth of more various plants; the 
oherishing, not killing, of beautiful living oreatures - birds, 
beast, and fish; and th.e establishment of such schools of 
History, Natural History, and Art, as may enable your ' farmers' 
children, with your own. to know something of the words 
Beauty. Courtesy, CompaSSion, Gladness, and Religion." 105 
The faith plaoed in administration by a landlord is shown 
in Ruskin's answer to a question which arose out of Marmontel: 
"A landlord should rather take two thousand pounds 
in rents, and return one thousand pounds in help to his ten-
ants. than remit the one thousand pounds of rents at once ••• 
It is primarily ~etter for the state, and ultimately for the 
tenant, that administrative power should be increased in the 
landlord~s hands; but that it ought not to be by rents which 
he can change at his own pleasure. but by fixed duties under 
state law." 106. 
107 
The space and emphaSis given to eduoation in the 
pages of !2!:! Clavigera. show that Huskin valued the proper 
105. 
106. 
107. 
lb., II, 262-3. 
lD., I, 287. 
~llwood, C.A., Sociology and Modern Social Problems,p.23: 
"Sooia1 problems touch education on every side, and, on the 
other hand, education mast bear upon every social problem." 
eo. 
sort of education as the supreme hope of social reconstruction. 
Ho school was establishe d in connection wi th the Guild, but 
the place of education in Ruskin's social thought is fully 
discussed in the letters to working men. Education for social 
improvement begins with the individual and must be suited to 
him. The subject matter should depend on natural endowment, 
which, as has been shown, Huskin thought, extremely variable. 
The aim of education "oonsists in the granting to every human 
being due aid in the development of such faculties as he pos-
sesses for aotion and enjoyment." 108 Competition should :nave 
no place in stimulating study; variability in natural oapaoity 
in children make sit ne cessary to judge each child "by it s own 
standard, trained to its own duty, and rewarded by its just 
109 
pr~ise. It is the effort that deserves praise, not the success." 
Moreover, superior capacities imply obligations, and inferior 
capacities are not disgraoeful but permit "admiration of nobler 
powers" in others. 1'M opportunity for intellectual eduoation 
should be open to all people, but not forced on any one;110 Yo-
oational training, too, should be possible sud required of every 
one;lll moral eduoation is the duty of every one. 112 
11any suggestions for the content suitable to intel-
lectual development occur in these letters and in Praeteri ta. ]!'or 
instance, in one letter, Huskin implies that ~ome Latin should be 
known to working men for the ass istance it furnishes in the un-
loa. For s, I, 113. 
109. IO:: IV, 379-80. 
110. Th., IV, 382. 
Ill. Unto this Last, preface, pp. 111-12. 
112.Fors, ~263; lb., III, 250. 
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113 derstanding of words. On the other hand, according to his 
statements, education need not necessarily include lIari thmetic, 
writing, or reading." 114 These subjeots would be inoluded, 
however, for practically all Children, since he says, "Then as 
they get older, they are to learn the natural history of the 
place they live in, - to know Latin, boy. and girls both, -
and the history of five cities; Athens, Home, Venice, Florence, 
and London. i. 115 The facts of geology, botany, and zoology, 
sui table for school boys and girls, l:{uskin put into what he 
called grammars, Daucalion, Proserpina, Love's .iiJ.einie, to 
116 
be used in the Guild schools. The suggested reading from 
theologic al and secular writers, included Moses, David, Hesiod, 
virgil, vante, Chaucer, and st. John." 117 Reading, properly 
regulated, w§.s to be the great source of improvement. 
"You must read, for the nourishment of your mind, 
precisely under the moral laws which regulate your eating 
for the nourishment of the body. :.I:hat is to say, you must 
not eat for the pleasure of eating, nor read, for the pleasure 
of reading. But, if you manage yourself rightly, you will en-joy your dinner, and your book •••• 1'he vices and virtues of 
reading are more harmful On the one side, and higher on the 
other,as the soul is more precious than the body." 118. 
The study of such subjects by such means will give, according 
to ~uskin, the intellectual education necessary to develop the 
"faculties of admiration, hope, and love." 119 
113. lb., I, 16. 
114. Th., I, 229. 
115. TO., 1, 110. 
116. ID., 111, 243. 
117. ID., 111, 109-110. 
118. TO., III, 110. 
119. TO., 111. 250. 
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The educational theories of ~uskin overlap his 
social theories in the insistence on vQcational training. 
~ince the desirable vocation for most people is agriculture, 
lIevery parish school was to have garden, playground, and culti-
vable land round it, or belonging to itt spacious enough to 
employ the scholars in fine weather mostly out of doors." 120 
Since hand work secures the highest development of the individual, 
manual training is emphasized. 
"!here shall not be on ~t. George1s estate a single 
thing in the house which the boys don't know how to make, nor 
a single dish on the table which the girls will not know how 
to cook." 121 
V~cational training should be comoulsory and adapted to the 
locality; -agricultural schools inland, and naval schools by 
the sea, the indispensable first condition or such education 
being that the DOyS le~rll either to ride or to sail"; everywhere 
are ITthe girls to spin, Vieave, and sew, and at the proper age 
to cook all ordinary food exquisitely." 122 The following 
passage contains a general statement of the idea of the adapta-
bility of the school to individual vocational needs: 
"Of course, schools of this kind cannot be in 
large towns, - the town school must be for townspeople; but 
1 start with the general principle that every school is to 
be fitted for the children in its neighborhood who are likely 
to grow up end live in its neighborhood •••• There are, indeed, 
certain elements of education which are alike necessary to the 
inb&bitants of every spot of eatth. Cleanliness, obedience, 
the first laws of music, mechanics, and geometry, the primal 
facts of geography and astronomy, and the outlines of history, 
should evidently be taught alike to poor and rich, to sailor 
and shepherd, to labourer and shopboy. But for the rest, the 
efficiency of any school will be found to increase exactly 
120. lb., IV, 369. 
121. ID., II, 310. 
122. lb., It 110. 
in the ratio of its direct adaptation to the circumstances 
of the children it receives; and the quality of knowleag. 
to be attained in a given time being equal, it s value 
w:i:ll depend on the possibilities of its instant application. 
8!. 
You need not teach botany to the sons of fisherman, architecture 
to shepherds, or painting to colliers." 123. 
Both intellectual and vocational training should 
contribute to the end of all education, moral development. 
l'he relative importanCle is shown by the comparison in the fol-
lowing passage: 
"In the s chool itself, the things taught will be 
mUSiC, geometry, astronomy, botany, zoology to all; drawing, 
and history to children who have gift for either. And finally, 
t lo all children of what ever gift, grade, or age, the laws of 
Honour, the habit of Truth, the Virtue of Humility, and the 
Happine ss of Love." 124 
Just as manual labor was compulsory so "the laws of virtue and 
honour are, indeed, to be taught compulsorily to all men." 125 
Definite suggestions for this education include: 
"Moral education begins in making the creature 
to be educated, clean, and obedient. This must be done thor-
oughly, and at any cost, and with any kind of compulsion ren-
dered necessary •••• ~ral education consists next in making the 
creature practically serviceable to other creatures, according 
to the nature and extent ~f its own capacities; taking care 
that these be healthily developed in Buch service ••• Moral educa-
tion is summe d when the creature has been made to do its work 
with delight, and thoroughly; but this cannot be until some 
degree of intelle ctual education has been given also." 126. 
Worship, "with that stoop of the soul, which in bending upraises 
it tool!, would grow out of studies worthy of inspiring "Admiration, 
Hope, and Love", in the line of Ii or dsworth which furnished Ruskin 
guidance in his ideas of moral education. 
A summary of the soc ial ideas of l\uskin need not be 
123. lb., IV, ~79. 
124. Th., IV, 369-70. 
125. TO., IV, 382. 
126. 10., III, 250. 
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long, because he repeated, in a variety of forms, the same 
fundamental conceptions. These social ideas are to be under-
stood, first, through mysticism, which explained the basic 
principles of life for him and gave the grounds of hope by 
Which individuals might develop into a richer life through 
renunciation, work, and obedience. A socialistic conception 
of society required denial of special privileges to any class 
and demanded equal industrial opportunity for all. Secondly, 
the particular social theories of ~uskin ere revealed through 
his criticisms of popular political economy of his tilD9 in his 
denial that the ultimate consumer paid for the product without 
any account of the cost in labor; tbat money and riches consti-
tuted the wealth of the nation; that supply and demand controlled 
production sufficiently to warrant assumption of the "eeonoml0 
man" who labored as any universal force to contribute to com-
mercial prosp~rity; that competition was the basis for industrial 
progresst The change Which liuskin wished to introduce was revol-
utionary; means became ends. i'he laboring man became the element 
of value; the product and ID9rcantile prosperity sank into compara-
tive insignificance. Minimum government was no longer sufficient 
While people suffered. Thirdly, the so cial ideas which furnished 
Huskin the hope of social reconstruction were amplified in the 
letters Which were addressed to working men, in connection with 
the Guild of st. George. Proposed remedies included improve-
ment of conditions of work, of home, of leadership, of educa-
tion. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EXTENT OF THE INFLUENCE OF CARLYLE UPON THE SOCIAL IDEAS OF RUSKIN 
Estimates of any influence, particularly literary 
influence, cannot be absolut e. The borrowing of Il8teris.l, as 
in the case of Coleridge and Schlegel, proves indebtedness in 
a concrete way. Similarity of thought, on the other hand, is 
an indication of influence, not final proof; for the likeness 
may be due to common sources, or, with contemporaries, to the 
spirit of the age. When, however, resemblance in thought is 
maintained through several volumes, and obligation is admitted, 
the fact of influence may be regarded as established. These 
latter oonditions are met in t~ problem of Carlyle IS infiueme 
on the social ideas of Ruskin. The purpose of this chapter is 
to determine the extent of the influeme. In Section I, the 
method of determining the extent of this influenoe is to answer 
three questions which naturally arise. (A) Does Ruskin quote 
from Carlyle frequently, or at length? (B) Does Ruskin refer 
.. 
often to carlyle? What is the nature of the referenoes? (C) 
Do passages from the books which are considered show the effect 
of particular ideas of Carlyle? In Section II, oonclusions as 
to the extent of the influeme of Carlyle upon the social ideas 
of Ruskin are stated. 
I 
An outline, inoluding references to all the quotations 
of Carlyle used by Buskin, follows: 
86. 
No quotations from Carlyle occur in Unto this Last. 
---
Three quotations from Carlyle appear in MunezaPulveris: 
p. 154, from Latter-Day ~amphlets, p. 227, 
p. 201. from ~ and. Eresent, pp. 182-3, 
p. 203, from ~ ~ Eresent, p. laB, 
10 lines 
10 lines 
8 lines 
In ~ Clavigera, Ruskin uses four quotations from Carlyle: 
Vol. I, p. 31, from b'rederick the Great, Bk. IV, Ch. ·3, ••• 13 linea 
p. 44, from .l!'rederick the Great, Vol. I. ••••• 7t lines 
Vol. II,p. 146, from a conversation with Carlyle ••••••• 1 line 
Vol.III,p. 423, from a letter of Carlyle about Darwin •••••• 13 lines. 
Ruskin make s (B) referenc es to Carlyle by nama as au-
thority. :i'hese references are of two sorts: (1) incidental, as 
when Carlyle IS name is given in a list of names, in connections 
not related to social ideas, in letters from correspondents who 
refer to Carlyle; (2) probative, in that these references have 
a direct bearing on social ideas and name Carlyle, unqualifiedly, 
as the source and inspirer of Ruskin's social ideas. Carlyle is 
not mentione d in Unto thif! Last. A list of incidental references 
---
followa: 
Mu.nera Pulveris, foot note p. 152. 
Fors Clavigera 1, p.22l: 
p.299: 
"W"nile Mr. Carlyle is just now issuing 
a oheaper edition" etc., in a letter 
from a correspondent. 
"In which function his lady, as you have 
heard now often enough (first from 
(Jar lyle ) ••••• " 
Fors Clavigera II,p.183: "(We will look at Carlyle's statement 
of it an other day)" ••• 
!2!:!. Clavigera lII.p.20: "I .... in one of Carlyle 'a works, 
that 1 might do some good, if I ha d 
Fors Clavigera IV, 
two fingers and a pen," in a 
letter of R.G. Sillar. 
p.98:"For truly 1 have always loved my 
masters, Turner, Tlntoret, and 
Carlyle, to the exclusion of my 
own thoughts." 
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p.138:"My .l!'reethinking acqualnte.nces say 
that with Carlyle the last of the 
great dreamers who have impeded the 
advance of science VIi 11 pass away. " 
Letter from a correspondent. 
p.173:"(The clay mus t ve fallow in wind 
and sun two years before you touch 
it, my master Carlyle tells me) ••• " 
p.244:"I was first dri~en into literature 
that 1 might defend the fame of 
l 'uxner; since that day 1 have been 
explaining the power, or proclaiming 
the praise, of 'l'intoret, - of Luini ,-
of Carpaccio,- of Botticelli,- of 
carlyle;- never thinking for an in-
stant of myself." 
p.26l: "It is now nearly two years since :Mr. 
Carlyle, Mr. Froude, and several other 
men of 'creditable' (shall we say) name, 
gathered together at call of .Mr. Glad-
stone •••• '1' he people of England answered 
by the mouths of the ir j.ournal., that 
Mr. Carlyle and ~tt. Froude knew noth-
ing of his tory. " 
p. 262:"Mr. Carlyle and. Mr. Froude gave you 
theirs 'gratis' "(counsel) 
p.279:"People would have understood my fall-
. ing erazy if they had heard that the 
manuscripts on which 1 had spent seven 
years of my life had all been used to 
light the fire wit h, like Carlyle's 
first volume o~ the French Revolution." 
p.327: Carlyle is mentioned in a list of 
vegetarians. 
p.340: Carlyle is mntioned in a list of 
Scotch genius es. 
References to carlyle which are (2) probative in 
establishing influence follow: 
1 
Munera PUlveris, preface, page XXXV, 
dix. 
page 171, and in the appen~ 
"I should dwell, even in these_ prefatory papers, at 
1. ~receding chapter, p. 55. 
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more length on this subject of slavery, had not all i would 
say been Eaid already, in vain, (not, as 1 hope, ultimtely 
in vain). by ~arlyle, in the Latter-Day Pamphlets, which I 
commend to the readerls gravest reading; together with that 
as much neglected, and still more immediately needed, on 
model prisons, and ~ith the great chapter on ~ermanence 
(fifth of the last section of Past and PreBent) t which sums 
What is known, and foreshadows:-O:rrather forelights, all 
that is to be learned of l~ational Discipline." (p. 171) 
"I have not attempted to support, by tt.Le authority 
of other writers, any or' the statements rmde in these papers ••• 
~ven in the scattered passages referring to this subject in 
three books of ~arlyle IS Sartor .r:esartus, ~ and .Present, 
and the Latter-Day Pamphlets,- all has been said that needs 
to be said, and far better than I shall ever say it again." 
(p.2ll) 
Fors Glavigera, It pp. 139-41: "A good law is one that holds, 
whetbe r you recognize it or not; a bad law is one that cannot 
hold, however much you ordain and pronounce it. l'hat is the 
mighty truth which Oarlyle has been telli~ you for a quarter 
of a century - •••• in the third book of i'ast and fl'esent ••••• 
~ead it until you know it by heart, and from-that day to this, 
whatever there is in ~ngland of dullest and insolent est may 
be always knovln by the natural ins tinct it has to howl against 
Carlyle ••••• .i..~OW I tell you once for all, Oarlyle is the only 
living writer who bas spoken the absolute and perpetual truth 
about yourselves and your business ••• ~ead your uarlyle, then, 
with all your heart, and with the best of brain you can give; 
and you 1I\'ill learn from him first, the eternity of good law, 
and the need of obedieroe to it: then, ooncerning your own 
immediate bUSiness, you will learn farther this, that the be-
ginning of all good la., and nearly the end of it, is in these 
two ordinances, - l'hat every man shall do good v;ork for his 
bread; and secondly, 'l.'hat every man shall have good bread i·or 
his work. II 
pp. 174-5: ".I<.;ver since ~arlyle wrote tnat sentence about rig r.ts 
ana. mignts, in liis E1ren,Jll Revolut ion, all blockhe ads of a benevo-
lent class have been d is claiming against him, as a worshipper 
of force. What else in the name of the three Magi, is to be 
worshipped? For oe of brains, ,il'or oe of heart, l!~orce OT hand;-
will you dethrone t llese, and wo rship apoplexy·? - despite the spir-
it of Heaven, and worShip phthisis? Every condition of idola-
try is sumrred in one broad wickedness of refusing to worship 
,B'orce; - denying the Almighty, and bowing down to four-end-two 
pence wi th a stamp on it. HUt Carlyle never meant in that 
place to refer you to such final truth. He meant but to tell 
you that before you dispute about what you should get, you 
would do well to find out fi rst whs. t is to be gotten. Which 
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briefly is, for everybody, at last, their deserts, and no 
more." 
p. 177: ":Mr • .w. Riddle, C. E., fearlessly states 'tmt all 
property must be taken under control;' which is, indeed, pre-
ci sely what 1fr. Carlyle has been telling you tnese last thirty 
years." 
p. 247: "But your business is to choose and pay your super-
intendent for his sense, and not for his money, which is ex-
actly What Mr. Carlyle has been telling you for some tilOO." 
Fors Clavigera II, p. 137: "That it should be left to me to 
begin such a work, with only one man in England - 1'h~mas Car-
lyle - to whom I can look for steady guid.ance" etc. 
Conclusive results as to the extent of the in-
fluenoe are revealed by (0) a comparison of passages which 
show similarity of ideas. The large number of such passages 
makes complete transcription impossi ble for the length of this 
investigation. Suggestive passages have been quoted in pre-
ceding chapters. The following extracts show the basis of ar-
riving at the conclusions. Ruskin followed Carlyle in teach-
ing the su~perlori ty o_f the inner sp iri tual truth over the mater-
ial fact or semblance. 
"Had they (unhappy men and 
nations) known Nature's right 
truth, Nature's right truth would 
have made them free ••• They bave 
forgotten the right Inner True, 
and t a!ren up with the uuter Sham-
Tru •••• Foolish men imagine that 
because judgment for an evil 
thing is delayed, there is no jus-
tice, but an accidental one, here 
below. Judgment for an evil thing 
is many times delaye d som day or 
two, some century or two, but it 
is as sure.as life,it is as sure 
2. Ib., p. 57. 
"And nei the r v.i th respect 
to things useful or useless 
can man's estimte of them 
alter their nature. Certain 
substances being good for his 
food, and others noxious to 
him, what he things or wishes 
respe cting them can ne i ther 
change, nor prevent, their 
power. If he eats corn, he 
will live; if nightshade, 
he will die ••• Ho comlnercial 
arrangement, no painting of 
sur faces, nor alloying of 
as death! ln the centre of the 
world-whirlwind, verily nOW" as in 
the oldest days, dwells and 
speaks a God." 3 
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substaooes, wi 11 avail 
him a pennyweight. Nature 
asks of him calmly and 
inevitably, What pave you 
found, or form3d - the 
right thing or the wrongY 
By the right thing you 
shall live, by t~e wrong 
you shall die." 
They agree, too, in renunciation as the right atti-
tude of man toward worldly pleasur es. 5 The Y place unbounded 
hope in honest work, which they consider a me ans of health, 
of dignii'ied self-respect, and of worship. They deplore the 
futile attempt to place, on beneficial labor, a money value. 
"All works, each in their 
degrees, are a maki~ of Mad-
ness sane;- truly enough a re-
ligious operation; which cannot 
be carrie d on without religion. 
You have not work otherwise; you 
have eye-service, greedy grasp-
ing for wages, swift and ever 
swifter manufactur e of semblances 
to get hold of wages ••• No man has 
worked, or can v.ork, except re-
ligiously; not even the poor day-
labourer, the weaver of your coat, 
the sewer of your shoes. "All men, 
if they work not as in a Great 
l'askmaster's eye, will work all 
wrong, work unhappily for them-
sel ves and you. Indus trial work, 
still under bondage to Mammon, 
"I found, and have al-
ways since taught, and shall 
teach, 1 doubt not, t ill I die, 
tmt in resolving to do our 
work well, is the only sound 
foundation of any religion 
whatsoever; and that by that 
resolution only, and what we 
ha ve done, and not our bel ie f, 
Ohrist will judge us." 7'Em-
ployers'. It is a noble title. 
if, indeed, the y have found you 
idle. and given you employment, 
wi sely, - let us no more call 
tmm mere 'Men' of Basine ss, 
but rather 'Angels' of Business; 
quit e the best sort of Guardian 
Angel." 8 "The labour produc-
ing us eful result was educa-
3. Past and .Present, p. 8. 
4. hlUilera Plllveris, pp. 7-9; for otmr passages on the same sub-
ject, see quoted in preceding chapters, Past and Present, pp. 
126-148, quoted on p. 21, and Unto this LaSt,-p7 190, quoted 
on p. 58, Fors, III, 215; quot~on-p:-58. 
Cf. Past anr-Present, pp.26,48,78,137,153,189,190,232; Latter-
Dar ~arnphlets. pp. 109,200-1, 256-7, with ~, 1,70-1, II, 
la , IV, 48, 206. 
5. See chapters 11 and III far quotations from Past and Present. 
pp. 204; 154; and Unto ~ Last, p. 126 ff, Fors IV, 51. 
6. Past and ~reserrt, pp:-206-7. See pp. 146,153,156,158,196,200, 
~-~Latter-Day Pamphlets, pp. 43,45-6,195. 
7. Fors, IV, 8, quoted in preceding ch.p. 60. See other pas-
sages there. 
8. blor S t 1, 18. 
the rational soul of it not yet 
awakened, is a tragio speotaole •• 
Labour is not a devil, even while 
enoased in Mammonism; Labour is 
ever an imprisoned god, writh-
ing unoonsoiously or oonsciously 
to es cape out of Mammonism! •• Blessed 
and thrice-blessed symptoms I dis-
oern of Master - Workers who are 
not vulgar men; who are Nobles, and 
begin to feel that they must aot 
as such: all 8p~ed to these, ~h&t 
they are England's hope at pres-
ent :" 6 
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tional in its influence on 
tm tempe r. All such labour 
is. And the first oondition 
of eduoation, the thing you 
are all orying out for, is 
being put to wholesome use-
ful work. And it is nearly 
the last oondition of it 
too; you need very little 
more." ~ 
They deplore the futile attempt to plaoe, on benefio-
ial labor, a money value. 
Not to be supported by 
r !oundsmen sys t ems, by ne ver so 
Ii beral parish dole s, or lodged 
in free and easy workhouses when 
distress overtakes him; not for 
this, ••• but for something far 
different does the heart of him 
struggle, It is 'for justioe' 
too t he struggle s; for 'just 
wages' ,- not in money alone! 
An ever-toiling inferior, he 
would fain (though as yet he 
knows it not) find for himself 
a superior that should loving-
ly and wisely govern: is not 
that too the 'just wages' of 
his servioe done? It is for a 
manlike plaoe and relation, in 
this world where he sees himself 
a man, that he struggles. At 
bott om, may we not say, it is 
even for this, That guidance and 
government whioh he oannot give 
himself, whioh in our so oomplex 
world he oan no longer do wi thout , 
might be afforded him"?" 1011 Wages , 
it would appear, are no index of 
well-bei~ to the working man: 
without proper wages there oan be no 
well-being: but with them also there 
may be ilone. fI 11 
9. lb •• 25. 
10. Chartism, p. 134. 
11. lb., p. 143. 
12. Unto this Last, p. 142. 
---
"It has been shown that 
the ohief value and virtue 
of money oonsists in its hav-
ing power over human beings; 
that, without this power, 
large material possessions 
are useless, and to any per-
son possessiong suoh powers, 
oomparatively unnecessary. 
But power over human beings 
is attainable by other means 
than by money. As I said a 
few pages back, the money 
power is always imperfect and 
doubtful; there are many 
things whioh 0 annot be reache d 
with it, others whioh oannot 
be retained by it. Many joys 
may be given to men .~1.h.oan­
not be bough~ for gold, and 
m&nJ f 1del ities found in them 
whioh cannot be rewarded with 
it." 12 
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Compare the followiQ5 expressions on the duty 
and privilege of obedience: 
"No man is justified in 
resisting by word or deed the 
Authority he lives under, for 
a light cause, be such Author-
ity what it may. ubedience, 
little as many consider that 
side of the matter, is the pri-
mary duty of man. No man but 
is bound indefeasibly, with all 
force of obligation, to obey. 
~arents, teachers, superiors. 
leaders. these all creatures 
recognize as deserving obe-
dience. Recognized or not rec-
ognized, a man ~ superiors. 
a regular hierarchy above him; 
extending up, degree above de-
gree, to tleaven itself and God 
the lilaker, who made His world 
not for anarchy but for rule 
and or der! ••••• He bel wi thout 
due and most due cause is the 
uglie st of war ds; the first 
rebel was ::3 at an. H 13 
"The fool. whatever his wit, 
is t he man who doe sn I t know his 
master- who has said in his heart-
there is no God- no Law. The wise 
man knows his master. Less or 
more Wise, he perceives lower or 
higher masters; but always some 
creature larger than himself-
some law holier than his own. A 
law to be sought- learned, loyed-
obeyed; but in or der to it s dis-
covery, the obedience must be 
begun first, to the best one 
knows. Obey something and you 
will bave a chance some day of 
finding out what is best to obey. 
But if you begin by obeying 
nothing, you will end by obey-
ing Beelzebub and all his seven 
invited friends." 14 
That the attitude of laissez-faire was fundamentally 
wroDg Carlyle maintains because it permitted unrelieved injus-
tice. rha t just ice should be shown by a different treatment of 
the lower clas ses from that which they received by those in au-
thority, is the theme o~ Uhapter II of ~ and ~resent. When 
this chapter as a whole is compared with the first chapter of 
Iv1unera rulveris, especially sections one to eleven, the influence 
oftbe former is evident. Carlyle's figurative treatment of 
i~ature as the ::)phinx and of justice as her question makes a de-
tacned quotation more or les s meaningless unless the ideas are 
14. 
ChartisID, p. 189, quoted in chapter II, p. 26, with other 
references on the saIre subject. 
Fors, II, 420-1, quoted in chapter III, p. 61, with other 
-references on the same subject. 
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understood. Freed from the figures, the ideas are those for 
which in chapt er one of 1.1unera Pu.lveris t Ruskin is giving defini-
tions. The specific criticism which Carlyle makes is: that 
justice was not being done according to the system prevalent; 
his conviction is that justice vv'ould have to be done in order 
to save the Nation. In an appendix, Ruskin's statements show 
that the basis for his definitions is found in these two ideas 
of Carlyle. A comparison of the following passages reveals the 
similarity of the thought: 
"Wba. t is Jus ti ce? that, on the 
whole~ is the question of the 
Sphinx to us •••• The clotiled em-
bodied Jus t ice that sit s in 
Westminster Hall, ?iith the 
unembodied Justice, whe reof 
that other is either an em-
blem, or els e is a fearful 
indescri babili t y, is not so 
visible! For the unembod-
ied Justice is of Heaven; a 
Spirit, and Divinity of Heav-
en,- invisible to all but the 
noble and pure of soul. The 
impure ignoble gaze with eyes, 
and she is not there. They 
will prove it to you by logic, 
by endle ss Hansard Debatings, 
by bursts of parliamentary 
eloquence. It is not consol-
atory to behold! For properly, 
as many men as there are in a 
.Nation who can wi thaI see .tleav-
en's invisible Justice, and know 
it to be on Earth also omnipo-
tent, so many men are the re v.ilo 
stand between a ~ation and per-
dition. So many, and no more, 
neavy laden ~land, how many 
hast thou in this hourY The 
"The greatest of all 
economists are those most op-
posed to the doctrine of laissez-
faire, namely the fortifying vir-
tues, Which the wisest men iof all 
time have arranged under the gen-
eral heads of Prude III e, or Dis-
cretion (the spirit which di s-
derns and adopts rightly); Jus-
tice (the spirit v.hich rules 
and divides rightly) •••• Thus, 
. precisely according to the num-
ber of just men in a nation, 
is their power of avoiding eith-
er intestine or foreign war. 
All disputes may be settled, if 
a sufficient number of persons 
have been tra.ined to submit to 
the principle s of Justici°e, while 
the necessity for war is in di-
rect ratio to the number of un-
just persons who are incapable 
of determining a qQarrel but by 
violence. Whether injustice 
takes the form of the desire of 
dominion, or of refusal to submit 
to it, or of lust of territory, 
of lust of money, or of mere ir-
regular passion and wantdn will, 
the result is economically the 
same;- loss of quantity of 
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Supreme Power sends new an d 
ever new, all born at least 
wi th heart s of "flesh and not 
power and life oonsumed in 
repressing the injustice." 16 
of stone;- and heavy misery 1t-
eeI~, onae heavy enough, will 
prove di daotio!" 15 
Compare their reason for opposing the tenets of pol-
itical eoonomy Which counted material possessions the basis of 
the well-being of a nation. 
"The oondition of the "Perhaps it may even ap-
great body of people in a coun- pear after some consideration, 
try is the condition of the tnat the persons themselves 
country itself: this you say is are the wealth - that these 
a truism in all times; a truism pieces of gold with Vihioh we 
rather pressing to get recog- are in the habit of guiding 
nized as a truth now, and be 17 them, are, in fact, nothing 
acted upon, in these times." more than a kind of Byzantine 
"Another thing, Vwhich the harness ••• In fact, it may be 
British reader often reads and discovered that the true veins 
hears ••• is •• That Society 'ex- of wealth are purple - and not 
ists for the proteotion of pro- in Rock, but in Flesh - perhaps 
perty' ••• For the proteotion of even that the final outoome and 
property, in very truth, and oonsumation of all wealth is in 
for tba t alone! And now what is the produoing as many as possi-
thy propertyy That parohment ble full-breathed, bright-eyed, 
title-daed, that purse thout but- and happy-hearted human crea-
tonest in thy breeohes~pooket, is tures •••• I desire •••• to leave 
that thy valuable property? Un- this one great faot olearly 
happy brother, 1 wi thout. paroh- stated, THEHE IS NO WEALTH BUT 
ment at all , wit h purse oftenest LIFE. Life, inoluding all it s 
in the fla.ooid state ••• have quite powers of love, joy and of ad-
other property than that! I have mirRtion. That oountry is the 
the miraoulous breath of Life in riohest which nourishes the 
me, breathed into my nostrils by greatest number of noble and 
ALmighty God. I have affeotions, happy human beings; that man is 
thoughts, a god-given oapability richest who, having perfeoted 
to be and do; rights, tnerefore,- the funotions of his own life 
-----But my sould, breathed into to the utmost, bas also the 
me by God, my Me and wha t oapa- widest helpful influence, both 
bility is there; that is mine, and personal, and by mans of his 
I wi 11 resist the stealing 0 fit. ,,18possession over the lives of 
others." 19 
15. Past and Present, pp. 1.3-4. 
16. MUnera-Fulveris, Appendix I, pp. 
17. Chartism, Op. Cit., p. 121. 
18. lb., PJ,..163=l;--
19. Unto ~~, pp. 14~-4;185, quoted in oh. III, p. 67. 
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The idea of Ruskin follows that of Carlyle in com-
parative indifference to the form of government; the obedient 
attitude of the people toward government is essential. 
"Government can do much, •••• "Though it is not ab-
but it can in nowise do all. surd to quite the same extent 
Government, as the most con- to believe that a nation de-
spicuous object in iDciety, is pends for happiness and virtue 
called upon to give signal of on the form of its government, 
what shall be done; and, in many it is more difficult to under-
ways, to preside over, fUrther, stand haw so large a number of 
and command the doing of it. BUt otherwise rational persons have 
the Government cannot do, by all been beguiled into thinking so. 
its signaling and commanding, what The stuff of which the nation 
Society is radically indisposed to is made is developed by the ef-
do. In the long-run every Govern- fort and the fate of ages: ao-
ment is the exact symbol of its cording to that material. such 
People, wi th their wisdom and un- and such government beoomes pos-
wisdom; we have to say. Like Peo- sible to it, or impossible. 
pIe like Government ... The main sub-What other form of government 
stance of this immense Problem of you try upon it than the one it 
Organizing Labour, and first of is fit far, necessarily comes 
all of managing the Working Class- to nothing; and a nation wholly 
es, Will, it is very clear, have worthless is capable of none."EI 
to be solved by those who stand 
praotically in the middle of it; 
by those who themselves work and 
preside over work. Of all that 
can be enacted by any Parliament 
in regard t 0 it, th e germs must 
already lie potentially extant 
in those two Clas~es, who obey 
such enactment." 0 . 
Cook suggests that"Fors Clavigera may be described. 
under one aspect of it, as a resumption, at the latter part of 
the century, of the contrast between Past and Present which Carlyle 
22 --
had drawn three deoades befor e." in RUSkin's work the ideals 
of the past are evident. Comparison of passages shows that Rus-
kin answers the call of Carlyle for individual response to the 
task of organizing labor. 
20. Past and Pre sent, p. 270. 
21. FO:rS,-Y: 178. 
22. Cook, Op. Cit •• II, 321. 
IT It is wi th the hope of 
awakening here and there a Bri-
tish man to know himself for a 
man and a divine soul, that a 
few words of parting admoni-
tion, to all persons to whom the 
lieavenly Powers have lent pow-
er of any kind in this land, may 
now be addressed. And firstto 
those same Master-Workers, Lead-
ers of Industry; who stand near-
est and in fact powerfulest, 
though not most prominent, being 
as yet in too many senses a Vir-
tuality rather than an Actuality. 
the Leaders of lndustry, if In-
dustry 1s ever to be led, are Vir-
tually the Captains of the V{orld! 
if there be no nobleness in them, 
there will never be an Aristooraoy 
more. But Ie t the Captains of In-
dustry consider: once again, are 
they born of other clay than the 
old Captains of Slaughter; doomed 
forever to be no Chivalry. but a 
mere gold-plated Doggery ••• Cap-
tains of Industry are the true 
fighters, henceforth recognizable 
as the only true ones: •• Thou who 
feelest aught of such a Godlike 
stirring in thee, any faintest in-
timation of it as through heavy-
laden dreams, follow it, 1 conjure 
thee. Arise, save thyself, be one 
of those that save they country."23 
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"It is indeed because I 
have seen you to be capable of 
co-operation, and to have con-
ceived among yourselves the 
necessity of severe laws for 
it s better enforcetmnt, that 
I have determined to make the 
first essay of st. George's 
work at Sheffield. But I do 
not think you have learned that 
such unity of effort can only 
be vital or successful when 
organized verily far the 'in-
terests' of England' - not for 
your own ••• How long is itt 0 
be before these virtues of 
loyalty and obedience shall 
be conceived as capable of 
deve lopmen t, no Ie ss in em-
ployments ~ich have some use-
ful en d, and fruit ful PQwe r , 
than in those Which are simply 
the moral organization of mas-
sacre, and the mechanical re-
duplication of ruin? ••• You are 
called into a Christian ship of 
war;- not hiring a corsair's 
hull, togo far th and rob on 
the high seas. And you VIi 11 find 
tbt engagement s you have made 
only tenable by a continual 
reference to the cause for 
which you are contending,-
not to the advantage you 
hope to reap ••• Ybu will have 
only to consider, each day, 
how much, with an earnest 
day's la bour, you can pro-
duce, of any useful things 
you are able to manufacture."24 
Carlyle speaks of the 'Chivalry of Labor', its 'Captains of 
Industry', and 'Soldiers of Industry'. Ruskin replies, If Sol-
diers of the Ploughshare as well as soldiers of the SWord." 
The similarity of their ideas on the (a).: importanoe 
23. Past ani Present, p. 271-2. 
24. Fors,-rv, 62-3. 
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of controlling land, the idea of rent, (b) of permanency of 
contract, (c) of overproduction, (d) of sanitation, and of 
(e) educ ation, is also to be observed. 
(a) "It is well said, 'Land is th:! 
right basis of an Aristocracy'; who-
ever possesses the Land, he, more 
emphatically than any other, is the 
~overnor •• ~roperly speaking, the 
~and belo~s to these two: to Al-
mighty Go.; and to all Bis t.!hil- . 
dren of 111en tha.t ba. ve ever wo rked 
well 0 nit, or that shall ever 
work well on it. .No generation of 
men can or could, with never such 
solemnity and effort, sell Land on 
any othe r principle: it is not the 
property of any generation, we say, 
but tbat of all the past generations 
that have worked on it, and of all 
the future ones that shall work on 
it.1I 25 
(b) "Let us .Clere hint at simply 
one vddest universal principle, as 
the basis from which all 9I'ganiza-
tion hitherto has grown up among 
men, and all henceforth will [lave 
to grow; l'ne principle of ~erma­
nent t.!ontra.ct instead of Temporary. 
l'ermanent not 'l'emporary: - you do 
not hire the mer e red-coated fight:-
er by the day, but by the score of 
years! ~ermanence, persistence is 
the fi rst condi t ion 0 f al12frUi tful-
ness in the ways of men." 7 
25. 1'ast and 1'resent, pp.174-5. 
26. ~orD,-rY, 134-5. 
27. l'ast and ~resent, p. 277. 
28. Fors,-rr, 262. 
--
"Tenant s, I say, and at 
long lease, if they behave 
well; with power eventually 
to purcha se the piece of 
land the y live on for them-
selves, if they can save 
the price of it; the rent 
t~y p~, menawhile, being 
the tithe of the annual 
produce, to st. fjeorge's 
fund. The modes of the cul-
ti vation of the land are to 
be under the control of the 
overseer of the whole es-
tate, apPointe! by the Trus-
tees of the fund; but the 
tenants shall build their 
own houses to their own 
minds, under certain oon-
ditions as to materials 
and strength; an4have for 
themselves the entire pro-
du ce of the land, except the 
tithe aforesaid." 26 
"What are you to do then'? 
.l!'ir st, - the act which wi 11 
be the foundation of all 
betteri~ and strength in 
your own lives, as in that 
of yom- tenant s, - fix their 
rent; under legal assurance 
that it shall not be raised; 
and under moral as~:urance that, 
if you see they treat your 
land well, and are likely to 
leave it to you, if they die t 
raised in value, the said 
rent shall be diminished in 
proportion to the improvement'; 
tmt is to say, prOViding they 
pay you the fixed rent during 
the time ~ Ie ase, you are to 
leave to them the entire bene-
fit 01" wna tever increase they 
oan give to the ?al~. of the 
land." 28 
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They agree over-production is not the cause of social ills. 
(c) "But \\hat will reflec- "We can neither give 
tive readers say of a Governing anybody a beating courteously, 
~lass, such as ours, address- nor take one in good part, or 
ing it s ';':orke rs with the in- wi thout screaming or lying 
dictment of 'Over-production~:. about it: and finally, we add 
Over-p:rodu=tion runs it not so'? to these perfected follies 
Ye miscellaneous, ignoble man- of Action more finely per-
ufactur ing individual, ye have fected follie s of Ina.ct ion; 
produced too much! We accuse and contrive hitherto un-
you of making above two-hun- heard-of ways of being 
dred thous and shirts for the wretched through the very 
bare backs of mankind ••• Too abundance of pe ace; our 
many shirtsY Well, that is a workmen, here, vowing them-
novelty, in this intemperate selves to idleness, lest 
~~arth, with it s nine -hundred they should lower vvages. 
millions of bare backs! But and there, being condemned 
the 60mmunity commanded you. by their parishes to iile-
saying, 'See that the shirts ness lest they should lower 
are well apportioned, that our Prices; while outside the 
Human Lawsfbe emblem of God's workhouse all the parish-
Laws'; and where is the appor- ioners are buying anything 
tionment O( Two million shirtless nasty, so that it be cheap; 
or ill-shirted workers sit enchant-and, in a word, under the 
ed in Workhouse Bastiles, five seraphic teaching of Mr. 
million more (according to some) Mill, we have determined 
in Ugolino Hunger-cellars; and at last that it is not De-
for remedy, you say, what say you'?-struction, but Production, 
Raise our rents!' 2~ that is the cause of human 
(d) "Again, are not Sanitary 
Regulat ions possi ble fo~ a .Legis-
lature-r The old Romans had their 
Aediles; who would, I think, tn 
direct contravention to supply':" 
and demand, have rigorously seen 
ram:re d up into total abolition 
many a foul cellar in our Sou.th-
warks, ~aint-Giles.s • . and dark 
poisO'1l-lanes; saying sternly, 
'Shal l a Roman man dwell there?' 
Tna Legislature, at whatever cost 
of consequences, would have had 
to answer, 'God forbid!' - The 
Legisla t ure, even as it now is, 
could or<ler all dingy Manufactur-
1tlg T07ftnS to cease fr ~)m their 
29. Past and Present, pp. 170-1. 
30. Fors,-r; 55. 
di stress." 30. 
"But ever~nere, and 
all day long, you are vitiat-
ing it I the ai r o " with foul 
chemical exhalations; and 
the horrible nests, which 
you call towns, are little 
more than laboratories for 
the distillation into leav-
en of venomous smokes and 
smells, mixed with effluvia 
from decaying animal matter, 
and infectious miasmata from 
purulent disease. On the 
other hand. your power of 
purifying t~ air. by deal-
ing properly and swiftly with 
all substances in corruption; 
soot and darkness; to let-in 
the blessed sunlight, the 
blue of Heaven, and become 
clear and clean; to burn their 
coal-smoke, namely, and rmke 
flame of it. Baths, free air, 
a wholesome temperature, ceil-
ings twenty feet high, might be 
ordaine d. 11 31 
by absolutely forbidding 
noxious manufactures; and 
99. 
by planting in all soils the 
trees which cleanse and in-
vigorate earth and atmosphere,-
is literally infinite." 32 
"No true luxury, wealth, or 
religion is possible to dirty 
pers ons; nor is it decent or 
human to ,ttempt to compass 
any temporal prosperity what-
ever by the sacrifice of clean-
liness. The speedy abolition 
of all abolishable filth is 
the first process of e duca-
tion." 33 
(e) "Who would suppos e tint "We have, it seems, now 
Education were a thing which had set our opening hearts much on 
to be advocated on the ground of this one point, that we will 
local expediency, or indeed on have education for all men and 
any ground? As if it stood not women now, and for all boys and 
on the basis of everlasting duty, girls that are to be. Nothing, 
as a pr ime De cessi ty of man. It indeed, can be more desirable, 
is a thing that should need no ad- if only we determine also what 
vocating; much as it does actually kind of education must be good. "3 5 
need. To impart the gift of think-"By sensibility I mean its nat-
ing to those who'cannot think: ural perception of beauty, fit-
this, one would irmgine, was the ness, and rightness; ar of wmt 
first function a government had is lovely, decent, and just: 
to set about discharging. ~ .. rere faculties dependent much on 
it not a cruel thing to see, in race, and the primal signs of 
any province of an empire, the fine ~reedi~ in man; but cul-
inhabitant s living all mut,il- tivatable also by education, 
ated in their limbs, eacb strong and ne cessarily perishing wi th-
man with his right arm lame d'~ out it. True e ducat ion has, 
How much crueler to find the indeed, no other fUnction than 
strong soul, with its eyes still the development of these fac-
sealed, its eyes extinct so that ulties, and of the relative 
it sees not!" ~4. will. It has been the great 
error of modern intelligence 
to mistake scieme for educa-
tion. You do not educate a 
man by telling wha t he knows 
not, but by making him what he 
was not. 11 ~6. 
31. Past and Present, pp. 264-5. 
32. ~s,-r7 68. 
33. Ib, 111, 250. 
34. Chartism. Ope Cit., pp. 192-3. 
35. Fors, I. 42. 
36. Munera Pulveris, 130. 
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Neithe r Garlyle nor .Huskin thinks that advertising 
or the newspaper is a helpful agency in social improvement. 
"We take it for grant ed, 
the most rigorous of us, t:mt 
all men who have made anything 
are expected and entitled to 
make the loudest possible pro-
clamation of it, and calIon a 
discerning publi:} to reward 
tpem for it. ~very man his own 
trumpeter; that is, to a really 
alarming extent, the accepted 
rule •••• l answer, once for all, 
that the fact is not so. Nature 
requires no man tcb make procla-
mation of his doings and hat-
makings; Nature forbids all 
~en to make such. The re is not 
a man or hat-maker born into the 
world but feels, or has felt, that 
he is degrading himself if he 
speaks of his excellencies and 
prowesses, and supr emacy in his 
craft •••• He feels that he is al-
ready a poor braggart; fast has-
tening to be a falsity and speak-
er of t he Untruth." 37. 
"The prospectus of 
the Boardmen's and General Ad-
vertising Co-operative Society, 
invites ••• 'a. small su.m of money 
by way of capital', to set the 
members of the society up in 
the profitable business of 
walking about London between 
two boards. Here is at last 
found for us, then-;-it appears, 
a line of life! •••• To lounge 
at the East End about the 
streets, with one ~ie pinned 
to the front of you, and an-
other to the back of you, will 
pay, in time, only with proper 
preliminary expenditure of 
capital. '.l.'radesmen are be-
ginning to find it difficult 
to live by lies of their own; 
and workmen will not find it 
much easier to live, by walk-
ing about, flattened between 
other people's." 38. 
"Here, certainly enough is "Belgravia declared, by 
a Parliament that will do no bus- way of coup-de-grace to Black-
iness except such as can be done wood, that something which l:llack-
in sport; and unfortunately, it is wood had spoken of as settled 
well known, almost none can be donern-Qne way had been irrevocably 
in that way. To whi ch Parliament, settle d t m other way t - I set-
in the centre of such a Nation, tIed', said triumphant Bel-
introduce now assiduous Newspape r gravia, I in seventy-two --news-
Reporters, and six yards of small papers.' Seventy-two news-
type laid on all breakfast-ta- papers, theh, it seems- or, 
bles every morning; alas, are not with a margin, eighty-two,-
the Six-hundred and fifty-eight perhaps, to be perfectly safe, 
miscellaneous gentlemen, who sit we had better say ninety-two-
to do sovereign business in such are _enough to settle anything 
circumstances, verily a self-con- in this England of ours, for 
tradiction, a solecism in Nature, the present. BUt, irrevocably, 
- Nature having appointed that 1 doubt, If, perchance, you 
business shall not be done in workmen should reach the level 
that way·~ Incapable of doing bus- of understanding scholar's 
iness; capable of speech only, English instead of newspa~er's 
and ~his none of the best. Speech English, things might even 
37. Past ani Present, p. 142. 
38. Fors,-r: 28. 
which, as we can too well see, 
whether it be speech to the 
question and to the wise men near, 
or 'speech to Buncombe' •••• to 
the distant constituenc~es ••• 
will yearly grow more worthless 
as speech, and threaten to fin-
ish by becoming burdensome to 
gods and men!" 39 
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unsettle themselves again; 
and, in the end, might even 
get into positions uncontem-
plated by the ninety-two 
newspapers, - contemplated 
only by the laws of tleaven, 
and settled by them, some 
time since, as positions which, 
if thing s ever got out of, 
they would need to get into 
again." 40. 
'.L'he extent of Carlyle I s contribution to .tru.skin is 
thus revealed by a comparison of tne statements of their books; 
the influence of the ideas of Carlyle is not shown to any great 
extent, either in length or in frequency of quotation. In fact, 
r:uskin quotes, counting actual paraphrases, mor e from Mill or 
from Plato t han from Carlyle. The social ideas of carlyle do 
not appear in the majority of references to him, which are 
merely incidental in their nature. in a few significant ref-
erences, however, Buskin names carlyle as the source of inspira-
tion in the field of social problems. Judging from internal 
eVidence, the reade r decides that there is sameness of thought 
in the works of carlyle and ~uskin, but not the s i milarity of 
phrasiDg ~hich would characterize Buskin as deficient in capacity 
for thinking. 'l'he ideas of Carlyle stimulate Ruskin to an elabora-
tion of the original suggestion. '.l.'here are no borrowings wi th-
out authority; no coincidences have to be explained; no use of 
Carlyle I s striking illustrations or figures of speech appear. 
s ection 11 
Although huskin's method of expression is unlike that 
of \.Jarlyle, the tA) conclusions reached are the same. uther pas-
sages from huskin show that (B) he differed from Carlyle in some 
39. Latter-vat ~amphlets, p. 226. 
40. ~,1, 42. 
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particlllars, which .r:uskin developed independently, or under 
other influences. 
Huskin followed Carlyle in (A) the fundamental 
principles of his teaching. ~uskin maintains, as does ~arlyle, 
(1) the improvement of all people can be attained only in and 
41 by the leadership of the best pe ople • For this r eason neither 
valued enlarged suffrage, though neither solved the problem b~ 
selecting the best leaders and making them responsible. 
Luskin followed ~arlyle (2) in denying the effic-
iency of truth of the popular laws of economy in governing 
economic social relations. 42 ~uskin emphasized the mechanical 
nature of the economic system; it had taken joy out of work 
for the laboring man. 1'his evil is his expression of Carlyle's 
denunciation of the idea that the mechanical bond of cash could 
or should 'be the sole connection between employer and employed. 43 
They agree as to the remedy for mOd.ern di slike of labor: "that 
social reform must begin ,with the internal and moral reform 
of the individual, and need not be looked for, or expected from 
any mechanical reconstruction of society.1i 44 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
~ea quoted in ch. II, p. 25, Chart ism, p. l89:Latter-Day 
.l:'amphlets, p. 23. See quoted in ch. 111, p. 73., ji'ors I. 
pp. 189-90; p. 131. Huskin advised educational qualifications 
for voting, and a kind of evaluation of votes, according to 
the ~ge of the voters, a system of plural voting. l\'lunera 
.l:'Ulveris, p.16l ff. For other points of difference, see 
later discussion. 
Cla.uS,l'aul, up.Cit., V. l6,p.473: "Und als er dann durch ein 
einflusz ~arlyles sich etwas mit uiesen unheimlichen gegenstand 
zu besch~ftigen begann ••• V.17,p.285: "Hier (gegen nationalokon-
omie) hat er in einer weise fur das von ihn als recht erkannte 
gek§.mpft, dasz Carlyle dazu kam von der, gBttlichen wu t (divine 
rage) Ruskins in der verteidigung derwahrheit zu reden." V.17, 
a88~ "Mit :..;arlyle ist r:uskin der t1berzeugung, dasz alles 
dauernde in der geschichte der menschheit ergabnis 
angestrengte;- arbeit is t. " 
~ee quoted in Ch.ll,~ast and .l:'resent,p.19; in ch.III Fors IV S·, __ , t I 
1,113. 
Gibbins,Henry De Beltgens,English Social Reformers, p. 213. 
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}~skin followed Carlyle in (3) believing that the 
45 form of Government VIas comparatively unimportant but that the 
fact of strong Government was a Ire ans of so cia1 improvement. 
ior that reason, they urged Government control of workshops, of 
employment, of old age pensions, of housing of the poor, and 
land for the workers on it. 46 
Ruskin followed Carlyle (4) in the idea that the op-
47 portunity for education should be universal. As a result of 
general enlightenment, social improvement will follow the teach-
ing of right ideas about organization of la bor, cont rol of land, 
sanitary conditions. 48 
In an estimation of the extent of influence the ques-
tion arises (B) whether Buskin differed from Carlyle, and, if so, 
in wmt particulars. Cook discusses the question in a general 
way: 
"Are there ~uskinians as well as Darwinians? Mr. 
Ruskin's own answer is a decided negati ve. Many men, he says, 
have 'hope of being remembered as the discoverers af some im-
portant truth, or the founders of some exclusive system called 
after their own names. But I have never applied myself to dis-
cover anything, being content to praise what had already been 
discovered; so that no true disciple of mine will ever be a 
Ruskinian'. The 'Gospel according to ~uskin' is one of glad 
tidings, but not of ·news' •••• He took the Gospel of Truth, Sin-
ceri ty, an d noblene ss as he had 1earne d it from Carlyle, and ap-
plied it to a new sphere untouched by Carlyle." 49 
Hobson says: "Turner rmde him an art critic; Carlyle, a social 
reformer." 50 Such gene ral statezrent s, however, do not preclude 
important differences on the part of Huskin. 
45. bee references above, 17 and 18. 
46. Past and Presen~, p. 174 ff. in ch. III, p. 71. Unto this Last, 
preface, pp. 111-2. 
47. See references above, 34; 35; 36. 
48. See references above, 23; 24; 27; 28; 31; ~3. 
49. Cook, E.T.,. Studies in HUSkip~ pp. 2-4. 
bOo Hobson, ~. A., QE. ~It., p.o. 
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uinae the purpose of the preceding search has been 
to find whether huskin followed the ideas of uarlyle t cilis-
similarities have not been pointed out. ~o ShOW the differ-
ences in emphasis and in detail is the purpose of the rest of 
this study. ~he s ocial ideas of nusxin differ from those of 
Uarlyle (1) in being more technical in the presentation of 
opposition to popular theories governing social relations; (2) 
in revealing t t eir significance in a concrete attempt to put 
theories into practice in the uuild of ute ueorge. 51 ~he ana-
lytic power of huskin is shown in his treatment of the preva il-
ing theories of economy and of government in their relation to 
society. 52 '.l~ he f1rst two chapters of I'l unera f'Ulveris compare 
the dei'ini tions of authorities on political economy. 00ntrast 
the following passages of uarlyle and huskin which state the 
same 1dea about the injurious effect of maKing money the basis 
of social relations. '{ihere varlyle is highlY figurative. huskin 
is often matter-of-fact. 
"A poor Working Mammonism getting itself 'strangled 
in the partridge-nets of an unworking lJilettantism j • and bel-
lowing dreadfully. and already black in the face. is surelY a 
disastrous spectaCle! ~ut of a Midas-eared Jilarmnonism. which 
indeed at bottom all pure Mammonisms are. what better can you 
expect~ 1.'l0 better;- if not thiS" then something other equs.lly 
disastrous. if not still more disastrous. Mammonism. grown 
asinine, have to become human again, and rational; they have. 
on the whole, to cease to oe Mammonisms, were it even on com-
pUlSion, and pressure of the hemp round their neck~ - MY friends 
of the YlorKing aristocracy t there are now a great many things 
which you alS O, in your extreme need, will have to consider." 53 
51. uaines, .l"rancis, l::)ocial Uriticism of lisrlyle and l\uskin,p.6V: 
"~his, then, is the great distinction in the JIVes ot' the two; 
when liarlyle had delivered h1s message, he left it for soc1ety 
to accept it or leave it; ,L\uskin not onlY delivered the me 3-
sage. but undertook to force it on soc1ety.oI 
5G. uizeranne. M. de la, nusKin ~ ~ neli gion of ~eauty. p.131. 
quotes Mazzini: "BusKin I s is the most aw:uytic mind in ~urop. 
at this moment. i l 
(}hesterton, up. ~ •• p. 63: li lie was not so great a man as 
liarlyle. but he was a mUch more clear-headed man. 
53. ~a st and ~resent. p. 182. 
--
lOP. 
"And it is quit~ possible for the simplest work-
man or labourer for whom 1 write to understand what the 
feelings of a gentleman are, ~nd share them, if he will; 
but the crisis and horror of this present time are that 
its desire of money and the fulness of luxury dishonestly 
attainable by common persons, are gr&dually making churls 
of all men; and the nobler passions are not merely dis-
believed, but even the conception of them seems ludicrous 
to the impotent churl mind." 54 
While uarly1e emphasized the general falSity of 
making ·cash the sole nexus', and of trusting the laws of 
competition and of supply and demand, ~uskin analyzes these 
so-called laws that he may state the fallacies. ~hey agree, 
for instance, in the conviction that human choice is related 
to economic law and that moral facts should affect economic 
relations. '.L·ne fOllowing passages show the general nature 
of varlyle ; s statement and the analytic qU~lity of ~usKin i s, 
on the SUbJect of inequality of wealth. 
"~or ure they of the ;:)t. lves workhouses, of the 
~lasgow lanes, and ~tockport cellars, the only unblessed among 
us. ~his successful industry of ~ngland, with its plethoriC 
wealth, has as yet made nobody rich; it is enchanted wealth, 
and belongs yet to nobody. we might ask, Which of us has 
it enriched"!' ~· .. e can spend thousCinds Where we once spent hun-
dreds; but can purchase .nothing good with them. we have sump-
tuous garnitures for our Life, but have forgotten to live in 
the middle of them. It is enchanted wealth; no man o~ can 
touch it. 'l'he Class of men who feel that they are trUly 
better off by means of it, let them give us their name~ •••• 
~o Whom, tnen, is this wealth of ~gland wealth? who is it 
that it blesses; makes happier, Wiser, beaut~fUler, in any 
way better? ••• As yet no one. we have mOre riches than any 
~ation ever had before. uur successful industry is hitherto 
unsuccessful; a strange success, if we stop here~ In the 
midst of plethoriC plenty, the people perish; with gold walls, 
and fUll barns, no man feels himself safe or satis:fied. work-
ers, Master workers, Unworxers, all men, come to pause; stand 
fixed, and cannot farther." 55 
54. ~ors, II, 1Y5. 
55. ~ast ~ ~resent, pp. 5-6. 
lu6. 
"Now the establishment ()f inequality cannot be 
shown in the abstract to be either advantageous or dis-
adv&ntageous to the body of the nation. The r&sh and ab-
surd assumption that such ine c' uali ties are necessarily 
advantageous, lies at the root of most of the popular fal-
lacies on the sub,iect of political economy. ~ ' or the eternal 
and inevi ta'ble law in this matter is, that the benet'icialness 
of tne inequality depends, first, on the methods by which it 
was accomplished, and, secondly, on the purposes to which it 
is applied. Ineoualities of wealth, unjustly established, 
have assuredly injured the nation in which they exist during 
their establisrunent; and, unjustly directed, injure it yet 
more during their existence. but inequalities of wealth 
justly establiShed, benefit tne nation in the course of their 
establishment; and, nObly used, aid it yet more by their 
eX1stence. 'l'hat is to say, among every active and well-
governed people, the various strength of individuals, tested 
by full exertion and specially applied to various need, issues 
in unequal, but harmonious results, receiving reward or au-
thority acc ording to its Class and service; while in the in-
active or ill-governed nation. the gradations of decay and 
the Victories of treason work out also their own rugged sys-
tme of subjection and success: and substitute, for the 
melodious inequalities of concurrent power, the iniquitous 
dominGlnces and depressions of guilt and misfortune. iI 56. 
beSides this difference in analysis or emphaSis on 
particUlars, .huskin expresses his ideas in greater detuil. 
~'or instance, ~arlyle in ~hartism, mentions universal education 
as one of the two 'great things' needed, and follows the state-
ment with five paragraph's on the difficulties; in East ~ ~­
~, he suggests that an effective ~ducation ~ervice is possible; 
in ~atter-Day Pamphlets, he proposes a minister of ~ducation. 
In all these references not more than eight pages are used. un 
the other hand, with the exception of pages given to reports df 
the Master of the ~uild and to letters from correspondents, the 
two thousand pages of ~ are written for the purpose of edu-
cating tne working men to wnom they are addressed and of sug-
gesting better means of education for children. 
56. unto this Lust, p. 130. 
---
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Perhaps the most striKing differences between the 
social ideas of uarlyle and ~usKin grow out of (2) nusKinis 
attempts to put their theories into pract1ce in the ~uild 
of ::it. ~eorge. ,l!'or instance. ~usKin worKed out a system of 
·education in such detail in order to estabJ.ish the r1ght 
kind of schools in connection with the experiment. !n the 
letters to worKingmen he emphasized the bad effect of machinery 
in greater detail than 0arlyle ever did. bome explanation was 
necessary for the absence of rnb.Chinery, other then tOOl: run 
by natural power, on the uuild land. 
bince compensation for improvements would en-
courage t1diness and thrift ,A •• U.., urged recognition of payment 
for progress rather than of increased taxation. He came to 
the conclusion, independent of ~arlyle, that taKing interest 
on loans of money was wrong. 57 
~esides expressing, elaborately and technicaJ.ly, 
the ideas which Utirlyle suggested, ~nsKin developed certain 
ideas from other sources and from independent thinking. His 
constant study of ~lato accounts for some of the details of 
the ~t. ~eorge scheme, which coUld not have come from 0arlyle. 
husKin;s previous study of art and his appreciation of the beau-
ties of nature, qUite independent of Garlyle or of Elato. ex-
plain some of the suggestions for SOCial improvement. ~he 
point B of departur.e from uarlyle in this scheme of soc ia1 
reconstruction are mainly (a, the influence of Plato. and (bJ 
the influence of art. 
57. ,l4'ors, I, 247; 111, 26~. 307. 
-
~uskin studied ~iato constant~y in connection 
58 
with the s ocial problems. In the government regulations 
108. 
planned for the liUild, ~us.kin applies some oi' the doctrines 
of Elato. ~ook says that in pOlitics he followed the theories 
of ~lato and "sought to reconstruct SOCiety on the ~latonic 
conception of Justice - assigning to each man his due place." 59 
Although ~uskin was more concerned with presenting principles 
of sound soc l ai relations than with the nractical aspects, he 
followed in his instructions to the members of the ~uild ~iato l s 
sense of obiigation on the part of community authorities to 
\ 
watch the pubiic heaith by preventing adUlteration of food, 
impurities of ail sorts, and ~ealthful conditions. ~ne ide& 
of participa tion in most of the ~ ctivities necessary to life 
by each person, or opposition to over-specialization, is an 
apPlication of the ~reek philosopher l s thought. 
"b'or, if I may venture to say a ridiCULOUS thing, 
if we were to compel the best men everywhere to keep taverns 
for a time, to carryon retail trade, or do anything of tnat 
s ort: of if, in conse quence of some neceSSity, the best women 
were compelled to t a ke to a simiiar calling, then we should 
knOW how agreeable and pleasant all these things are. And 
if they were carried on according to pure reason, all such 
occupa ~ ions would be held in honour. ,. 60 
Some of ~uskin ' s educational ideas were Similar to 
those of ~lato~ or were the reSUlt of hUSkin i s training a~d ob-
serva tion. ~he unc onscious eff ect of majestic external sur-
r oundings for the scnool and suitable pictures for tne wallS inSide 
58.Cook, l!:.'l'., '.!:he Li f e 2.!....ttuskin, II, p.34: In 1t:36l ~usKin was 
s t udying ~lato in connection with social ,roblems. 
Letters !2! t(uskin !.Q. ~orton, vOi. 11, p.1D':#: .1.n 18'16, he was 
transl ating ~lato's Laws. 
F 0 rs , 1, 22'1. 
~ors, Iv, 368. In I b 7~, he refers to ~1ato, as author1ty. 
69. U 0 ok, ..QE. --2.ll., p. 140. 
60. ~lato, ~ (Jowett ' s translation], quoted in Uook, ~. 0it., 
vompare, .lfOrS, i, 122; 1.1,130 ff.; 11.1,23 5 ff. iv, 141,ff. 
109. 
was, to Huskin, a part of the educational process. Music 
and dancing recelved even more attention: 
"lViusic and lJancing~ '.1.'hey are aui te the two 
primal instrmnents of education ••• ln ~t. ~eorge ' s SChools, 
reading, writing, and accounts may be spared where pupils 
show no turn to any of these scholarships; but music and 
dancing, never." 61 
~uskin is like ~lato, too, in fearing the disastrous effect 
of improper music and poetry. ~obl« rhythmical productions 
became an important instrument of cUltural education. Bell-
62 
ringing received some attention. Uommitting good poetry 
to memory and hearing well-read selections from books were 
a part of the educational process.63 
Huskin gave more attention in his schemes for 
social improve~ent to stimulating and satisfying a love of 
the beauti~~l than any suggestion from Garlyle. would warr4nt. 
~his emphasis came from ~uskin's car eful attention to ~rt and 
to the conditions which fostered it. ~he search for proper 
conditions for pure art, which caused .rtuskin to turn to \Jar-
lyle for a solution of SOCial problems, was never entirely 
abandoned. ~he natural interconnection of art and SOCial 
economy, in nuskin1s pl~ns, explains some or the conditions 
which the ~uild met in its practice of his well-known saying 
that .I life without industry is guilt; industry Without art 
is brutality." Huskin t aught that simplification ot" life on 
a just baS1S should precede any formal instruction in art; then, 
art might c ome not for its own sake, but to ma ke life richer. 
61. ~'orsL Ill, 24-5. 
62. lb, IV, 3e3. 
63. 1b., IV, :J74 ",jtH. 
64. TI., I I I, 21lfh. 
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l!'ormal art does not have a place in the curricu.lum of the 
65 
~t. ~eorge sChools. 60me attention was to be g1ven to 
the making of artistic maps, but the content vu.lue con-
66 
sisted in the historical ~nd geogruphical facts represented. 
Wi th l\uskin, the purpose of education was to furnish train-
ing in admiration, hope, and love. With uarlyle, the most 
that .life can teach is the V~.lue of reverence or worship, 
worK, which may result in blessedness, and renunciation or 
sacrifice. ~he ideas are not so different in their final 
ana.lysis, but, as has been s~id, the tone of ~uskin is more 
tender than that of uarlyle in teaching lnen the principles 
67 
which should control their social relations. '.rhe same in-
terpreter of huskin called him a representative of the Vic-
t orian Art attitude in its Change from indifference to hu-
manlty to the service of mankind by art: 
"The change in ~uskin is the change of the century. 
14'rom Modern l"ainters to ~ U1avigera, - thiS is the great 
trans1tlon of the age. we began the vlctor1an era with art: 
with high theoretic enthusiasm, with romantic devotion to the 
past, with reverence fo'r beauty yet often with comp.lb.cent 
content in our elaborate soclety. we end with social science: 
with a strenuous, practical . earnestnes s, with consecration to 
human needs, with deepening humi.li ty. . :Blatitt is not forgotten 
nor despised. It is ours, a precious possession forever. Hut 
it has led us to something beyond itself, - to the conception 
of that perfect state where alone it can be perfectly rea.lized. 
Lt is because ~ohn ~usKin, more than any other one man in ~ng­
.land, felt these two infl.uences of Art and Humanity, that we 
are eager to study him.· 1 6tJ 
In cOncl.uSiOn, the present lnvestigation ShOWS tnat 
the social ideas or ~usKin were influenced by those of uarlyle, 
65. Yors, 1, 11U ff. ~ee also ch. Ill. 
66.1b:: lv, 3tJ6-S. 
67. bcudder, vlda, An Introduction to ~ Wr1tines .21 1'i.usK"in, 
p. 255. -
68. .f2., p. 15. 
• 
111. 
in that Huskin accepted practically all o~ ~arlyle's pr1n-
ciples o~ socia~ criticism and all of his suggestions for 
socia~ improvement; that nuskin made entirely proper use 
of the ideas which he got from Car~y~e in that nusKin gave 
• 
frequent and unqualified statements as to his indebtedness; 
that Huskin made practically no use of the literary material 
of varlyle after understanding the thought; th~t rtuskin dif-
fered from c arlyle in emphasis and in detail. Huskin agreed 
with var~y~e in the reality of spiritual forces, which re-
vea~ed a mysticism out of sympathy with the scientific modes 
of thought in the Vict orian period. In fact, logic they 
scorned in dealing with such questions as the rights o~ man. 
Acc ordingly, there is no agreement with utilitarian tests 
f or every det~il of life; nor is there any sympathy with the 
sceptical attitude t oward the va lue of intuition. ~imilarlYt 
there is definite opposition to the Whole drift and pressure 
of modern days towards exalting popular opinion and popular 
movements as oracles to be valued above the judgment of the 
wise, the strong, and the good. Huskin differed from Carlyle 
in making greater use of analytical processes of thought and in 
f ormUlating definitions; in finding in ilato and in his art 
experience suggestions for the experiment in SOCial reconstruc-
tion which he made in the ~t. ~eorge Guild. 
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1887. (st. L.) 
Waldstein, Charles, ~ ~ of ~ ~uekini its in-
fluence upon modern thought and life, new York, 
Harper and Brothers, 1893. 
Ward, M. A., Prophets of ~ Nineteenth Century, New 
York, Little, Brown and Co., 1900. (st. L.) 
~ilson. H. Schutz, History and Criticismi London, 
T. Fisher Unwin, 1896. (St. L.) 
~ylie. Laura J., (Ph. D. Yale) Social Studies in English 
Literature, Boston, Houehton, Mifflin and Co., 1916. 
(st. L.) 
IV Miscellaneous P.eferencee 
Ellwood, fIl. A., Sociology and lIodern Problems, New York, 
-lo"!" 
Amerioan book CO., l~lU. 
j!;llwood, ~. A., ~ :::;ooial l:'rob1em, .New York, lvlacmillan 
Co., 1915. 
j!;llwood, U. A., Introduction ~ :::;ocial .t'syoho1ogy, 
.N. Y., Appleton, 1917. 
Mill, J. ~., Principles ~ .t'olitica1 j!;conomY!i!h ~ 
.2! ~heir Applications 12 ::;ocial .t'hilosophy, .1:'eople ' s 
ed., ~ondon. ~ongmans, ureen, ~eader. and Dyer, 
1868. 
::;mith, Adam, Wealth of Nations, 2 vols., 2nd. ed. 
uXford, Ularendon .1:'ress, 1~~0. 
'.1: rail , li. D., ~ocia1 England, Vol. VI, New York, u. 
Walpole, l:ipencer, A-History.2! .f!;ngland ,1tH5 and after), 
6 vols., .New york, ~o~mans, ureen, and ~o., l8~U. 
V Periodical Heferences 
~raam, J. W., Huskin Cooperative Colony. In American 
Journal of l:iociology, v. 8, 1~U3, pp. 667-8U. 
Marble, A. li., Social Heforms .2! Huskin. In Arena, V. 
23, pp. 538-43. 
James, Henry, ~ .1:'ersonal hecol1ections .2! Carlyle. 
In Atlantic Monthly, v. 47, l8til, pp. b~1-60~. 
,b'letcher, J. ~., .r~eWl1lan ~ I..iarlyle, In Atlantic, V. 
95, 1~U5, pp. 66~-7~. 
~etters of J. ~uskin to U • .f!;. Norton. 
93, 1~04, pp. 5'l7-~8; 7~7-e06; v. 
pp. 8-19; 161-70; 3'lb-8ti. 
In Atlantic, v. 
94, 1904, 
Matthews, ~rander, ~evills Advocate. ln ~entury, v. 80, 
1910, pp. 337 ff. 
-16-
Bond, R. W., Ilan and Prophet (Ruskin). In Contemporary. 
v. 78. 1900. pp. 118-133. 
Hobson, J. A •• Ruskin and Democracy. In Contemporary. 
v. 81, 1902, pp. 103-112. 
r'edgwood, J •• I'lork and Influence (Ruskin). In Con-
temporary. v. 77, 1900. pp. 334-42. 
Pecuniary Affairs (Ruskin). In Current 
Literature. v. 27, 1900, pp. 193. 
Is Ruskin's Influence ~ ~~? In 
Literature, v. 51, 1911, pp. 439-41. 
Ruskin's Appeal !2. the Present Genera-
tion. In Current Literature. v. 52, 
1912, pp. 218-21. 
Vaughan, C. E., Carlyle ~ ~ German Lmstere. In 
Essays and Studies by members of the English Asso-
eiation, Vol •. I, pp. 168-96. Oxford, Clarendon 
Press. 1910. 
Longfellow, W. P., Appreciation (Ruskin). In Forum, v. 
29, 1900, pp. 298-312. 
Phelps , ill. L., New IJight on Carlyle. In l!'orum, v. 41, 
1909~ pp. 594-9. 
Goring, K. M., Friends ~ Living Creatures and Ruskin. 
In Fortnightly. v. 88, 1907, pp. 373-90: 592-609. 
Callicott T. C., Philosophy of Clothes. In Fortnightly, 
T# 97, 1912, pp. 521-8. 
-17-
Marriott, A. R., Higher Education of Working Men. 
Ruskin College, Oxford. In Fortnightly, v. 86, 
1906, pp. 247-257. 
Wilson, D. A., Carlyle and ~ German Empire. In 
Fortnightly, v. 105, 1916, pp. 326-33. 
Thayer, W. R., Thomas Carlyle: ~ ~ and Influence. 
In Forum, v. 20, 1896, pp. 465-479. 
Geddes, P., Ruskin, !! Economist. In International 
Monthly, v. 1, 1900, pp. 280-308. 
Kindlipg of ~ Flame (Ruskin). In Living 
Age, v. 253, 1907, pp. 378-80. 
Stephen, R. L., ~ Ruskin. In Living Age, v. 225,1900, 
pp. 423-~5. 
Latter-day Prophet (Ruskin). In Living 
Age, v. 261, 1909, pp. 247-50. 
Gunn, S., Carlyle and Germany of the Present Day. 
In Hation, v. 99, 1914, p. 605. 
Claus, P., ~ Ethik ~ Ruskins. In Die Heueren 
Spracnen, v. 16, 1~08-9, pp. 467-487; 535-552; 
v. 17, 1909-10, pp. 129-49; 278-301. 
Durrant, :.':. 8., From Art to Social Reform. In Nineteenth 
Century. v. 67, 1910, pp. 922-30. 
Stimson, F. J., Ruskin ~ ~Political Economist. In 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, v. 2, 1888, pp. 
414-42. 
-18-
Tavener, L. t Roet, Painter, and Prophet. In Review of 
Revie~s, v. 21, 1900, pp. 289-302. 
Educational Experiment, Ruskin Co11e~e, 
Oxford. In ::~ eview of Reviews, v. 38, 
1908. pp • 3·68-9. 
Thwing, C. .Iii . , Education According to Carlyle. In 
School and Society, v. 2, 1915, pp. 649-61. 
Thwing, rt Iv. b'. , Education According to Ruskin. In 
School and Society, v. 2, 1915, pp. 721-31. 
Seeley, J. R., Political Somnambulism. In Scribner's 
,RUskin) 
Vl:agazine, v. 22, 1881, pp. 142-3. 
Aent, A., Cooperative Communities in the United states. 
Ruskin Co~nonwealth. In United States Bureau of 
Labor Bulletin, v. 6, 1901, pp. 604-l2. 
It may interes,t the reader to know that, although 
a few articles on ~arlYle appear, the fOllowing publications 
contribute nothing to this subject: 
Modern Language Association. 1884-1916. 
Modern Language ~otes. le~2-1~l7. 
Modern ~hilology. 1~Ob-l~l7. 
~he Modern Language ~eview. 1~Ub-l~16. 
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